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; . CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTION

Because the extant e'^itlons bp::Bretoil^s works are rare,
• and because- these works. or reprint s of these works have been 
available to very few scholars, he has bean studied' very ■. 
little; and because of the minor p os ition Breton oeoupies in 

/' ah" age?;Of: ;great-^writers, and because'his- works, both in prose 
and poetry, at times suffer from the'great .facility necessary 
to the prbfessiohal writerBreton ha^ pf£Sri"been dismissed .

'I ;.#ith::iittie more: than & cursory < glan'ce«' As a result, Breton 
has - received' no more attention by scholars in respect to his 
.influence upon other.writers than the expression of such a 
possibility: this has been true of Breton8s influence upon
•such' a-writer as' .Xtaac Walton» ' : •: ; :

> ' 1 o ' THE PR0BL1M ’ ' ; ; - f '

• Statement of the problem.' It is the purpose of this , ' 
study (1) to show'the ancestry and family'of Breton, and, in 
so far as-it is possible with Breton^ ;works and' the few,;

' notices and records of - the time making referen'ce -to him as’:r a ■ 
basls,';:tb ’reconstruct - Breton*s life; (2) to give a survey of 
Breton's verse and prose' works, and the works 'studied 'in 
relation to the Breton canon; (3) to show the present-day 
'evaluation of these :wofksto show the evaluation of these 
works by ' crlticu. and writers contemporary, with Breton, and



■ to show the evaluations (active judgments) of these works by • 
Vthose who used them9. both during Bretohts life and following 
his death, for. pldgiary^ :,imitatidn, and as source material; ■■ 
and (4) as a special example of the. evaluation'placed'on 
. Breton!s works, to give' a detailed study of the. use ■ma.de of 
/ some of. the works of Breton by Walton as a source for The ': 
Complete Angler» f l'f' t ■' /' ' "' j '

- Importance of the study°''Knowledge constantly comes: . • 
forth in research that has not; been available to scholars -

., who have previously. dealt; with related problems, and this isj ' 
true in the case of those who have made, studies of Nicholas 
Breton, The information available to Alexander Grosart con- 
cerning Breton and his works was less than that available 

. to Nellie Elizabeth.Monroe, and the Information available . 
to either of these two scholars is less than that, available 
for the. present; study<, "And from this greater amount of >

. knowledge new theories can be projected, as, for example,' is ■ ■ 
done'in the present study concerning the.birth date of Breton, 
which possibly make a closer approach to.the facts ? further, ;/ 
when, these new andp' it is hoped, more accurate theories are 
: tested and studied in relation to/'Breton:? s works they / present 
; a new picture of; the author * s life and the value of his' ’ > '■ -
creative efforts, ':in XthiS 'manner, disregarding the worth'of 

/'the. present study as■ a Study within itself,, a presentation • .
; nf old •and npwly. accumulated knowledge concerning Breton, ; :
the theories concerning Breton and his works derived;from '



■ this .■combined, •knq^leage9>:.and-rtib;*!-- hew'pictare which Is derived, 
from the. c omhlaat $ on -ef these theories and the. works of 
Breton form'. a haslh? . jnst;- as the . studies of Grosarf and 
Sonrqe’ havev formed ;a;hasi for- .future .:stTJ.dies = :

.The" importance of the present study* other than its 
possihle: use, as a basis for future study, has been intimated 

:: by Sir Samuel Bryd.ge s - in. Archaic a a 1815j for, as Sir Samuel - 
Brydges suggests, Nicholas Breten and the other writers of ' 
popular literature in .the Renai'ssahce 'fill iti a' ddsign^— a 
design yet to be■ fully'.realized, but a design.; that' will, ' y .; 
'with each minor- writerf s'importance being made more explicit ■ 
by .research, at some future time, be more fully and. com- . • 
pietely. materialized.. - And,. following-;, directly from the _. 
realisation,-: of this .desigh, a .more : comprehensive understand
ing of the greater breatiyea^ same and following
-ages /Will eventxially be f eaehedo. -

' ; ' '■■lil . SXJR¥EY OP PRBYIOUS .WORKS BEGARD1EG- BRETON - .

■ In 1685 A Rost with A Packet: of Mad Letters was printed 
in London for Thomas Fabian, and from that time until 181& 
Breton seems to have bean almost cbmpietely forgotten except 
for a few:-poems reprinted; in anthologies <, This does not .. 
reflect :hpon the worth" of Breton»s: works, but, rather, it 
..demonstrates .-that^BretoniS: pamphlets were probably .consumed .

1 Sir Samuel Brydges, Archaica, I.



as mp-dsTO hswspaper s , are; cons.umei3,-=ndt. treasured and preserved 
but.read and disParded; and the truth of this theory Is "shown 
by;, the fact that very few original editions, generally rang- 
ing . In number from, one to f our,. of. each of his works are 
known to be in existence, and by the fact that at least four 

. of Breton8s works are not known to be extant» In 1814 the 
works.of Breton began to be reprinted^ but most editions of 
Breton1or' editions.containing works of Breton have been 
limited in numberj therefore,:. Breton* s works have been avail
able to but-few.scholarSo This - condition has resulted in 

" little scholarship dealing with Breton, and in comparatively 
little being known concerning him,:and:vhis 'poetry and prose 

; pamphlets „ . . : ' /•

•1 ; Reprints of Breton."' In 1814 Sir" Samuel Eger ton Brydges
reprinted f! The Court and Conn try11 and, "The honging'-.of a 
Blessed Heart"! in-an edition limited to.100 rppies. The 
"Praise of Virtuous, hadies" was. reprinted by Sir Samuel 
Brydges In- 1 8 1 5 This tract was one of five -works contained 
in Breton’s" Wil of Wit, first published in 1599. . In . : -V .
Archaic.a, 1815, Sir Samuel Brydges reproduced two of Breton’s, 
character .books, .Gharacters Upon Bssales ■"Morall, and Bivine 5 
' and The Good and the Badde o---Thomas Park reprinted. A. Small - . 
Handful of Fragrant Flowers along with A Flourish upon -
Fancie "and Toyes :0f an Idle head in 1815 jn H.eliconia," but . 
thevfirst' of these; works;, which T .. Park atfributes . to Bhbton,

■ Pamphlets on books of Breton containing mo re than one 
work are' in italics. Single works are. in quotes. '



Is probably not from;his peno In 1818 Sir Samuel Brydges re
print ed Bre ton.’ s 'Melannholilce_ Htonours« Jo 0 o Halliwell- 
Pbillips reprinted Breton's "The. Countess of Pembroke's 
Passion" in 1833, and in 1877 P « Quvry. edited The Passionate 
Shepheardo But by far the most comple te , comprehensive., and' 
valuable work yet to deal with the work's of Breton, is 
Alexander Bo G-rosart' s The Works In Verse and 'Prose of 
Nicholas Bre ton printed in 1879 = This work of two volumes
contains all but four of the extant works assigned to Breton 
at the date of publlcationo The four works not printed by 
G-rosart •• are Brittons Bowre of Delights, • "PasqulT * s""Mi'stresse, 
Old Madcappe 's' new .Gallymawfryand "The Works of -a’ Young f • 
Wito" This edi.tipn' of Breton was completed by Grosart for 
the Chertsey Worthies Library, and, unfortunately, it was " ' 
printed for private circulation and. was limited to 100 copies 

■ In 1893 Grosart reprinted Brittons Bowre of Delights, one of; 
the works not contained in the previous "collection^ and in 
1895 Charles Edmonds edited "No Whippihge,-nor Trippinge" 
in his Isham Reprints. And this latter - work 'was to be the 
last of Breton’s works to be printed for thirty-four years0 V 

• In 1929 Go Bo Harrison'reprinted, with an essay on
Elizabethan melancholy, Breton’s Molancholike Humours, an 
edition limited to 800 copies, and in the same year Ursula 

: Eentlsh-Wright published a two volume work of Breton’s, prose 
. under the title of A 'Mad World My Masters. ' This collection, 
which is limited to 530 copies, contains twelve of Breton’s-



pamphlets : gahtastloksV "iVlts Trenchmourn " 11A MadViforl'd. ^  ■
Mastersexcerpts from Characters Upon Essales and A Post 
■ withy a Packet of Mad Lettersp "The Court and Country,"
"Blogy of Queen Elizabeth," "The Authors Dreame- of :Strange 
Effects j*1 ."The Scholler and the Souldionrf" "The Miseries. ' 
of Mavlllia," and "The .Praise■of Vertuous Ladies =" In 1953 • 
Hyder Eo. Bollins edited BretdnW Bowre of Delights, and in •; 
1936 he edited The Arbor of Amorous Devices, -• Also in 1936 
Eo Co Morice edited two of Breton8s pamphlets»-M-Crimellots ' 
Fortunes11 and “An Olde Mans Lesson and A Young .Mans Love" - - '' 
under the title Two Pamphlets of' Nicholas Breton, and • •
■Wo- Ho Dunham and S« Pargellls edited: "The Court and Country" 
in Complaint and Reform in England,. 1938. A limited edition 
of 210 Copies'of "The Twelve Months" from PantastiCks was; 
issued by The Redcoat Press in 1941, and finally, various : ■ :
anthologies such as H. Morley's Character Writings of the 
Seventeenth C.ehtury, 1891, A Cabinet, of Characters chosen, and 
edited by Cwendolen Murphy in 1925, Richard Aldington's ' /' . 
A Book of ,Characters, 1925, and various texts of the 
seventeehth century include excerpts from Breton's Characters 
Upon Essales. The.Good and the Badde,,and Fantastlckst - 
f . Poems /by Breton in the many editions of The Phoenix ' : :
Rest and. England's Helicon "have kept .thirteen of Breton's 
pleasant poems, /including sonnet's and. pastorals, before the
reading p u b l i c A n d  because of the great beauty of Breton's-:; 
pastorals Inc luded.. in' Engl and's Helicon, many of his pOems.



have often been reprinted from' 'thlis 'misnel = .. Eyder Rollins 
qnotes Êclwar(!' Phillips, - Milton:ls nephew, 'in. reference to 
Breton’s . poems contained, in England8 s Helicon, Phillips 
: states in TheatrumPoetarumg 16753 that Breton is

. " » «. oa writer of Pastoral^ Sonnetŝ , Ganzonsj, and .
■Madrigals,, in T?hich.kind . of writing he keeps ; _ i

'. ■ company ■ with several. other Contemporary ■ ■
• Aem.ulat.orS' of Spencer and Sir; Philip, Sidney, in

• a publisht Collection of selected Odes, of the ' ■ .
chief Pastoral Sohnetters,' Ec « of that Age» ; -

And reflecting;Phillips hotice of Bretonts poetry as it 
■ appears in the Eeliooh is the choice of some of the poems 
to "be. Includ'ed .in various dther miscellanies» In 
Mrs:, Elizabeth . Cooper ’s The,Historical .and; Poetical Medley, . .
. 1738, appears .fphillida and 0oridon,!I. Bishop Thomas Percy, " .. 
in Reliqnes of Anoient English . ?o e t r y 1765, reprints 
"Phillida. and OoridonP and "A Sweets Pastprallo11 ; / In the 
Specimens of the Early English Poets,.compiled by George rf 
Elli s in 1790, appear “Phi H i  da and Ooridon, n “A; Pas tor all 
: of Phi Ills and;" 0 or 1 don 9 11 and. ’M A Swee te" Pastoral I," -r Thomas . ''
.Gampbell,. in" Specimens: of the British Poets," 1819, reprints . ■  
nA Pastorall of Phillis and Ooridon" and "A Sweete Pastoral1,"° 

and.poetry of Breton appears in Sullen’s Poems,.Chiefly '

"■: ,: Englahd»s .Helicoh,(Hyder'dBdward Rollins, ;;
editor jrTTT'pc 73;i : df : ; : ■ ' ' '; b i ■ :r f .r : ■■ ^

5 Ibid,, p, 74-75,



Lyricalj, from Romances and Prose—Lracts of the. Elizabethan. 
Age.1890o: Finallys various texts reprint a limited number 
of. Breton is poems., and he is..included in "such anthologies as. 
The Oxford Book of Engliah,-'Verse' and The Oxford. Book of . 
Slxteenth Century Verse. Yet, despite what appears to be a 
great amount of reprinting, Breton remains comparatively 
Inaccessible because of the limited number of editions of his 
larger works and: because of the constant, -reprinting of the 
same.works of prose and poetry= Since the works of Brecon 
are so inaccessible., the result, as can be expected, is that. 
scholarly studies of Breton have been relatively few in ■; 
number ° :": • - ̂ ; - . - : - : . . ; ;  '

. - ' ;Scholarly studies of Breton... Scholars who have dealt
with Breton include Ji Bayne Collier, Thomas Corser, Grosart, 
who has written a Seventy-five page introduction to his ' :
eolleetibn of Breton8s works. The Works- in Verse and Prose 
of hichoias Breton,. Brihs 1 ey. hichbls on, W, C . Hazlitt, Sir 
Samuel -Brydges, and Br sula hen1 1 shi.Wr ight y, - who has ' a thirty- 
•page ihtro'duction to- her - edit ion of : a' limited number of 
Breton* s works, A Mad World My-'Mastehs, 1929. ...._ ' . • : . \

: ' Two Ph.D. theses were written in ■'1929 dealing with :
Bretoh and 'his works,' and these; Would appear to be the only 
two Wjor studies - of Breton yet .to. :be made,. The first of 
these theses«. a Harvard thesis. Is .unavailable, ■ it Ms to. be- 
regretted, since the work. Studies in the Works of ' 1



> Nicholas Breton, by Pp aiak Howland McO'lo skey Is unpub 1 is he d« 
And sinde;fbndy -one; copy ■ of this thesis, thB officihl;mairu.- ' 
script copy, is possessed by the Harvard Library It is not 
available for lending» Mr»■ McOloskey’s thesis, from, the 
few references made to it by scholars, would seem to deal . 
with Bretoh' s poetry^ while the second thesis, Nicholas 
Breton as a Pamphleteer by Mellie Elizabeth Monroe, . deals 
with Breton’s prose works. This latter thesis, to which 
frequent' reference will he made later in this study., has .
been published by the University of Pennsylvania and is 
available in the first volume of Dissert at 1 ons» ' r ; •
V Various special studies of' Breton. and" his works., ■

especially studies dealing with, the Breton canon, have been 
written by E« .Tappan, 0» No' Greenough, Hyder Edward ;. 
Rollins, P. ,T. Bowers, Po Plournpy, .and Jean Roberts one . •

Essays of appreeiatioh. of Breton include: Edmund 
Blunder ’ s '’Hicholas. Breton’ s Prose11 'from Votive Tablets, 
1932, Mary Bradford Whiting ’ s '’Nicholas Breton, Gentleman," 
Fortnightly Review (May, 1929); and A» H « Bullen* s ' • '
: "Nicholas Breton" from Elizabethans, ■ 1924 a . • • . ■:

- Z; 'd:; . da III. THE LIFE OF BRETON a / : V: ' y :

The surname of Breton, le Breton, or Brito is of 
great'antiquity in England» .The chief seat of the Bretons
was. in Essez, 'but. they were' also found in Wilts', :



lieice.stiersjalrey Warwickshire s - and elsewhere in England * 
Layer-Bretong Essex,. east of Layer-Marney, is f ound-'written - 
as' Layer-Braeton, or Britton,' and also Bayer-Barley, or 
Bret on j these names were received from .the' early, possessors • 
of the. land» During the reign of Edward the Confessor the " - 
owner of the -land was Ai.lmar, and a later owner of the land 
was Ralph Piperell= ■ In the list of those who came over with , 
William the Conqueror is found the name;-..of Bretons -

' . <, ovand the adventurer so called might be one of 
those who attended Alan Eargent, Earl of Bretagne, 
at the Battle of^Hastings> where he then commanded 
the rear of William1 a army«° h'

Abdut 1364, .Lewis Brito- granted Lands to the Church«. -Els
son, Ralph Brito, .granted the Church two parts of all his ■ '
'tithes, and the widow of Ralph Brito, Adeliza, granted the
Church alms for the good 'of. her husband.®s soul. The son of
Ralph and Adeliza Brito, Robert le Bpetun, gave land to the -

Robert de Bretton held landsy in and about Ardley during 
the reign of King Richard -1. .William le Bretun held two 
knights’ fees in'Lehere in Essex in the reigns'of King John 
and King Henry. Ill, and;Sir John le Bretoune was a Knight in 
the. time of King Edward I. ; - •, 1... ' I f - -
i 1; Barton Hall in Essex, also called'.Manor -of Bretton, to ok 
its. name from Hugh Brltpand: again, Lexden Hundred in Essex,::

6 Alexander B . Grosart, The'-Works.-xin'̂ erse...and.'’Jro.S'e. of 
Eicholas . Breton,.: 1,: p.. Ixv:



; the estate of Rivers Hall, was. held .by successive Bretons» ■ -■■
Butj, b.ecaus.e of the ;great number of missing. Visitatlons''and , . ';
Wills of' : the' f our teen th, fifteenth,, and sixteenth 'centuries, .
fmany. of. these names ' canhot .be. linked together; however9 it h  . 
•has beeh possible to connect Slchblas .Breton, with the Layer- 
:‘Bret.on familyo •: •- -h,-. o' t' _ . • - v , ■ ■■.■7

Prom 1325 to 1420 there is a history.of William Bretounn9s ; 
familyo William Breton of Layer-Breton married and had two :
• ohlldren, William, ahd #race. : William., the son, .married ;..,y - '
. Anne, '.daughter of Denham of North, and had • five children, ' ; .
the eldest of which,/,Henry Breton, married Anne, daughter of 
0 owlte ,of: 0andish.o 11./II 11 iam Breton, ,the .second son and, one .
Of four children issuing from this marriage, was the father .
. of William Breton, who was;,' in .turn, the father of Hi chard ■ / '
and Hlohblas Breton.^/ ' ;' . .t ' '

Nicholas 1 father," being, the/ youngest son,. did. as most . 
younger sons of the gentry did:• he came to London and •
' engaged in trade« Wiliiam. married' Slizabeth Bacon,, daughter 
of. John Bacon of Hesset, a distant cousin “of .Sir Nicholas /'.:-'■/ ■ ■
'. Bacon, Lord Keeper of the Great Seal of England. Francis ■ - /' ■/' •
'Bacon was her uncle, and this perhaps accounts for the 
dedication by Nicholas of Characters upon Essales (1615)
"To the Honorable, and my much worthy honored, truly learned, 
and Judicious Knight, Sir Francis B a c o n . . . . :: "

“ 7 Ibid., >pp o x-xii = ' : "' '' // ■ ’ . ; Cy.



' ■ \ ■ ; • . : - ■ ; 12 -
/ • The'issue from this marriage of William and Elizabeth -

was Tive children— the two sons, Richard and Nicholas, and ■ ■ ; V
■■ three daughters, Thamar, Anne, and Maryo Little is knovm

about the three daughters, but Thamar Breton8 s name appears . v ■ • 
in two Titigations dated 1564 and 1566„ Since both of these . .
litigations c o no erne d- the settlement of William Breton8 si , ;

V' will, and since neither Anne nor Mary are mentioned, though; ; ' ‘
they inherited property by the willy it can be Inferred that 

' - they had- either predeceased "their father , or had disobeyed ■-'■''.■■V.y- ' '
. the pro t ision of the will, which.stated the legacies of the , •

V ' . daughters • were'. to be absolutely voided if they' married with- b
' : but, the consent of' their mother o ' ' ' : . ' - ' ■ : '• >■"

■-•bh': ' .Vb fiichard: Breton: received a license May- 4, 1572, as; a { - ;.;; b b;-
■ : b Mgehtlemanl! Trom- the ;Bishop ' of London to marry .Eatherlne , : b -b •
; - b f b Geste, bspinsterof Sa.lthamstow,.Sssex  ̂where they were to b. ;.; ; ,,
- b marry. Between 1572 and 1585 he died, though: there' is no - ;

: ; - record. df, the dat e,': for on May 6 of the /latter year his - ■' h
- ;. wi dow ' (thenv. the wife of Richard Wright of Sutton) administered- -
- ■ " ■ ' o ' - . n • ' - / . : ■■■ "■ g - .. ' • ■ ’ ■ -• to the estate, of his mother (then .Elizabeth G-aseoine) / ; b;;

bProm Willi am Breton8 s will,/which is printed--in full in
.-/ the "-Memorial-introdUGtlon" of G-rosart- to Nicholas Breton8 s / f *
. works, it can be seen that William had amassed a considerable .y

8 Ibido, p., xix. . : 'v;. ’ ; - ; ; b'bt

. - by u ,: . Ibido, pp. xii-xvil... : bb b.b



; . - .= : . . - 13
fortune in trade, and this fortune wass; as Flourney shows, 
augmented by thirteen acquisitions Of property, which sug
gests not only that' William, was very rich, but that he acquired 
money by confiscation and resale of property, and that he must 
have had political influence with the Court of Augmentation 
because of the nature of the property acquisitions* The 
records also show that he was never spoken of as belonging 
to a trade, but as a "gentleman" or as "of London" in the

if) ■ - ■ ’ 'transactions. - The will shows that William had come, into 
possession of some of the hereditary lands of Layer■= Breton, 
and it further reveals his piety; he provides for "prayer" 
for himself and others, and reveals a leaven of the old reli
gion (notwithstanding his Protestant reliance on the Lord 
Jesus alone). '' The will also shows that William, enjoyed 
luxuries, and that he was generous to his family, to his 
friendsto the servants, to the poor of London, to the poor 
scholars of Cambridge, and to the hospitals of Barthilmeves 
in Smithfleld and in Southwark. In addition to these be
quests there was also a sum of money, set aside for public 
works. That part of the will referring, specifically to 
Nicholas is herewith given in full.

Item I give and bequeth unto Nicholas Breton my .
sonne all that my manor of Burgh in the Marshe with

Fitzgerald Flournoy, "William Breton, Nicholas 
Breton, and George Gascoigne," The Review of English Studies, 
X?I (July, 1940), 262-73.
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bhappwteiiiic a s "in the Gdiimt 1# of Lyneolns And '
all. the: landes Tentes Reuslons services and ; :

■';-\.ibLeh0d"lt&ehtes|tb-;;the;''-sa3»̂ '-b:elpngl3̂g-.'or' in any . 
wise apperteyning» And all" those my" landes and' \ 
Rentes', in Wy&e 8 in the Countie of Essex called .
nelmes which I purehased of Henry Breton my 
brother ' Item. I give and bequeth to my saied ' '
sbhne, Eieholas Bretoh ̂ fortye pounds in money one 
salte all gilte with a .cover, and marked;- with’:W E ■ •• V
and vi silver Spones and the- gilte hedsted and.

" •bedd .that I lye in at London with the Tester and 
curteyns of blewe and yellowe sarcenett and all 
other thapparrell of the same■bedd.to be delivered 

' unto hym when he shall Accomplishe.thage of xxilii 
, ̂ yeres , Thissuys and prof ittes of which - saied sonne • ,■ 
licholas. I. will my; saled; wify'shalhave for ■ the: ■ .

 ̂mayt ehaunc e and fynd-lng of. my; saied sonne; Eieholas ;■ 
untill he shall Accompli she his saied age’.of. '
xxiiii yereSs if she so long- do lyve, And. also 
that my saied wif shalhave the custody of the ’ i
saied. for tie poundes salte and spones bedding and ■
hther..: thinges above' bequethed to’ my saied sonne ’ ’ -
Nicholas /until he/' shall accbmpliphe ; his saied 
age of xxilii .yeres . if- she 'so long do lyve, . . :
provyded:alxrayes and uppon cohdicion that my' saied ’• 
wif do not mary' after my' 'deGeasSe., and yf : she. shall 
happyn. to mary or dy before the saied age of my .p.. ■
saied spnhe :Nichoias/ :Ihan i will arid ordeyn that '■ 
the saied John Bacon and hwrence Eresbie or the- ' 
longer lyver of they to, shall then, itoedeatly uppon 
her saied marlage or death have theprecept and 
order- of this sues Sent es' and pf Ittes of the saied 
manor of Burghes to be imploed and bestowed uppon ' 
the vfynding- -and bringing Up of 'the saied Nichoias' . 
and to his use, And also I will that my saied. wif ' 
'itoedeatly’uppon suche.-her • Saied toariage or her ;' 
executors uppon her death shall deliver into 
thahdes and custody of the ..saied John Bacon and ' : ' •
Lawrence Erishie or the longer lyver of theym, the • 
saiedIfortie.poundes,in money and the saied Salt 
Spones bedding-and other thinges above gyen and or . 
the longer lyver of theym kept and saffely preserved 
to thuse. of .the- same. •Nicholas untill he shall 
.accotoplishe. his saied -age of. xxii 11 yeres, and to be 
then saofly' deiyvered unto hym.I1 -

"̂ - ■i G-rosart, I,. p x i v .
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Tims it Is seen that Nicholas received two manors of Burgh 
In Lincoln and Wykes in Essex, forty pounds in money, silver 
spoons, one gilt MsalteM with cover, and .a bed. with its . 
accruements, to be held in trust until he reached the age of 
twenty-four =•

In some ways William shows in the will that he loves 
his wife and respects her intelligenceo This speaks in 
her favor, and - is reflected by the provision that the 
daughters had to have her permission to marry, and by the 
provision giving Elizabeth control of the estate until the 
children reached twenty-two and twenty-four years of age.'
By this means a longer interest in the revenues of the estate 
was given to Elizabeth. However, as can be seen from the 
above excerpt from the will, William was careful to protect 
the children in case of a second marriage by hie wife or in 
case of her death. And this caution was justified by later 
events.

After the death of her husband Elizabeth found a second 
husband in Edward Boyes of Nonnlngton in Kent.. This mar
riage took place in'1559, and ostensibly was a desirable one: 
Elizabeth brought wealth and position , to the marriage, ' and 
Edward Boyes was a gentleman of good family and subsequently 
held positions of some note in his native county. However, 
it is probable that Edward married.Elizabeth to gain control 
of the Breton property, since some'years later Richard, 
Nicholas, and Thamar sued Boyes for the recovery of their
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possessions o There are no records of Bilzabeth« s. life' : '
between the'- death of William and her marriage to Boyes, nor 
are there any details ofthe Mrriage itself, though there 
can be no doiibt of its validity .^ ' ; ■ „ : /

- yit is apparent that within two 'years Elizabeth began to 
shspect the motiyes^ of:her husband, and did,not seem to have 
considered her marriage to Boyes legal. This is the case : 
unless she dared-.bigamy,- for she' married George G-asooigne 
at Ghrist church Eewgate' bn November 23, 1561»' - From, the 1 :
date of> thiŝ  marriage .it is likely that Gascoigne was born " , 
before -April 3 .13#1, since no question of legal age was ' 
raised by .his . father bi' by" Bbybs ip the legal diffieulties '
that arose from this .situAtiph» And Prouty assigns.. 1559 as 
the probable date of his birth. Among the difficulties 
that arose• from this situatipn; was the, problem arising from 
the respective marriages,-of Elizabeth^ and the problem of .. 
the control, ofthe money and possessions left to the 
children of, Wiliiam Breton. , It was, necessary,; B . .• M. Ward 
points out in "The Death of George Gascoigne,", for Sir 
Nicholas Bacon to issue an order on October 1, 1562, for . 
Gascoigne and Boyes. to ref rain from seeing Elizabeth until 
it was adjudged whose wife she was, for.on September 50, 1562,

, ,G. T. Prouty,:' ■George; Gascoigne, pp .• 27-28
. 13 Ibid., BP,-288f. \ . ' ■ , ,



the two men had. fought in Red Cross "Street over the question" 
of who; was marrledvtoglizaheth.^ ": B̂ut ̂ this problem - was - •
settied.hy : the. second marriage" of ;.llirz:atoeth and: G-eorge 
■Gascpigne. which. took place by ¥pye:rflber 1565» . Eli%abeth had ■ >; 
received a divorce from Boyes., but since it was subsequent :
. to her marriage; to Gascoigne/ it. necessitated -the .second 
marriage. - William:was icareful, as it has been shown, to 
proteht Ihe.: children will»: - In the event of / ' ; ■ :
llizabethts ; death or .second marriage the control, of the 
estate was to be nut in the hands. - of John. Bacon and/or . /•/ • 
Lawrence Eresby» Prouty states that "John Bacon died leaving
as executors of his estate his son, .George Bacon/::his- brother,
. I - h  :< / ; / -.t.//-/ /■:. ; . : 16;/ ;
'George Bacon, ". and . a f r 1 end Thoma s; An dr ewes . These • :/ ..
C ekeoutors' Were to' have taken/over the management of the ' "a
estate/ and, .It would' seem.: that - for a. time they did so; ; ;;
however, the children needed more- than;:thlsi:.prdtection,: for " ■
it was necessary .many .years later: for them to .sue GascoIgne.
;for their inheritances, in;./;/': - ' '/ '; r ' ' ; : A:
■; /;/Gn;.Gctober: 7, 1577, Gascoigne died, and;wlthin ten years '

both Elizabeth. and/William/ Gas e pi gne,. ̂ her ;s on. by George, had/:
died; /;Thus; ̂  George Gascoigne, a. man. of the. ./;/ , • '

Bo Mo Ward, "The Death of George Gascoigne,” Review
of /English Studies,- II (April, 1926), 171 = A// ; '/ /,- /•; ; /; ''

: 1 6 Prouty, p'„ 35. . \ :

17 Ibid.



Renaissanoe, a leading figure of his times, and. a man. of
great ̂ versatility .was -the step-father of ilicholas Breton for
sixteen years .' And, though .he evidently had an unfavorable
effect on STicholas * vlnheritance«, Gascoigne may have turned
Bretonis attehtion to poetry, \; - : ' ' ' . - . ' V
. Nicholas was probably born in London in his', father! s- . .
house on Red Gross Street in the parish of 8 to^Giles' h •
without 0ripplegate» The dates Of his birth and death are '
uncertaiho' The year 1626 is generally' accepted as the date
of his • death since it is' in this year that his last work,
Fant as ticks, was entered for pub lie at ion' at the Stationer 5,s
Register, but the date of'his birth has proved more difficult
to determine, and scholars have accepted dates from 1542
through 1550 o i \

-Grosart explains that it.appears from William.Breton's
will that Nicholas was two years younger than his brother,
'Richard, because Nicholas was to ■ inherit at the age of
twenty-four while Richard was to inherit at the•age of
twenty-two. And he continues 5 ' ' .

Richard must have been a.number of years.short of - . ■ 
'twenty-two at the date of hi s f ather * s will: and . . ■;

: death in 1558-9p. for his "Mayntenaunce fyndlng ,. . ; ,
' and bringing, vpp" are appoihted. as for a boy. - • .
So too with the "preuy cote" left him. He was 
still too young to wear either it or the "gylte 

: skayne" or "corselett = " We can scarcely - suppose .
him older than fifteen. Wlehblas;acoordingly: in 

, '15.58-9 would, be thirteen. This Garries us back .
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approximately to' 1542-5 as his birth date o 
However $ the Inquisitions Post Mortem of "William Breton, 
the date of which is October 27, 1568, states that on this _; 
date Richard Breton1s age was sixteen years, eleven months, 
and two days, and from this evidence it can be deduced that. 
he was born October 25, 1551, and that Elizabeth probably 
did not marry William much before 15501 ' If Orosart’s
suggestion is accepted, that Hicholas appears to be two 
years younger than Ricbard,' then the birth date of Hicholas 
can be placed in 1553<> But whatever the exact date, the will 
of his father shows that • Nicholas," was born into" a prosperous 
family with numerous .properties and moneys =

As a second son the inheritance of Nicholas was limited, 
but as has been shown it was, and should have remained, ■ 
sufficient o Yet this does not'seem, to have been the case, 
for in spite of the provisions in his.father1s will Breton 
appeared to be In constant poverty= This situation, accord-

OQing to Flournoy, resulted from the fact that Elizabeth 
would seem to have continued to control, though this was 
against the provisions of the will, the property of the

" — — :   ■ "  ■Grosart, 1 , p . xix.
19 :B. .Mo Ward, "George Gascoigne and His Circle,n. The

Review of English Studies, II (January, 19.26),"'37..
^  Flournoy, 262-73«



- children; after her second and third marriagess except for 
■ the short time it was. controlled by the executors of the 
estate of John B:acoB.s and. from.‘the fact that Gascoigne became 

. Eiohard*s guardians,, and. the property of Nicholas was listed , 
under his brother.1 s- name = It is very doub tful»’ the ref ore s : . 
that Nicholas *; birthright and heritage was left' entirely . 
intactj and it. Is: interesting 'to'note that if the year 1555 
is ;.accepted as the date of Nicholas birth, he would, have 
reached the age of twenty-four: in ,1577--the. date of his first 
publication and the beginning of his literary career— which - 
points to the fact that, since he was to inherit at this age . 
and was no longer entitled to the maintenance provided by. 
histfathpr *sywills he found it necessary to. support himself f 
by writing because he had received little or none . of his 
heritageo This situation Is, further reflected in many of 
his works, both In-prose :and. poetry,' and these references 
make it apparent that he had great dif ficulty' supporting V 
his wl'f e. and children» : ' ; . . . v - ' I

References ooncernlng'money and riches or the.lack of 
these are to be found in I’Grlmello's 'fortunes,11.1!in: Olde Mans 
Lesson, and a Young Mans Love,11 and- in "Pas.quils MadeappeH 
there are', many -stanzas- contrasting the undeserved merits that 
money brings to rich, men and the- horrors' that a" lack of money 
brings to the poor. There are-also •frequent references 'in 
the poem to the faults found among men that are hidden and -
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overcome by the possession of moneyo. In the address to the
readers of his "Wo Whippinge, nor Trlppinge" Breton refers
to his creditors and remarks that he hopes they will- he

' patient with, his lack of money= And in the poem Itself
.there are pathetic revelations of his poverty and enforced
literary .labors.

•Beane while perhaps.he sits within his Cell*
And sighes to heare how many descant on him:
And for a little must his labour sells
While such as have the pence, doe praie upon him:
And he poore soule, in want thus wo begon him,
■ Curseth the time, that ever he was borne,

To: use .his will to make his wit a .scorns<>.
In the dialogue, "lilts Trenchmour,11 mhch of which is auto
biographical , Breton writes that

o; . o-if.' thy money bee gone , the begger is . thy companion, 
the foole bidds thee welcome„o»the knave stands and 
laughs at thee, and the honest man, perhaps more 
pitties thee than releaves thee<..«.

-He continues:
A purse without money, is like. a body without a 
soule;. and therefore whatever you remember, forget, 
not your purse, I meane your money; for when I was 
young, I saw monie doo so much in -many things, that 
there was almost nothing doone (I.meane for worldly 
matters) without it.

In part answer to the above speech Breton writes:
o =»1 thanke.you for your■merry tale, I thinke hee 

- . was some -kinsman,, or" of his race, that you told me 
you had red of, who at his,death left his sonne 
such a lesson to looke to his money»

. in the "Scholler and The Souldiour" Breton, after enumerating
the many things that money can bring, writes:

It is such a thing as hath such a sway in many • ■
things, as almost there is no.worldly thing to be



:' . GOimt'edugreateF,.. o »lt is nothing d/urable ; it
is a gift oi* Portune, who. gives nothing,;but ' ■

; ; ; mutable: for a rich man to day9 to morrow ■ is ;
"V' poore 2 it is a subject to many casualties o * ,
Finally 9 in A ..go-ste.̂.iyitk.-'-A- Packet of Mad Letters, '' Breton
discusses some of the. evils that fall upon man and writes '
that 'f.P ' ' V\ . : . .
. Another ^finds himselfZ indehted to his. hartes 8 .. ;

grief and f aine wou.-ld"̂ )ay and cannot? So have I» • ::
In addition;to the references found in his works con

cerning his poverty^ Breton often states in the prefaces to 
his wofks- this' same condition.' . In :"Po the Reader" of 
"PasquilstMad^cappeP he s t a t e s , v 'd ■ ,

To be short-5 I wish well to all honest Professions ■
■ «. iThe Merchant 1 'hold.-a man of worths the Parmer
■ - -a rich fellow, the - Graf te m a n  no foole, and the

labourer worthy his hyre; but for the Beggar, he
; ' dwelles ̂ sq.vneere - my ̂door e;, that I - am weary of his ? . '
' /. uompahy i V ' t V - / . - p ^
In. other, prefaces Breton states that- it is difficult to sell 
books, that little .money results from theSe sales, and that . 
the life of a writer is very •difficult = In f,A Dialogue 
full of Pith and P1 easufe11 he ;sfates that " ««, overses are: so 
common that they are nailed on every posti besides-, it is a;., 
poor profess ion o'! Breton also complains in 11 The letter 
Dedicatorie5 to the Reader" of "The Works, of a Young. .Wit" - , ' 
that the reading, of?the■ .books in .the 'bo oksellers 8 shops ' , 
decreased the sales of books, for "...bookes once imprinted 
are presently in'shpppeS,. where many peruse them, ere they 
be solde .!i . However, though Nicholas sought patronage.
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."became one of the' first', complete professional writers, and - 
c'ompla.ined constantly of the dlff icnlties'of" hisar.t̂ , he ’ ‘ 
did not admit s ̂ as did hash, that he prostituted his pen in . : ; 
hope of money<, ' In fact, he "states" in "To the courteous • r- 
and gentle Reader"1 -'ofifThehHlserd̂ ^̂  that: ■

<._» bi?ha t' meane s ■ this f ell owe. to fill our eares: mith^ :
Miseries? Why? our eyes are full enough alreadie;

- ' tell us some merry tale, if thou wilt have any money 
, :: of us. Such I answers, 1 Ohristmasse Song is worth , ::'f

. v a cup of ales ; fit am hp: hyreiing for - half Pep enceV- - .f.: - '
heyertheless, he reveals that he wrote quite often for no
other reasdn Phah-xmoney' "byi:;the':pobrx-huaiity that- some of :
his works :display7 in: contrast; with, his better .Works', ..hyv̂ the; '7 7
. haste with which many of' his " works were written, , and by the' .
vast number of Works .he:7prp.duced«-forty being entered at the 7
Stationers * Register as being opehlypublished ' after 1586, ̂  "''7;
■ and; .jthe he r epr es eiht ing-' only ,.a; part of .the total production ; 7 - 7
which his ; great' faeility made possible<> 7 . . . . ' ■ 7 ;

7 . Breton, in an attempt to escape the disgrace of writ In g: 7 
for the. money involved - and in an attempt to overcome the " . 7 7 , 
difficulties of pleasing all tastes,7 disposing of manuscripts, 
and enduring the'contemptuous att1tude:of the -public,, sought 
and r eceiyedV the • patrohagebf; hady. Mary, Counte ss of ,7Pembrokeh : 
but he never' seems to have :;obtained effective patronage, .. 
fdr twehty-one .different; names' "appear;in. his dedications, 7-

PJ ■ 7: .7 7t:f ' 7-7 . k f  ./ f:: :' - . -77:' 777': -v v-7'::'-:
.7" 777 . fhoebe Sheavyn, •- The Literary Profession in the ; - 7 7.
EllSadethah ;̂ ge '̂ h". 55,7 - : -7.;7. :.77. f  h-’:7";v-:\7. 7-v7'7'7' '77- 77 77, /'7-7



/ and only two of Nicholas I patrons s the Countess -'of Pembroke ;
■ and John Linewrayg sponsored- more than one work. A few of 
the other natrons to' whom. Breton dedicated: works are Thomas • 
Blunt 9 William Herbert Lord North, -Sir Q-ilbert Nought on s 
Sir.. Mark Ive / -Robert, Earl of Sail sbury „ John Plori os - - and - 
King James o. Since 'Breton .appears to have been on intimate 
terms with-.many literary men of' note^-both those , of greater - 
genius and' those not so fortunate as himself"^-and since he 
was in the -cirole of the Countess of Pembroke, he must have 
known Sidneyh'however, among those of .his acquaintance who 
are known with certainty , are Shakespeare', John Florio,
William Herbert, . Puttenham,- G-reehe,' Jons on, and Robert'
Cecil, the Earl of ';Salisbury® Since Breton was a close 

■; friend of PI or io, he .probably, knew the other men - who ‘gathered 
. around the' translator of Montaigne, and these'included, - as 
: Douglas. Bush .states, Daniel, Hakluyt, Giordano Bruno,' John 
Healey, and Matthew G - w i n n e % o  111ns points out also that 
'-Breton, . Dyer, . Eedes, Lodge, Peele, Raleigh, Roy don, and I. 
perhaps Watson had; been studentŝ , at; .Oxford at .about the same 
time, and Sr'eene was a Master of. Arts there»15 
' Breton's dedicatory epistles, which are particularly
gracious - - they1 !Show/ ‘no adulation, exaggeration of rank,

Douglas Bush, .English Literati re in the -Earlier ,/ 
Seventeenth Century, p-o 58» ; ; V; t
- . : ,̂ 5 • ■; . - . , The Phoenix Nest, 1 5 9 5 , (Hyder Edward
Rollins, : editor.),. p =‘ xxx;lli o'; ? . ; . \ : ’ c. - , : . '
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flatterys or fawning, b-at, rather directness9 self-respect, ' . 
simpleness, gentlemanly phrasing and turns of expression, 
and felieitious and well-deserved compliments— .in a time of 
well-turned dedications, reveal, as do .the body of his works, 
his'attempts to obtain patronage, and to escape the contemptuous 
attitude of the public.„ They also reveal his character and 
personalityo The picture these writings present of the : . 
author shows him to be pleasant and modest, hut, aware, of his 
ability| he'is■ neither subservient to his* superiors, nor 
domineering to the less favored<, And because of his kind- .
liness and modesty he remained clear of the literary quarrels 
which raged during the period. His works, along with the 
dedications, also reveal Breton as self-contained and rich 
of mind, as melancholy at times but never sour or bitter, and 
as whole-hearted and sweet-natured. Furthermore, he shows 
himself a man of definite beliefs and convictionsf however, 
he. does not pre'ach M s  ideas but rather exemplifies them. 
Despite these revelations of Breton’s personality and 
character, which he shows in all of his works, Charles 
Grawford, in " 8 Greenes Pune rails, 1 1594, and. Nicholas Breton,11 
pictures M m  as probably the most corrupt, dangerous, venge
ful, vicious, and villainous man of the Renaissance. Crawford, 
in his very unscholarly paper, states that Breton, among many 
other things, was the editor of the.Poetical Rhapsody, to 
which he contributed the poetry signed with "A.' W." and 
"Anomos11 j that he was the editor of the “Passionate Pilgrim., “ .



of Belvedere, "or. The Garden of the Muses," of,Wits Common- 
. wealth, and' of. England8 s 'Eelicon; that he called at the rooms 
of■dead authors to steal their literary remains; that he 
assigned much of his own work to other writers--Thomas 
Deloney, Thomas Heywood, Sir Philip Sidney, Sir Walter i;

' Raleigh, the Earl of Oxford, Sir Edward Dyer, and King Jamesj 
that he composed. A Lover is Complaint, " and j finally, that' he 
is responsible for the forged and/or added sonnets and the

' -- ■ ' " .. ' O A : ‘ ■ ' - " ■present sequence, of Shakespeare !s sonnets o ,, Crawford . 
presents all of this information without showing evidence or 
.giving logical reason for his conciusions, and it is a pic- 
ture of Breton that is in complete contrast with the character 

, and personality of the author as shown•In his works, which,
■it. ca'n: be assumed, sinee Crawford . shows, rib. evidence to the 
contrary, are. at.present the only available sources from. .
which a 'portrait of Dreton1 s' character, ’inherests, and 
ideas. can be drawn.o- ^

• Unfortunatelys little is. known concerning Nicholas? . 
life o. Unlike many other writershe did not leave an auto
biographical record, and as - a result, with the exception, of 
a few public' records, of the time,, the small amount written 
about him by contemporaries, • and a small number of his own

' ■ ■ , Charles Crawford, 11 ’Greenes Funerails, ». 1594, and .
Nicholas Breton,11 Studies In Philology, Extra Series (May, 
1929), 1-39. : . ' .. ’ -t ■ ' 7 '■ vVt t
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prefaoes to tils works., much of what is known about him is 
little ■ mor-e: than idle conjecture = . Ooncerning his personal 
life, he was very silent =

As a child Nicholas probably spent some, time in the 
country at one of the family estates, perhaps Walthamstow, 
for his works, 15 o'. <>especially the v0ourt'and Country, * 
i??llts Trenchmour ,,i: . and Fant as ticks, are filled with bright 
pictures of Tudor England which suggest a personal acquain-' 
tance with the manners and customs of country people„
And his familiarity .with the country is apparent in many of 
his other works such.as.A Post with A Packet of Mad Letters 
which he dates from Qawthorpe', County York.

Nothing is known about the early education of Breton, 
but he probably had little" beyond reading, writing, and 
"arithmetic, As a young man, however, he is spoken of in the 
diary of the Reverend Richard.Madox, captain aboard the . 
Leicester, a boat pn:a voyage of discovery, as having been 
a student at Oxford. Under the date of.March 14, 1582, •
Madox makes a casual reference concerning dining with 
Mr. Gar111 at the home of his Brother Hudson, who was governor 
of Antwerp = The entry states that there "...was Mr.- Brytten, 
once of Oriel Colledge, which made wyts wyl. .He speaketh the

05 ' - \ . ,. "Hellie Elizabeth Monroe, "Nicholas Breton as a 
Pamphleteer,i! B.issertat 1 ons, p . 12.
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26Italian wel«M This entry reveals.three facts; (I) that

Ificholas Breton had- attended Oriel Colleges, Oxford| (2) that 
he was abroad in 1582? (5) and that the Will of Wit (1580) 
was well known in 1582, though as far.as is known it remained 
unpublished until 1597. The edition of 1599 of the Will of 
Wit is dedicated by Breton "To Gentlemen, S-chollers, and 
Students, whatsoever» It also contains a disputation ' 
between f,The Scholler arid The Souldiour,11 in which one de
fends "Learning, ■ the other Martiall Discipline»" And it 
reveals a love and knowledge of the worth of learning.

The length of time'that Breton spent at Oxford is un- ' 
known, for there Is no record of his attendance or of his 
having received.' a degree. There is also no evidence con
cerning the learned profession he had chosen for himself 
before his attendance there, but there are constant refer
ences to learning and its values in his works. A few of 
these works which' contain references, other than those 
mentioned above, are "Wits TrenchmoUr," "An Old Mans Lesson 
and a Young Ians Love," the address of "The Pilgrimage to 
Paradise" to the "Gent 1 emen . s tud'ent s and Scholars of Qxforde," 
In the Toy08 of an Idle Bead there is a tale in verse which 
is supposed to have been enclosed in a letter to the tutor . 
of three - children of a man-who was. "...very desirous to have , 
them brought up at an Univers itie"--Oxford. .

26 Grosart, I, p. xx.



- But, whatever the fora of Breton’s formal education, he 
shows a vast knowledge of literature, both - that of his own 
age and that of the ancientso In his works he refers 
frequently to .classical authors such as Marcus Aurelius,
Ovid, Cicero, Virgil, Cato, Homer, and many others too 
numerous to mention here. He knew, read, and spoke Italian, 
French,. Latin, and Spanish,' as he himself states in the 
dedication to A Poste With a Packet of Mad Letters.

This latter knowledge was attained in great part, it can . 
be supposed, by the fact that as a young man Breton probably 
traveled abroad. He is known to have been in Antwerp in 
1582 at approximately the age of twenty-nine,' and he dedi
cates "A Flourish upon Faneielr (1582) "To all younge dentil- 
men. That delight in travaile- to Forreine Countreis,15 Further,' 
in "An Old Mans Lesson and a Young Mans Love11 he gives advice '• 
to travellers and defends the worth of travel» In like 
fashion .he warns of (arid satirizes) those who returned with 
the affeetations of the continent> It is possible that 
Breton made a second trip abroad a little before 1597, unless 
he again refers to his travels of 1582, for in the preface to 
Maries Exercise,n 1597, he writes that he has passed time in 
110,0some parts of the world,11 has viewed the palaces of 
princes, but has returned to his native country where he 
finds the contemplative life the most near angelical nature=
But with the exceptions of the time spent in the country as a 
youth, the trip of 1582, his probable journey.to the country
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in 1593/94 to escape; the plagueP the possible second voyage 
some time 'before 1597, and the infrequent excursions to the 
country during his more mature years, of which he writes in 
A Post with a Packet/of Mad Letters, he probably spent most 
of his life in and around London; this probability is indi
cated, by the,fact that one of his works was written- in 
Black- Friars, another in Holbourne, and others make mention 
of Cheapside, %Eblbourne Eill,^ 81° Paul's Walks,"and ' . 
"Tiburneo" . , • • ■

As is the case with his education and the events of his -V -
life, Breton's religious beliefs are.unknown| but he was 7

probably not a Roman Oatholic, for though he wrote many 
religious works or works that touch upon religion, and 
though he signs the dedication of /Maries Exercise,,l- a book 
of prayers dedicated ' to the Countess of Pembroke, "Your 
Ladyship's sometime .-.unworthy poet and now and ever poor : 
Beadman/Nick Breton," he reveals himself as more likely a ” 
member of the Church of England» Even though Breton indi
cates he • has many matters against/ his conscience, he does 
not, in any-nf the religious works-, ask or implore inter
cession, or offer prayer to the Virgin or to a Saint- or 
angel» . In "A Mad World ly Masters" he shows himself familiar 
with the daily service of the Church of England, and the 
wording, of other passages' in "The Court and Country," A
Post with A Packet of Mad Letters, and '"The Murmurer" would
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seem to reveal that they are spoken by a member, of that 
churcho But whatever the religious beliefs of Breton^ whom 
Schelling: describes as always disclosing kindly charity of

pr7heart and simple-hearted pietyp- he never shows himself
tolerant•of/what he considers ignorant or extreme views in
religious matters5 for he attacks' extremes of church service, .
the Puritans, faults;of. the clergy, and religious supersti* -
'tlon, /

The obscurity of Breton^s private., life is lessened
somewhat by the.entries to be found In the Register of .
■ Bto Giles, Oripplegate, "London<, The. entries reveal that
Breton, at about ..the age of forty, married Ann Sutton, of
whom nothing further is.known0

1592/5, Jan., 14» lich.olas Brytten and Ann Sutton
Further entries from the parish register show these births:

1603, May 141 Henry, son of Nicholas Brytten, Gent. 
1605/6, Mcho 16 o Edward, son of Nicholas Brittaine,

: ; ' /  / ; '  ' ' . : v  -' : /  - ; ■ .' . "  \  Q

1607, May 7, Matilda, dau of Nicholas Brittaine, Gent.
And further entries reveal these’ deaths:

1603, July 15o a servant of Nicholas Britten, Gent-
1603, Octo 2o Mary, dau. of Nicholas Brittaine, Gent.

. • 1625, July 27. Matilda, dau. of Nicholas Brittaine,, : Gent,30

^ Felix E. Schelling, English Literature during the 
Lifetime of Shakespeare,-p . 107, .

■ 28/Oposart, 'X, p.. xx. . ; , -
: / . 29 -Ibid . , p .- xxi. y . /...,; , ; . - ; -

.30 Ibid., p . xxi .
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From this information it can be concluded that Nicholas and 
Ann had four 'children--Marys probably the first child, for 
■ whom, there is no birth record, Henry, Bdward, and Matilda«
If it is true, as surmised, that. Breton died in 1626, then 
he was predeceased by his two daughters, Mary and Matilda <n 
Nothing is known concerning the deaths of Ann, his wife, and 
the two sons., Henry and Edward« ' ;

The spellings- of the surname as "Brytteh," "Brittaine," 
and "Britten" are found contemporarily, and in one instance 
the spelling in one of his own works, is MBritteno1t The 
entry from the Madox diary shows the spelling ,!Brytten»n 
"Britten” is the spelling at the end of "A Solemne Passion," 
and "Brittaine" is. frequent«, These different spellings, 
with that of "Breton,11. may be attributed:to the various . 
scribes, but "Gent" or "Gentlemah" was Breton is own 
studiously-used designation, : : i j

This'is the: extent of the information known at the 
present, time concerning the facts of Breton’s life.. -: It is 
very little to know about a man so prominent in his own 
age o It is very little to know about one of the most ■ 
prolific writers of the English Renaissance. But the only 
remaining way-marks in the life of Breton are the numerous 
works he produced during his literary career.



CHAPTER XI

- . :a  survey op'brexom's works

' Br’eton ’ s active . literary career spans ' the years 1577 
to 1626 o ■ For ■. forty-nine ye'a,rs ;;Re wRote small quartos or 
slight'dmodeoimos of- prose and poetry that mrer© beautifully 
printed, and not Infrequently notably adorned. He chose? in 
an age that abounds in bulky quartos" and large folios, to . 
•-write- small, readily issued books, showing the book-lover * a .. 
fancy .for rd-ainty.tform, and he chose - to write briefly and 
compactly in contrast to the largeness and diffuseness of 
many of the works of-his contemporaries.

With Greene, Breton holds the distinction ”of producing 
the greatest number of prose pamphlets in his day.” He-:- . 
wrote these pamphlets upon a number of subjects, and in fit
ting the method he considered best to the subject, he shows 
himself a-literary master. Different methods of style in . 
vogue throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
which Breton used in his characters,n essays, and devotional 
tracts Include satire, the very popular dialogue, and 
allegory, of which, -Rollins states, no minor Elizabethan was

51 : 'Monroe, p. Qi .



more fond than Breton, for Art, Nature, ' Virtue,' Sorrow, and . 
other such figures can be found-in most of his works = This 

/ vers atl 1 i ty- - the virr I ting ■ of prose and verse in the - satirical,
: the romantic, the pastoral, .and the: devotional--combined with- 
Breton's habitual refinement, constantly impresses the reader 
But since, as:has been indicateds he was writing■for money,;. • 
and since- this■ necessitated- Speed'-of prhduction,: for which 
Breton shows an exceptional facility, he wrote too much; and . 
as. ;s;:result stylethls :;style y
sometimes becoming "awkward,, loose, hnd monotonous-. ' Greene, 
Breton’s, model in fiction, often uses the idialogue form bin . 
his prose pamphlets, but to compare the style' of'Breton's 
pamphlets with'that of Greene's is to compare words describ
ing the English hountryside with the canting dialect of 
roguery found, in the -London slums. It is. true that. Greene 
presents with more success than Breton .the lower characters 
of London,-but it" is never true that, Greene expresses the 
"beauties of the country as they find' expression in Breton = ;.
Other' ;writers than Greene who influence Breton :tO; :s.ome; ex-' - .
tent are Ohaucer," fiascbigne, Roger Ascham, Sidney, Spenser, - 
Southwell, Marlowe, - ahd |)rayt©n>. ' . t 1 .. 'd '
■’ - Jin' the 'following, survey ofiBreton*.Sv wbrks;> - the d-,. - ;

... l y - d e r  : E o  R o l l i n s ,  " N i c h o l a s  B r e t o h ' 8  ' T h e  - W o r k s  o f

A  y o u n g  W i t ' -  ( 1 5 7 7  ) 9 n  S t u d i e s  i n  P h i l o l o g y ,  X X X l l l  ( A p r i l  , . 

;1936j^p-pp:11.9-ia5> . : v . ,d ; .V; y : - ,;d: 'dp
5 3  G r o s a r t ,  I , "  p .  I x x i .  ::y '  ' V . '  i :  ' d . , ; -  i;
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collections of Breton’s poetry will be discussed first, then 
the poetic miscellanies, then the prose, and finally, both 
poetry and prose works recently studied in relation to the 
Breton canon» This discussion is based upon a correlation 
of bibliographical material from The Dictionary of National 
Biography, Grosart’s Works in Verse and Prose of Nichoias 

■ Breton, and The 0ambridge Bibliography of English Literature; 
and if there occurs any divergence in view concerning the 
works it will be pointed out,

(1 and 2) The first two poetic productions of Breton 
are' A Flourish upon Fanoie, to which-'is added The Toyes of 
an Idle head,1577 and 1582, and "The Workes of a young Wyt ■ 
trust up with a Fardeil of pretie fancies," 1577, Both of. - 
these works were entered at the Stationers8 Begister and 
printed in 1577o Hyder Rollins points out, in "Nicholas 
Breton’s ’The Works of a Young Wit’ (1577)" that this work '
was written before "A Flourish,*’ though the latter was
' \
entered at the Stationers’ earlier in 1577» - And Grosart
is of the opinion that the poetry in both had been composed

35" " . * ■long before they were printed*. l,A Flourish” contains
"The Schoole of Fanoie,11 “The Forte of Fancie," 11 In Dispight

- ̂  Hyder Eo Hollins, "Nicholas Breton’s ’The Works of a 
Young Wit’ (1577)," Studies in Philology, XXXIII (April,
1956), pp. 119=155.  ̂ ;•

- Grosart, I, p. xxiv, .... '
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of Pancie,11 MA Poole» Dame Fancies man, speaketh in Defence 
of his Mistresse, Pancie," "The Lamentacion of Fancie," and 
"A Farwell to Fancie," while The Toyes of an Idle head con
tains a number of poems of various lengths with a short 
paragraph of introduction before each poem giving an imaginary 
picture of the occasion of its composition*

(3) "The Payne of Pleasure" was entered at the Stationers? 
Register under the name of Et Britten on September 9, 1578, 
but if it was ever printed no copy is extant*

(4) "The Pilgrimage to Paradise," to which is added 
"The Countesse of Pembrookes love," was entered at the 
Stationers1 in 1591 and printed in 1592*

(5) "The Countess-of Pembroke’s Passion" was not pub
lished until 1853, and it was again.published in 1862»
Mro.'Haliiweld-Phillipps was the publisher, and he made use of - 
an.unpublished manuscript in the' British Museum« A careful . 
reading'of the "Passion," which is composed of one hundred 
ten stanzas, reveals that it would seem to have been written 
in 1593, or, at the latest, 1594, for the' poem begins with a 
description of the plague of 1593 and continues with a long 
development of religious themes, which include Jesus’ suf
fering, and God’s mercy, grace, glory, and love * It is 
probable that the "Passion" was written in the country, where 
it is likely that Breton and his bride retired to escape the 
plague, and this is a possible explanation of the fact that . ; 
the poem was not published during Breton’s lifetime° -
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(6) "Pasq-u.il "s Mad-cappe" was entered at the Stationersf 

in 1600, It was- printed the same year and again in 1626V 
This, with - . '

(7) "Pasquil’s Fooles-cappe,u 1600, and ‘ - -
(8) ’’Pasquil 8s Mistresse," 1600, which, was signed by 

•the imperfect anagram, of - Breton-=Salochin-Ireboun .and .was 
printed, sometime after June 5, 1600,V and

. (9) :Pasqnil 8s .Passe, and Passeth Mot, 1600, and
(10) "Pasquil8s Swullen Humours,n 1600, are all part of

a series of satires on the affectations of society„ These ■' 
satires rely more on raillery than on sarcasm and more on ; • 
pleasantry than on rebuke, and they have a ripple of light
hearted humor that shows Breton's humanitarian spirit even- *. "
in satire. The name of "Basqnll^-was taken from "Thomas 
Hash’s productions.under that disguise, and was probably 
used by Breton as a means, of availing himself of its popularity 
after the death of Hash in 1599(1) <,

(11) Meiancholike Humours was first, printed in 1600,
and afterwards - by Sir Egerton Brydges in Archaic a,. 1818, by
Grosart in 1879, and by G* B. Harrison in 1929, Though it •'
bears Breton’s name, the address to the reader beginst

Pasquil having been long in his dumps, in some
what better than a browne studio, hath brought 
forth the fruites of a fewe Meiancholike Humours,,,

36 Jean Robert son, "Nicholas Breton’s Pasquil Books,11 
The Review of English Studies, XVII (January, 1941),
pp, 80-86, ’ _ -



And this reference to "Pasqmil11. seems to have been brought 
in to;reveal that Melancholike Hnmonrs was by Pasquil Mad- 
cappe, and that Pasquil Madcappe was Nicholas Breton® This 
book contains some thirty poems,'of which five are sonnets«
The final poem of' the collection is ’’An Epitaph upon Poet 
Spencero” The poems,.in general, show a mood of sadness and 
heartsickness, and a mood of intellectual disillusion is 
shown in the short poem, 1 ’-’A Wish in ¥aine«” Breton reveals 

■ in the poems that, he is perhaps baffled in his attempts to . 
find some harmpny in love, reason, and beauty, when folly 
constantly creates discord®

(12) ’’Marie Magdalen’s Love” and ”A Solemne Passion of 
the. Soules Love” were pr inted together: in 1595, 1598, and 
1623„ Grosart does not think it possible that "Marie Magdalen;* 
Love” is from Breton’s pen, and states that it was over- ;

- hastily ascribed to him by Thomas .0’orser® Grosart bases his 
,case on the fact thatpBreton was a Protestant,;and he finds 
:it impossible to believe that anyone but a Roman Catholic ' 
could have written the p.leoe.^ However, lean Robertson, 
in’’Nicholas Breton’s Authorship of ’Marie. Magdalens LOve 
and ’The Passion of a Discontented linde1,” disagrees with 
Grosart and makes the following points: (1) the work was
printed by John Danter with Breton’s ”A Solemne Passion of

7̂7 _Grosart, 1, p . xxiz=



:̂ the ;S m  1 es :LoteM;j; (2): Breton wrote much of Marie Magdalen ,
during 1592-1601 s including" "The Blessed .Weeper'’; ; (3) he ■, 
wrote; two .'devotional-.prose works--nDivine Considerations" ", 
and- '’Auspicante J e h q v a " (4) and the style andsent linen t.s ■- .
are thp same as found in other works of Breton', • . : .

(13) A -Divine Poeme is a.-‘.poek:'OfL';meianc.ho'l̂ :,: gravity, 
.■and; religiousness , The poem is divided into two parts--. - 
"The Ravisht Soule" and the "Blessed Weepero":.. Tt...was..puh- •’ 
lished in 1601, "

(-14) "The;-Longing of; a. Blessed Heart,,11 1601 and 1814$, 
like A Divine Poeme, is poetry, of introspection,, and is
described by Ordsari as: "sweet, spft , - tender ̂-; melodipus $,

' 39 V.-i -t 'h.l
and inestimable, i . : . . v-" v ... :;v-- v ; -it;

; ' (15) "The Soules Heavenly Exercise'i was printed in 1601,
but it is not mentioned by either Or osar t or the. Cambridge i . 
Bibliography of Bngll.sh :Dlterature3 however, the Dictionary 
- of National Biography describes the work as " ", ; " ; V- .

„1 set down in divine godly meditations, both .'. '
■ prose and verse, by Nicholas Breton, Gent,,

'London, 1601, dedicated to William Rider, Lord 
Mayor of London, - . .. t" : ; it

. Jean Robertson:, "Nicholas Breton's Authorship of . -
'Marie Magdalens. Love '■- and ’The passion of a - Discontented .;;
Minde’, " The Modern Language Review,; XXXVI (October,- 1941), .;
pp , -449-459, . :c t " : - '
: 39 ' - '  ̂ . : ' " - : ; " /..."h - tit ■ - : -1 •:- : Orosart,, I, p, xxx, ;t; ; ti;. t .. v -t..■

. . ̂  ,Sidney Lee, and. Leslie .Stephen, :"Nicholas Breton, " -• ;
The Dictionary of National Biography, II, p, 1186, ;
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- (16) "The Soules Harmony1' was printe'd In 1602, and it

had many editionso It is a short poem of meditation begin- 
ning with three anagrams on God, Jesus, and Christ« In the 
remainder of the poem Breton uses the.sonnet form as. the 
stanzao

• (17) "The Mothers Blessing" .was. printed in 1.602, and 
the last edition during Breton’s lifetime was in 1621» This 
poem is the advice, moral, and religious, of a mother to her 
son-

(18) Old Madcappe8s hew Gallymawfry.was printed in 1602, 
and 3s composed of "I will not,15 "0 the merrle time," and 
"Out upon Moneyo" This book is the last of the Pasquil 
satires in verse, and it shows, as do those that precede it,
■ that Breton can be fired, with-;,Indignation, .but that.;his,. 
most .characteristic passion is compassion; he. can throw a 
stone, but he does not throw to hurt;, he does not show in
vective and vulgarity; and he impales the "pretender," but 
he does it as if he loves him-

(19) The Passionate Shepheard was printed In 1604, and 
it is signed with "Bonerto," an imperfect anagram of Breton, 
This work contains some of the most beautiful poems that 
Breton wrote, and they have of ten been reprinted in :;, "■ 
anthologies' of English poetry. Two poems from The Passionate 
Shepheard which are 'often reprinted ■ and which are probably 
the most beautiful in the pamphlet are "Aglaia" and "Shepherd
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and Shepherdess o'* Prom the latter poem both Eosemond Tuve In
Elizabethan and Meta'physioal I m a g e r y and Douglas Bush In
Mythology and the Eenaissance Tradition in English Poetry
make reference to Breton's black-haired coney.

...Then the bee to gather honeys 
And the little bla.ck-haired coney 
On a bank for sunny place 
With her forefeet wash her face...

And Douglas.-Bush .writes t' ; ' .. - ' '
Wature for.the Elizabethans and their successors 

was no .mystical or mysterious spirit, beneficent or 
ruthless9 but a mixture in varying degrees of a 
.conventional- and ideal Arcadia'with the more real 
but no less attractive sights and sounds of the 

' English - countrysideo Mythologized'pictures of. ' .
such a world may have their own congrui-ty<, and a 
relish for...Breton* s black-haired coney is not 
incompatible with admiration for the coolj olear,

■ monumental beauty of :ttQ,ueen and huntressj chaste ' .
and Pair.r -
(20) flThe Soules - immortall crowne; consisting of seven \ 

glorious graces" was.printed in 1605 and dedicated to King 
James. The poem gives one of seven graces— virtue, wisdom, 
love, cons tancy, patience,. humility, and infiniteness--to 
each.day;of the week, .and the work is divided into seven 
parts, each part representing a day of the week.

(21) MA True Description of Dnthankfulness” was 
printed in 1602, and is a short poem dealing with ingratitude =

(22) “The Honour of Valour" was printed in 1605. It

41 Rosemond Tuve, Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery, 
p. 96. ■ . : '

42 Douglas Bush, Mythology and the Renaissance Tradition 
in English Poetry, pp. 221f.



deals with the "Idea that honorvalors and wlsdom are worthy- 
deserve9 and are necessary to complete one another = ‘ _vt
■ (23) "Hateof Treason" was printed by Grosart from.the
author1 s own holograph among the Royal manuscripts -in the 

.; BrItiehvvlBtseum.Ihe-tpoem. was tfhr'st printed between .1605 " ; . 
and 1613*'. and itv was 'again printed in 1616 under the title 
.of vsfhe;: Hate^; of Treason^ a Touch .of . the Late Treason,"
The . sub ject of the poem,is the Gunpowder .Plot of . 1605,hand/ 
the poem shows how Breton constantly made expressihns of 
loyalty and devotion to" the. ruling monarchy and. the English 
.governmento43 ' j • ■

(24) "l would and I would not" was printed in 1614,
V11 = .1 s a:: dida cti. e': p o em . with the he all zat ion of - the possibili
ties of life; as the subject* : It.is signed with the reversed 
"piitialss ."B.* ; H =" : : f v' h- i i;

Two poetic: BdLscellahies- were published' under Breton? s 
name * The first of these was Brittons Bowre of Delights, ' ; 
1591 an'd. l597 o .This' collection of poetry has aroused much ■ 
Speculations, for.-.in; a' note bn the . dedicatory page- of "The - 
Pilgrimage' to Paradise,". 1592, .^reton states: , : : h 1 -r,

Gentlemenpfeerev 'hath :.beehe;: pf late printed.; in -
London by bne ; Riohapd /.. -

. of engllsh verse s.,. entituled Brittons bowre of - 
d ;. delights:" : I: protest• it was. donhe. altogether ; ;;

without my consent '.or knowiedge, and many thinges.

4v Jean Robertsons,. jfSicholas " Breton1 s' ‘The Hate of -' 
Treason', “ Modern Language Botess LVII -(Februarys- 1942) 5 .
116-119*. , p: tv- p- f:p,: :. : . .
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of other mens mingled with a few of mine, for 
except t! Amor is Laohrimae": an epitaphs upon Sir 
Phillip .Sydney, and one or two other toies, which 
I know not how he unhappily came by, I have no 
part of any of them: and so I beseech yee

; assuredly beleeire« : ' . . . . .. ■
Jones paid no heed .. to this- protest = In 1594 he issued
The Arbor of Amorous Devices with Breton*8 name on the title
page, and in•1597 he is sued both of the miscellanies again»
But the quarrel does not seem to have lasted, for Jones
published Breton’s ^Pasquil ’s Madcappe11; in 1600, and Old
Madcappe’s new Gallymawfry in 1602, h ' .. ■

Thomas Hash, in his preface, Hsomewhat to reade for
them that list,11 , to Sidney rs nAstrophel and Stella" (1591),
writes that . . . ,

o = othey /̂the r e a d erhave been toucht with a
deaden pen, that have seene Pan sitting in his
bower of delights,; and a number of .Midasses to .......
admire his miserable hornepip.es <» = ' ■

This attack by hash bn the collection can be explained best
perhaps by the- fact that Hash and Breton were not always on ..
friendly terms, and by the fact that hash and Breton were
rivals for the patronage of the Countess of Pembroke; for
the poetry contained in "The Bowre" is far above the
critical reproaches of hash. Poets other than Breton.
represented in the collection include Sir Walter Raleigh, the
lari of Oxford, 'the Earl of Surrey, and Sir Philip Sidney,

^  Thomas hash. The Works of Thomas hash, (Ronald Bo 
McKerrow, editor), III, p° 329, •



That the a11aefc;hy:;B'ash-:!3ihst. have been more of a personal 
attack against Breton than an attack on."The Bowre" and 
that this is a likely reason for the denial of authorship - 
written - by Breton in 1592 is shovm by the fact that the col
lection had. great popularity. This .popularityVis, reflected; 

the reprinting 'of 1597y"and. by the fact that four poems 
' «ere -1aken from its contents to be included in .'England* s ' ’ ■ 
Helicon (1600). ' . ' f,:,- ' . o
- The Arbor -of Amorous Devices, as has been stated, was ' 

issued in 1594„ It first appeared under the title The : . .■ 
Arbor of Amorous Delights „ but this title was changed .with .
: the printing of 1597, . This, edition contains ten poems found 
in "The Bowres" and most of the. poems s.eems-‘according to ; , 

Rollins, : " f ■ ' C •'y’ '
o., «a bit old-fashiohed for the year 1597, and<,«» ,
•in its metrical and stanzaic forms - The Arbor has 
a more antique air than The Bowre "•

Few of the poems contained in the collection have.literary.
■■ merit, and. few can be attributed to Breton, But "The Arbor"
' had a great popularity 'in its: own' age,' and' for this .reason, " ■
ff : for .no; other, - it ds well .worth ̂ study, 1 i

The Phoenik hest was published in' 1593., .-andy It . was .re-.:
printed in 1815, 1867, • and .1926o It contains, with"one
exception, no poems that, had been: printed previous; to its f

' . :y Nicholas Breton, The Arbor of Amorous yDevices, (Hyder
Sdward Rollins , editor ) p , x.y . ; ‘ - .
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publications, and the contents are less varied in style than 
those of most Elizabethan miscellanies« These facts suggest 
that the group of writers, included were more or less 
associatedo , Among the poets represented are Raleigh? Lodge 
Peel 6$, the Earl of Oxford, Thomas Watson, Dyer, Roy don. Sir 
William Herbebt, and Breton = Breton8 s contribution to the 
collection is five poems~-nThe Preamble to No Bo his Garden 
plot," .“A strange description of a rare Garden, plot, H nAn 
excellent Dreame of Ladies and their Riddles," "The Chesse 
Play," and 11A most excellent passion set ' d o w n s :

The first•edition of England8s .Helicon was in 1600o 
This edition was followed.;.by■ other editions in 1614, 1812, 
'1865, 1867, 18871899’, 1925, and 1935» ' It is generally > 
agreed tb be the most beautiful of Elizabethan poetical 
miscellanies and the most distinguished,from' the point of 
view of authorship,’ for it contains poetry by some thirty 
recognized authors, including.1 Greene,.' Peele, Sir Philip' 
Sidney, Drayton, Marlowe, Spenser, Shakespeare, and Breton, ; 
who is the author of eight poems--f,Phillida and Ooridon," 1 
riA Pastorall of Phillis and Coridon," "A Sweets Pas tor all, ” 
"Astrophell his Song of. Phillida and Coridon,f! "Cpridons 
supplication to Phillis,"A Sheepheards dreame,n "A Report 
Song in a dreame, betweene a Sheepheard and his- limph,M and

40" , The Phoenix Nest, 1593. (Frederick
Etchells,. and Hugh Macdonald, editors), pp. 6f.
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• .''Anotli©© of the same»11 These poems represent some of the
,' sweetest lyric aland pastoral poetry of the Elizabethan .8.ge?
• and the popularity' of one, :”Philllda and Goridbns ̂  is

: , . demonstnated.: by :the following note appearing In Poetry of the
t' / 'English Renaissance: : ' ' di '- 'g ■ ■ 1 i; ■ ■ -: g ■

' v; .;/This poem: was 'written 'asa three-mah1 s song to ;
be sung in an entertainment given Queen ; g-, .

■vg : - 'v:/ Elizabeth by the • EanlVof Hertf ord at this seat : , .
'v; i ■: ; . in: Hampshire.^- it was - |>rlnted/with the acoount v. ■ ■

V of that, entertalhmentji ljThe ..Honorable Entertain- .•
:;; •natent.lv .at ■ Elvetham, ,1591.1,11 was pung below g: 1 n

the • window of- the Queen^ 'to 'greet her on, . the: ' : :•
third morning of. her visit:,:: ■•As cording t o: the ,; • g::' 1 i 
accounts "it pleased he r Highness to.command it 

•- ' " ' ' : agalhi; and ;to • 'grade it; with -her .
. .. . • " aco ep tand e yand:; comaendati o h '' - The ̂ song 'ta#
" . prihte'd #ith musipalvsettlng' ^  si •

Madrigals, 16041:Henry Youll's Canzonets, 1608, . : .g . ■
; ‘and" John -Playfordls Select Musical Airs and - -i .'; . .
Dialogues, 1655,47 . ,' '.'I v':’

• Breton is represented in two of the popular song' books
• •’ which combined the finest of. Elizabethan lyrics with music

composed-for household singing. The first of these song
books including Breton is Thomas -Morley' s Hew- Book of -

, Tablature, 1.596 9 and the second is John bow 1 and * s:. Third Book 
' : : of. Sdhg j ' :16db9 in which, - be s ide s Br et on9: . such author s\. a s

Fulke Greville, Peele, and. Dyer are. at present identified,
' ; V' :Thus fit has been- shown that Breton wrote poetry from -
t ; 1577 - through 1614 in the popular • modes' of the age--rural and
' I pastoral^ ;.sacred.: and rel-igious$ and complimentary, In prose,

. ; ' 47 Jo if,: Hebei. ;:attdH, H, Buds on. Poetry of the English ,,
Renaissance, p, 945, . v v V '• • ' v
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whiob Breton wrote from 1580 through 1626$> he shows himself
just as varied, for he wrote characters, essays, devotional
tracts, political’ tracts, courtly and realistic fiction, and
gnomic pieces varying- in form, from dialogues to letters =>

(1) The earliest prose work of Breton is the #11 of _
Wit, first published in 1599 but entered at the Register in
1580 and again in 1596, Sine.©; it is unlikely that the
pamphlet would be entered twice at the Register and yet
remain unpublished for nineteen years, the first edition of
#11. of Wit is probably not extant => Contained in the work
are six tracts of various, types» The ,!Discourse Betwixt
Wit and Will11 and. the 11 Authors Dreame-of Strange Effects”
are. allegorical and contain a vast amoung of play on words.,,
,r.The Scholler . and- the Souldiour” is a dialogue of great
worth dealing with the vanity of the world and. the virtues- of
scholarship and. soldiering, and both sides of the question;
of action versus contemplation are discussed at length,
Bullough writes, that these

o o oarguments became commonplaces by repetition,
but they were Commonplaces which never went
stale, because they represented real beliefs
and recurrent prejudices o ^And theT" debate on
Action as against Contemplation, was .particularly
live .during the rivalry of Essex and. Raleigh, ■ ' .

Breton's first attempt at realistic fiction, the "Miseries

Geoffrey Bullough, "Bacon and the Defence of Learn
ing," Seventeenth Century Studies presented to Sir Herbert 
Grierson, p , 8,



• of Mavillia? 11 is not eonsider.ed fery successful, for the 
heroine is unrealistic and the piece tineonvine ing» This lack 
of realism probably results from Breton's lack of knowledge ■ 
of low city life which was to be better portrayed by- Greene 
and Dekker« The ’'Miseries of Mavillia11 was printed again, 
separately, in 1636, • The "Praise, of Vertuous Ladies and 
Gentlewomen" is a defense of women against, the invectives and 
satires of the period= The final piece in Wll of Wit, "A 
Dialogue betweene Anger and Patience," is an allegorical 
conversation filled with .witplay' on words, and is generally 
concerned with melancholy= Besides showing Breton's great " 
divers ity from the •beginning , of hi s’ prose writing, Wll of 
•̂ Wit also’shows his great popularity at the time, for in the 
1606 . edition appears tho fact, that the work had been imprinted 
five times previously° ' ■ - ;

b (2) ."Ausplcante Jehova„ Maries Exercise" was registered 
in 1595 and printed In 1597 o . It,is a devotional tract showing 
Breton’s sincerity and his beauty.of thought and imageryj and 
it further shows■that women -of the middle class consumed a 
great amount of this type of prose, which was probably con-
sidered Suitable"for women's reading, for Breton dedicates

 ̂ ' ... 49 • . •
the work "To the'Ladies and Gentlewomen Reeders "

49 Louis Bo Wright, Middle-class Culture in Elizabethan ' 
England,. p 0 108o ■-
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(3) $,Wits Trenchmour9 in A Conference Ixad betwixt A Scholler : 
and: An Angler11 was printed in 1597, and is a sparkling 
dialogue between a scholar and"an angler in which are found 
proverbss anecdotes, display of learning, story telling,
.quaint turns of thought, and perhaps autobiographical material,'

(4) Ihe "Figure of Poure" was published in two parts..
The first part was printed in 1597,;1607, and 1631, The second 
part, the only part of the work to survive, was printed in 
1623, 1636, and 1654»" The book is quaint in its arrangement 
of ideas in sets of four, which is probably a device taken 
by Breton from the Spaniard, Suevara, whose work had been 
translated into English, in 1577 by Geffrey Fenton under the 
title.. Golden Epistles Such pamphlets as the ".Figure of
Foure," with: numerically grouped’aphorisms, enjoyed a popular 
vogue, and Louis B.= Wright points out that, these books 
"o»ocontain homely bits of proverbial advice or inf ormation, .
occasionally spiced with humor of a sort to appeal to

, - - - '51 ' ■ 'bourgeois readers.”
(5) "The Strange Fortunes of Two Excellent Princes,"

1600, i.s the story of Fantiro and Penillo and their loves o .
It is a court romance of some merit dealing with.virtue and 
true honoro This is Breton5s chief romantic work, and-in it

50 Elb.ert 1 <, S« Thompson, Literary Bypaths of the 
Renaissance, p » 106a

51 Wright, pp o 149fo
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he shows himself the successor of Greene.o

- Like Emanuel Ford, he manages 'to shake himself
free of faded Euphuisms, but his:,imbhods of ■ .  .
romance are- the methods of Greene,.stiffened, 
perhaps, by a sense of inartistic symmetry

. ; (6) ’’Wonders Worth the Hearing” was entered at the
Stationers! in 1602 and published in the same year, Breton
explains that the purpose of the tract is to purge melancholy
from the mind and gross humours from the body. It is a t
dialogue between Francisco and Lorillo, and it contains
pleasantry as well as a section like Greene8s on cony- ■
catchers, /

(7) k Post with A Packet of Had Letters is a letter
book, but one .without discussion and. rules for the art of
correct correspondenceo The idea was not new, but the
’’Letters” indicate Breton's practical use of the courtesy

• - ■ 55book in adapting- it for - the middle-class in England, .. and .
the volume is filled with sharp phrases, clever jokes, ’
interesting anecdotes, and some autobiographical material.
The style of the book is witty, concise, and balanced.
This very popular.book shows the influence of earlier
formularies; there is a reference to Castiglione8s work in
the adyice to a young courtier.as well as a reference to

■ ■ . , Cambridge History at English Literature,
(A, W,' lard, and A, B,- Waller, editorsTT 111$. P» I'O'S'”  .
: ' 55 ' . . -v;

Elbert Flo. So Thompson, p,. 155»



.Bacon8 s essays» This pamphlet was . first'published- in 1602 
and enlarged in 1605« In 1606 a second part was added 
making a total of 155 letters', and further .editions, appeared 
in 1607, 1609, 1620, 1625(9), 1650, 1655, 1654, and 1657 *
Other editions were issued down through 1685=

(8) "A Merrie Dialogue Betwext the Taker and Mistaken" 
was printed in 1605, and in 1655 an edition was printed with; 
the title, 11A Mad World. My Masters, Mistake me not = Or .a ; .
.merry Dialogue betweene two Travelers, The Taker, and Mis
taken Being very Delightful!, Pleasant, and Profitable to 
alio" This pamphlet is a vivid dialogue between. Dorlndo and 

. Dorenzo, who meet and discuss their travels in- foreign coun
tries and the adventures they have experienced in these 
travels 0

(9) "A Dialogue, full of - pithe and pleasures between
three Philosophers: Antonio,. Heandro, and Dinarcos Upon

r ■■■■ ^  , „  - . • ’the Dignitie, or Indignitie of Man was printed in 1605, In
this book Breton defends the worth of man? the poor may rise
in virtue, and the strong may show an understanding of mercy,
: .' (10) "Grimellos Fortunes = With his Entertainment in

his travailen is a pleasant dialogue between Grimello, a
university scholar, and Ganuzido as they overtake one
another on the road. In answer to the questioning of
Ganuzido, Grimello entertaihs him with the:story of his failure
to make his fortune in all he has attempted because he refuses
to flatter or become dishonest<, " The tract was published in



1604 and again in. 1636 0 ' .
(11) JlAn Old© Mans Lessonji and A Young Mans Love" was 

entered at the Stationers* in 1604 and printed in 1605o This 
pamphlet is a dialogue between an old man, Ghrernes* and a 
young man, Pamphilus = Pamphilus defends travel and scholar
ship, and Ohrernes praises everything English.f This -dialogue ' 
is parallel, to "Grime116s Fortunes" in that both are concerned 
with young men, one poor and the other rich,, who present 
their .problems through conversation with an elder. And 
though both tracts sparkle with wit and brilliant; dialogue, : 
they’have been criticised for their lack Of charm and for
the fact that they are tiresome because.,of their .undue length

: - ' ’ - . . . . . .
and lack ; of good cons truetioho ■: ' ' '

(12) "I Pray you be; not Angrle. A Pleasant and. merry 
Dialogue, betweene two Travellers as they met on the High
way" is a dialogue between Fabiano and Fernund printed In -
1605 and again in 1624. Patience, the'subject of this short 
work, Breton findsj, overcomes what is wit in a wise man, the 
folly of a fool, and an evil in all other men--anger, and he 
therefore "prayes you be not Angrie = " ;. .

(13) "A MurmurOr" is a political pamphlet entered at 
the Register in 1607 and printed in the same year. In this 
tract Breton defines and describes the perils to the common
wealth caused by those who talk against God, king, and the

54 S. G. lorice. Two Pamphlets of.Nicholas Breton, p. 9.



magistrates of the kingdomo
(14) “Divine Considerations of'the-Soule.' Conoerning 

the excellencie of G-od and the vllenesse of man" is a
. religious work beginning with a short introduction and 
continuing.with seven ^considerations" of God, including those 
.on vileneas and wickedness, smallness, ignorance, hate,
; cruelty, and baseness; and a concluding prayer. This pam- 
.phlet was entered and printed in 1608o

(15) "'Wits Private Wealth stored with Choise of Com- ' 
modities to content the Minde" was .entered at the Register 
in 1606, and extant copies are dated 1612, 1615, 1615, 1629, 
and 1659°' This tract is a collection of moral maxims and 
proverbial sayings with "the. ha sic idea that patience and 
experience are to be' used for the purpose of teaching 
morality „ ' . . ■. ' y - , \ : ' -

(16) Characters Upon Essales Moral!, and Divine,
"Written For those good Spirits, that will .take them;in good 
part. And Make .use of them to. good purpose" was printed in . ; 
1615 and dedicated to Egoon, who,:.with.the earlier forms of 
English character,. provided the model; for the contrasting, 
essays in this work. Bacon had .written on similar themes—  
peace, learning, and wisdom— in his essays, From, the earlier 
characters Breton discarded historical illustrations and pre-

, ■ ' ' ' . . re
sented in detail the various aspects of his subject,00 The

■ 55 Thompson, pp, 19=20,
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method Breto.n usually follows is to give a definition of 
the subject followed by terse statements enlarging the. theme, 
and in some cases a summary is added to the more lengthy
essays.o ' / V ; ■ . : . ' . ■

(17) The Good and the Badde, "or Descriptions of the 
Worthies, and Dnworthies of this Age. Where The Best may see 
their Graces, and the Worst disc erne their Basenesse" was . 
printed in 1616; and.again 'in '1645. . Thompson explains that . h 
in"this work Breton adheres to the traditions of the English 
character sketch in that "he gathers oft-used types and never 
individualizes, while: at the same time, by means of his" 
short, clear sentences and keen analysis, he succeeds in

. V'"'- : . . ' . ■: : ... eg ' :: ' ' . :
giving bits of real life, . Included in the work are fifty 
characters arranged in pairs .such as "A Worthy King, ” "An 
Unworthy King, " and "A Worthie Knight, " "An Unworthy Knight" 
and these characters are arranged in the manuscript, according 
to rank, beginning with the king and concluding with "A Holy 
Man," ... Morley explains that The Good and the Badde is some-' ;
what after the manner of 'Thomas Overbury, but more genial in
tone,  ̂ and Monroe points out that this tract shows the

5 8influence of Bacon in its style» Schelling writes;

Thompson, p , 20 0 . .
^  Henry Morley and W. Hall Griffin, English Writers, 

x i ,  p 0 2 9 8 o .. : _ . ; - . • ■

Monroe, p, 24. '•



These are true characters and are not wanting 
in the grace and lightness of touch that distin
guish their clever and adaptable author»59

And finallys although Richard"Aldington writes that Breton
is "unfeignedly and drearily pious and not a very good
writer, except in patches,"60 Gwendolen Murphy writes— and
this is certainly an observation of greater truth and worth-
that Breton wrote concisely in his characters= And in .so
doing he was M.=»to be one of the.earliest of the band of
character-writers whose power to use a concise pointed style
was to be their valuable contribution to the formation of

61English prose*"
(18) ’'Grossing of Proverbs; Grosse-Answers And 

Orosse-Eumours" was probably printed before 1616, but the 
only extant copy, of the book bears this date. ./The pamphlet 
contains three parts = The first two parts are composed:., of 
proverbs which are "crossed" by denials of their truth, and" 
the third part is composed of brief _ questions and answers =,

(19) "The Court and Oountry, or A- Briefe■Discourse 
betweene the Courtier■and Country-manj of the Manner,-Nature 
and Condition of. their lives Dialogue-wise set downe betwixt 
a Courtier and Country-man, Conteyning many Delectable and

' ' 69 Schelling,. pp. 355-536,.
: 60 Richard Aldington, A Book of Characters, p. 17.
61 : ■■■Gwendolen Murphy, A Cabinet of Characters, p. xvi.
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Pithy Sayingsworthy: Observations » Also,, necessary Hotes .
■ for a Gourtier" was 'printed In 1618, and Is a clever dialogue 
in which the courtier tries to persuade the man. from the ., 
country that, city life is to be preferred and'the man from 
the country tries, in turn, to persuade the courtier that ■; ’ 
the opposite is to be: preferredv Each gives the delights, - 
pleasures, loves,, and profits of his life, and, in so doing, . 
each gives a picture of English life, traditions, customs, 
and manners that is of great value as a picture of the time,

(20) "Strange Hewes out of Divers Gauntries Fever 
discovered till of late, by a strange Pilgrime in those parts" 
was printed in 1622 „ It is a f ictitious account of the laws 
and customs of - a mythical foreign state. Breton explains 
that he writes on this subject to make:people laugh and to ■ ; 
purge them of the dangerous practice of believing true all 
that is rumoured from distant places; for only news and 
matter never heard before and repeated from foreign countries 
was held of any worth, while the news of England and the 
English was 'held to be of little worth. The tract is 
addressed to the common people and is amusing while being 
slightly didactic,

(21) Pantasticks s "Serving for A Perpetual! Prognos- . 
tication” was the last of Breton's works to be entered in 
the Registero The tract was printed in 1626, and it is one 
of the most beautiful of Breton's works, Fantasticks is 
divided into twenty-four main sections under such titles as



"The World.," "Water," "Beasts,11 "Money," "Summer," "The 12 
Months" "Morning," and "The Gonelusiono" This pamphlet 
shows a highly developed style, a pleasing and' historically 
valuable picture of, city and country life and customs, and 
an early approach to the familiar essay.

(22) The final work of Breton is the "Character nf i 
Queen Elizabeth,"- which Q-rosart -reprints from a holograph 
to be found in the British Museum. The work was probably 
never publjs hed, and from the dedication to/Robert, Earle 
of Salisburie, it was probably written.soon,after King James 
took- the throne. In this pamphlet Breton gives a short 
history of Queen Elizabeth, praises her in moderate but 
compelling tones, and ends by stating that the sorrow over 
her death must be overcome so that the people may rejoice 
in and enjoy the reign of- James . .. / -

;Two additional works .of Breton are listed by Crosart, -
but it cannot be determined whether they were ever published, 
or, if they were, whether they were poetry dr prose. They 
are, as they are listed in the Stationers1 Register, :

Bay then by Nicholas Bretton: 5th July 1622.
, A booke called Nothings by Nicholas Bretton;
, 5th July 1622» Also/entered 9th August 1622 as 

"A booke Called Qddosi or all the world to 
Nothing,11 by N=B.°

But.since Breton produced no known poetry after 1614, it is

^  Grosart, I, p. Ixxiii«



likely that."Hay then," 1622, and "A bdoke called Hothings” ' 
or 11A booke Galled Oddes, ” 1622, are prose works <, i

In addition to Breton’s twenty-four poetic works, th© 
two miscellanies published;nnder his: name, his cohtributipn'S' 
to other miscellanies, and song bonks:,; and the twenty-seven 
prose -pamphlets', counting the six tracts contained in -Wil 
of Wit Separately, there are various poetic and ‘prose works 
that, have been discussed in relation to the-Breton canon° . 
And it;'is - not surprising that because of his. great versa- : 
tility' there are many works attributed to him without suf
ficient evidence o®® -- " -

' Both Nellie Elizabeth Monrbe? in ,Nicholas Breton as a ; 
Pamphleteer and Grosart .In the' introduction to his edition 
of Breton’s, works state that Breton began his literary 
career in 1575> But neither of.these scholars, show or dis
cuss, any works of ..Breton' before 157.7 Boweye;r kd.* would - :
appear that' A Small. Handful of gragrant klowers, .15̂ 5-, was.;, 
attributed ;to Bretonie pen. A M  n^i^ted/ by •Bark', in the 
first volume of Heficonia in 1815. A,'Flourish upon Fancie ..
is also included In, the - vo l u m e , and:t^ is " .aiis t atement by ;
Park that these two books were not: as•good as Breton’s later. 
works o64 ‘The Cambridge Bibliography of English-literature•

65 Eorleyr ddb; driffin, . XI, .po 2@8> . ;y, :
; . v . ’ : , Heliconia, "comprising A Selection of

English Poetry of.the Elizabethan Age: written 0r_pub- :
lished between 1570:, and 1604,11 (Tv Park, editor), 1 <>



also lists A Small Handful of Fragrant Flowers among Breton's 
poefiu publicationss but states that it is more probably the 
work of. Hathaniel.Baxter6®̂ . Grosart rejects the work from 
the Breton canon as does Rollinss who points out that, 
though the work is signed IfH= Bo,” its style is very different 
from Breton”So Further, the work is dedicated to Lady 
Sheffield with whom Breton had no known.'relations, there is • 
no "Gent" or "Gentleman" after the initials, and finally, 
Breton explained in 1577 in "The Works .of a Young. Wit" that 
:this, work .represented the first time he:had stirred his mind 
and that it was the first fruit. of his ■brainb®®. . .

"id Whippings, nor. frippInge," 1601, is attributed to ; 
Breton, by. Grosart, by Louis ..Bo. Wright., ■ by Charles. Edmonds, 
who reprinted it in 1895 in the Isham Reprints, and by the 
Cambridge Bibliography of English Literatureo - 
. "The Passion of a Discontented Mind," -1602 and 1621, 
is listed by the Cambridge Bibliography of English Litera
ture among .Breton” s works, but it is pointed out that: the

Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature, I,
po 415o • ' . • '' . - .

Ryder Eo Rollins, "A Small Handful of Fragrant 
Flowers' (1575)," The Huntington Library Bulletin, \April,
1936), 27-35o

'^Wright, p. 15*
68 Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature, I, • 

po 415o



work has "been attributed to Southwell "by Sir So Lee»®® . 
Grosart rejects the book because.lt Is not signed, by Bretoh-fs 
name or Initials and because the manuscript does not contain 
the mint-mark words of the period» pGrosart also rejects

, "Marie Magdalens Love," but Jean Robertson.accepts "The 
Passion11 for the reasons she accepts ' "Marie Magdalens Love,
-and because of the strength of the close resemblance between p.. 
the two books in style ;and: spib jeet mdtt er to 'Bret on ’ s .
recognized-.works o. .  ̂- i

The Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature men- , 
tions as being-, in the Breton canon "Honest Gounsaile. A A-'.. 
Herrie. Pitte of a Poetical Pufle," 1605, which is not men- 
;̂ tioned by any" other ;reference,:,.and "Gornu-copiae» Pasquil ’ s 
Sight c a p 1612 and 1625, a work- which Thomas Corser attrib
utes to William- Penhor = . ' ■ . ̂
‘ Jean Robertson attributes- "The Uncasing of MacLivils \
■Ihs true tions. to his Sonne s" 1615 to Breton, and states that 
it resembles the "Pasquils" :in ■■attacking the same evils and 
abuses, that it gives; the■ same adviee as that found in "The

69 Cambridge Bibliography, of English Literature, I, p. €16 
G-rosart, I, p «• lxxiii».’ ,P ; : -

' ' ' ■ 71 _ - - - - T - ' ■ ■_; . ibid., po xxix* ■ i - :
72 Supra, p. 39. ■- - .

■ 7® Jean Robertson, "'Nicholas Breton's Authorship of
'Marie-Magdalens Love1 and ’The'Passion of'a Discontented 
Sind’ The Modern Language, Review,. XXXVI (October, 1941),
• pp . ':4/49-459. ■ ’ ' : v'_v'''v; 'p'.;:.; .. :V”
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Mother's Blessing" and' ''Honest Counsailes ” and that it also 
resembles “MacMavells Dogge,11 which is also by Breton- or an 
open, imitation of ’’The Uncasing»û ^a

”lachiaveils Dogge" is an anonymous satire printed in 
16179 which Predson Bowers.believes to be the work of Breton 
because it has. the tone of Breton's other satirical works*— . 
mild ahd moderate admonition? it is cast in proverbial . 
phraseology with the. plan and structure of Breton's other 
satires| it contains twenty stanzas from Breton's ”1 Would
and Would Hot"? and it contains many of the phrases9 ideass

" " - 7 4 - ....and figures found frequently in Breton => "Machiavells : •
Dogge ; is also included in the, Breton canon by the Cambridge 
Bibliography, of English Literature (I9 416)«

Among the prose pamphlets "The Oase is Altered, .Eow?
Aske Dalio and lillos -1604s, is listed as a work by Breton .
by the Cambridge Bibliography of English L i t e r a t u r e . 
and has also been assigned to Breton by Thomas Corsero But 
Grosart rejects the work from the Breton canon, and Monroe 
points out that there, is little internal evidence and no 
external evidence for assigning "The Case" to Breton

- 1 7 Jean Robertson,. "Nicholas. Breton and 'The Uncasing 
of Machivils -Instructions to his Sonne' (1615)," The 
Huntington Library Quarterly, (July,.1941), 477-485«

Predson Thayer Bowers, "An Addition to the Breton 
Canon," Modern Language Botes, XLV- (larch, 1930), pp . 161-166« .

76 Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature, I, p= 416«
Monroe, p = 27 =
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Though there is not.enough external and internal evi

dence to make certain that Breton is the author' of !tChoice?
Chance? and Change? or Conceites in their Colours?" it is

77 78agreed by Grosart and Monroe that he is the composer of
this dialogue? and the Cambridge'Bibliography Of English

; ' ' : ' : 79Literature lists it among his works,
A final work? “Conceited Letters newlie laid Open?11 

1612 and 1632? is not mentioned by.Breton scholars? but it 
is listed among the works attributed -to Breton by the 
Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature

Thus? having seen the vast amount of prose and poetry 
Breton produced (or which is assigned to.him)? of which 
there are more than seventy=eight known editions between .
1577 and 1650? and the various subjects in which he inte
rested himself? it remains to show how these works are i
received at the present time and how they were received by . 
Breton8s contemporaries = The use by contemporaries includes 
not only the judgments,of critics and fellow authors? but also 
the, implied judgment s— active cr i f i ei sms - -placed on the works 
by those- who chose to use them for plagiary? imitation? and 
source material =. . . •;

Grosart? I? p <, Ixxiii,
70 Monroe? p o 27 o . ,
7Q Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature? I? 

p o 416 o . ■ .
80 Ibid,



CHAPTEB III

BVAI,UATIOHS OF BEETOH

The estimation qf Breton by hie contemporaries is the - 
same;, with one except ion--that he cannot now be compared, to 
such of his cohtemporarles as Sidney, Spenser, and Shakespeare 
--as the estimation of critics today<» At the present time. 
Breton is considered a popular journalist, who wrote for 
what can perhaps be termed the less learned portion of the/ 
populaceo And this view is shared by Ben Jonson, who, in 
"An Execration upon Vulcan18 from The Under-wood, 1616 and ■ ' ■
1640, discusses the burning of his desk and books, and states 
that with . . ,

.. .Nicholas Pas quill’s,: Meddle with your match,
. And the strong lines, that so the time do catcho -.«

These two lines of poetry can be taken as an approval of the
Pasquil satires, but.Jonson, while complimenting Breton, is
preparing .a ■list of men1 s works, other than his/own, which
would have furnished less valuable material for Vulcan’s
"oooSO ravenous, and vast an appetiteo" While praising
these satires, Jonson is commenting caustically on the number
of; pamphlets written by Breton bearing the titlej "Pasquils,,r

Q "I * - JBen Jonson, Ben Jonson, (0 ° Ho Herford, Percy Simpson, 
Evelyn Simpson, editors), VIII, p » 206 =



and on the many editions these works enjoyed. Louis Wright
points out, in Middle-elass Culture in Elizabethan England,
that Henry Fitzgeffrey makes a comment concerning this same
popular journalism and its audience in reference to Breton’s
' it Post with a Packet of Mad Letters 0 In Satyr ess And
Satyricall Epigrams, "-1617s, Fitzgeffrey writes
■ Post’s lately set forth: Bearing (their Backe at)

Letters, of all sorts: An intol1erable Packet,
Beaumont and Fletcher refer twice-in their plays to the 
number of Breton’s books and the admiration of the populace 
for these works. In The Scornful Lady,' II. i., played be
tween 1609 and 1615, they allude to the poetry of Michael 
Drayton, and continue:

...And undertook, with labour and expense,
~ - The re-collection of those thousand pieces,
: - Consum'd in'cellars and tobacco-shops,
■ - Of that our honour ’d Englishman, Hich, Breton.
-Again, in Wit -WithoutMoney, III. iv,, produced after
August, 1614, they .write: ' ■ •

Who looked on you.
But piping kites, that knew you would, be prizes.
And ’prentices in Paul’s Church?-*yard, that scented 
Your want of Breton’s hooks?® '

Louis B. Wright, p. 97. :
. O’Z ' ■ ■ '  -.' Francis Beaumont, John Fletcher,: The Scornful Lady. . 

The Works of Beaumont and Fletcher, (Alexander Byce, editor),
III, p. 28. ... ■ : , V ' . .

84 Francis Beaumont,. . John Fletcher, Wit Without Money. 
The Works of Beaumont and Fletcher, (Alexander Dyce, editor),
IV, p. 150.
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Eeverthe.lesSs, even as a journalist^ Breton has not only a 
historical value-— in'his pictures of Tudor England and his 
expression of the ideas of his age--but also a literary 
value} however^ in-both instancesj he is neither as intense 
nor. as potentially valuable to. .the study of the history of 
ideas as- others among his contemporaries = . . ,

. Perhaps the greatest importance that can be claimed for
Breton, who helped in forming •certain literary types of his 
age--the essay, as discussed .by Monroe,®^ the character, as 
discussed by Co N= G-reenough,and the letter book adapted 
from the courtesy books—-is that, through his many, works.- in 
the popular literature" of the period, he fills in a design,; •;
the close study , of which, along with a like study of the works-‘f
of his cbntemporaries, will eventually, aid scholars to attain f 
a more complete understanding- of the Elizabethans and the -
early seventeenth century. And by an examination of Breton * s 
individual treatment of the subjects- important to his age-- 
Platonic love, the body politic, education, mot ion and . .. 
fixity--he is found to be illustrative and potentially valu
able for a greater apd more comprehensive understanding of 
fhe truly great.writers and the ideas with which these writers

.' Monroe, pp. 64-74.

0. H. (3-rennough, ’’Nicholas Breton, Character-writ er 
and Quadpumaniac,11 Kittredge Anniversary Papers, pp . 551-357 o
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concern themselveso Arthur Lovejoy, in The Great Chain of
Beingg defines the 11 chain of being” as

,o ocomposed of an immenses or =»„of an infinite 
number of links ranging in hierarchical order . 
from the meagerest kind of existents, 'which': 
barely escape non-existences through ‘every 
possible8 grade,..to the highest possible 
creatureoo-every one of them differing from 
that immediately above and that immediately, 
below it by.the ‘least possible8 degree of 
difference -8 • ’

And he states that this conception of the structure of the
world was accepted through the Middle Ages and as late as

QQthe eighteenth century- - Breton shows this idea oftens 
but most notably in three works-™The Gountess of Pembrook8 s 
Passion,” stanzas ninety-five to the conclusion; "The Hate 
of Treason”; and ”A Murmurer,” a section of which E- M- W, 
Tillyard. uses to illustrate his. '"Corresponding Planes”-—  
a horizontal arrangement of planes that picture the world 
through correspondences--in the Elizabethan World Picture 
The three books just mentioned -are., with "Ho. Whippinge, nor 
Trippings9 fr the only works . of Breton that reflect his aware
ness of historical events- "The Gountess of Pembrdok8s 
Passion" begins with references to the plague of 1595;
"No Whipp Inge s nor Tripp inge" refers to the stage-quarrel., of:

^  Arthur Go Lovejoy. The Great Ohain of Being, p - 59-
■ : 86 : ; r ■ ■; ;

89 E- M- W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture, 
pp o . 89-90o



Jonson versus Dekker and Marston, and "The Hate of Treason" 
and T,A Murmurer" both refer to the Gunpowder Plot of 1605 0 
Thus, Breton, though he- is not .unaware of his age and the 
historical events of his age, does not reflect the events 
taking place around him as do Greene and Dekker, through .... I : 
whom, can be traced historical events from year to year»

Characteristics that Breton shared with most of his - 
contemporaries are his - wit, humor, common sense, weighty 
counsel, national and patriotic spirit, loyalty and .devotion , 
to %ueen Elizabeth and King James,.interest in travel, com
merce, and knightly adventure, a dislike for the policies of 
"Machiavellip .who, it might be added, is used as a synonym 
for Satan In'at least nine of his works, and a deprecation 
of the ills of the age, including the affectations and vices 
. which were prevalent <, Among the affectations that Breton 
deplores in his writings is the use of tobacco, and he was 
joined in his disapproval by such men as Rich, Rowlands,

QQ
Dekker, and Jeremy Taylor» He protests against the bar
baric sports of bull and bear baiting, against forks and 
toothpicks, against male fops and foppish compliments, and . 
against female affectations, including.the wearing of jewels. 
and elaborate clothing, face painting, and hair dyeing<,

90 p0Ugias Bush, English Literature in the Earlier 
Seventeenth Century, p » 5:8 * - •



i.. pr es ent-^day: estimate^ of Breton, beg ides Seal'trig with, 
the .ideas"he; vesEpresses .as:'a.- part of his age, must" necessarily, 
deal'also with literary criticism, since literary, criticism .. 
and the' history of ideas are two categories which com.plern.ent 
one 'another and are not; separable ' in the■ di soussion of any;./
- cultural subject related to £m 'age^srlhis trhth is 'demon-; .;i 
' strated' by the.#aot that' Breton ..antloipateŝ  ̂w  . authors fol-.
. 'lowing him,. an ., indication, that he deals wi th i deas and sub- V 
ject matter of importance expressed in a style that . remains 
popular even to the preseht:.day&. ..r . .V . ' - . ;

Bretbh1 s :aht 1 cipations of other authors, are extensive 
■and the discussion hf the. matter, h from,.complete
The anticipation by one author of another off eraghba t dlf ̂ .- 
ficulty to the scholar, 'for:'there are.- the problems raised-,.'- v 
by uncertain pub lie at ion date s : manus cr ipt s in circulation 
before .printing, and mere Colncidehce/ or- aeclddnt of tthoughf.d I 
idea,/hubject matter, and style. This is especially true of 
the felafiqnship between Breton and .-Shakespeare; yet, in't . 
spite-.'of the many 'correlations 'to. be found - between these : ' ' 
two authors-- -dros'art draws five pages of' parallels of 
-phrasef sentence, .idea, ;'and.:^ admits that, his isfbutr.
a-. limit'ed-study-'bf - the: sub je ot#-,ii
whether Breton plagiarises, anticipates, or m  es Shalcespeare '
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as a sources whether just the opposite is the.case, or 
whether there is a mutual borrowing between these two friends 
and contemporaries!. Two examples, neither of which is men
tioned by' Grosart, of the difficulty, existing' in such :a 
study are to be found, by comparing Shakespeare’s famous 
lyric^ nGrabbed Age and Youth," from The Passionate Pilgrim, 
with its prose version in Breton's "Miseries of Mavill.ia,H 
and by comparing Breton^s "An odde conceipt, " from Me Ian- . ." :- 
eholike Humours, with Shakespeare’s Sonnet GVo There is, . 
in each case, no doubt that ,,one has been used as the source 
of the other„ But which? Both The Passionate Pilgrim and 
the "Miseries of Mavillia" were published in 1599j and 
nothing can be determined.about which was used as the source 
of the other, since it. is not known which of the manuscripts 
was written first,., or. whether one or both were in circulation 
before public ation.. In the. second instance,. Mel an cho like 
Humour's was published in 1600, while Shakespeare’s sonnet 
sequence was published in 1609j .yet, sihce. the date of the . 
writing of "An odde conceipt" is not certain, and since 
Shakespeare could have written Sonnet CV any time after the 
beginning of his literary career in 1592, which was used as 
the source of the .other cannot■be determined„ Orosart' con- 
eludes from similar parallels, and he is supported in his 
conclusion by lellie Monroe9^ that Shakespeare got into men’s

• 92 Monroe, p<. .14 = :
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ordinary•speech and writing, higher and lower, and that men’s 
ordinary speech and writing, higher and lower, went into 
Shakespeare’s works»̂

Some of the general anticipations by Breton of other 
' authors have been enumerated, but not developed, by various 
scholars, lellie Monroe states.that the praise of English: 
fruits in the "Discourse of a Soholiar and a Souldiour" 
looks forward to Sir William Temple’s essay on gardens—
"Upon the Dardens of •Epicuruso" Herrick's descriptions 
of country superstitions and ceremonies, Jean Robertson 
points out, is anticipated by Breton in "Mad-caps On the 
Merrie Tiem,11 the second poem in Pas quills. Mis tress e, which 
describes rustic joys, Mary Whiting writes that Breton 
.Is debtor to Dante for some of the imagery to be found in 
"The.Pilgrimage to.Parnassus" and,"The Mother’s Blessing,n 

, and she concludes that 11 = , „it may - be that Bunyan was a 
debtor to Breton for some of the imagery of The Pilgrim's
' , ■ 1 ‘ " ’ Qg - 1 i ; ' ' _ . • - .Progress,11 She continues by stating that Breton .. - -

: Or os art. I, p . Li,

Monroe, p, 34,

Jean Robertson, "Nicholas Breton's Pasquil Books,"
The Review of English .Studies, XVII (January, 1941), 80-86,

96 Mary Bradford Whiting, "Nicholas Breton, .Gentleman," •. 
The - Fortnightly Review, D00XLIX (May , 1929), 623 =
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oo oshines less, however s as the successor of Bacon 

/; than as the predecessor of Addison and Steele, 
while his keen and sympathetic.observation of . 
nature objects links him with White of Shelborne„

She 'goes, on to suggest that many of the epistles, with kindly
humor and delicate phrasing, might have come from the Tatler

98 ' -or Spectator o In the combining of the character and the
essay in Characters upon Essales, Breton, Monroe states, 
anticipates the form'which developed into the Sir Roger de 
Cover ley Papers?® and. Elbert ■Thompson points out that in 
The.flood and the Badde Breton anticipates the Ideas of 
Addison in his defense of merchants and on other social 
subjectso"**®0 Finally, Grdsart explains that Breton, when 
he'writes ’’wrought day and night for the mobneshine, in the 
water,” anticipates Swift’s philosophers of Laputa extract- 
ing sunbeams from cucumbers <=

More specific aht ic ip at ions than those that have pre
ceded •..are pointed out by various scholars o These parallels 
deal with phrases, .thoughts, and ideas— whh h may be, as has 
been explained previously, mere accident or coincidence--

o«7 Mary Bradford Whiting, "Nicholas Breton, Gentleman,” 
The Fortnightly Review, DCCXLIX (May, 1929), 6B8.' : ■ " " ■ i - • ' v

; 98 Ibid. '

Monroe, po 64°
Thomps on, pp ° 19-20,

101 Grosart, I, p° Ivo



^@^p§ssed. by . wti-b^s contemporary ŵ tB. and following Breton, -
: ;' ■ ^rom 'G-tles ; Fletcher ’t'ti; Wordswortli» ; Breton writes, in "A /

: Solezme; Bassioh ■ of *lae; gpules Love, u ; .v . . . • : >
And if He so hath deckt the earth: below ; /vf - h

' - ; Imagine then the glory of his seato 0 . ft-'- 7
■ • ■ - and Giles. Fletcher writes 5 f f  :' /".7' .f ,';-Vh7 ■■/■■ ■ .V rv. ’;.

If such a hphse; Gohfto lanother .gave, y ; ■ y ' ' . y .y- ; • '
'How shine fthoa e ' glittering: -courts ; y> ' v .. .. y.

^Ie for "Himself will, have o / ; .
Breton yrrite s, .an the "H'onqur - ef Valpur, " 1605̂ ' ; v ■ y y4-
. y ■=»oTo fi'sh’f or honour "with at silver- hoohe;»^ 7'. /
and: again., in "I Would,, arid. Would not, " 1614, yy y yf ' .yf

': '. y " o. .So I. might get it with the silver hooke. .. ; ;y I7 : y
. while- Donne writes, in “The bait, " from Poems, - 1633,

Gome - live--with .me, and "be my love • f
And we will some new pleasures'prove,; . -
Of.golden sands, .and crystal brooks,

v.7 : ■ 7: . :7 ' With;. silken.Hine-S', . and'.siSver :::hoolts;. 7 : ' - - ' 7yy ;777 7 ly:
'7 ; When Breton writes, in "The .Pilgrimage to "Paradise," 1592, 77
,;7. 7 f y . And on they walke, until anone they came, 7 y-;- 7,, : ;7 . . y ..
7hy,;r̂i:''77:;:^^h'h7Chnrch,y^hot:;.haiIt;. ofylipevpr.-̂  stone -.y y.-y. : .
y :y : "f v. - But that true Ghurch, ■'.'hf'lthat'7-IiW'6ri.al' fame y7 . y:7 . o': :.y
y ■ ; That' is w.orldes wonder, and heaveris love alone: ' y.

:y y-.y: 7 Wose .-head is fGhriatwhoseyMarfirs are his fillers " y 7’7 
/7.y *■: 7 y Arid al whose members, .are' his woridesiweTywillersy-y
■;y The gate is Grace ,- Gbntriition. ia^the keyy7- 7 . y y :7-f7.;:'
; :7 : ' The locke, is love, the porter. Penitence».. - ; y 77

7y. he antic ipates George .Herbert’s l!They Ghurch^f Idore"7 and : the 7; . 
y y :. "Qhurch-lock: and key," -and many more of the poems that yy : ..y'y

compose The' Temple, 1635. BretOri, in the following line—  ...
■ y7 y ■' The sparing diet is the spirit1 s feast... .. y. , -; y ---.
7 dy .aritleipates;miltdny :#1 0'writer^ in '"II Penseroso, " - .; ; y: y,; y
' y -y ; : ......Spare f ast: that of t_:idthgods doth d i e t ' y ■
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And in nHonors 11 "from Gharacters upon Essaies, Breton writes?,

o, oin tlie Herauidry of Heaven it hath the richest .
: : - Cote, o o ■■ - - : - ■ ■ : ' - ' ■ '
fwhich anticipates the following:from Milton!s "Upon the
Circumcision": . ■ . ■ ■

;■ o ...He who wi th all Heaven1 s he.aldry whilere 
/' Entered the world, now bleeds,to give us ease...
In "Wits -Trenchmour oBreton writes ? . .

...if I do you goods be glad not proud of if? and 
open not your window to the Sunne, when she hath 
power to sende her beams through the _ glasse..."

which anticipates
Who breaks his glass to make more light \

: ; Makes way for storms into- his' rest.
• by Henry Vaughan. ■ AgainBreton -writes? ; .1

A Haire that holdes.the-heart’s affections...
in "fhe Passionate Shepherdswhich anticipates Pope ’s ■ . ,

■ Beauty draws us with a single hair.
And finallyp Breton writes?

o=.And sue but to those Inward eyes
That see my heart ; ■ ■

while Wordsworth wiit.es? • . ..
...They flash upon that inward eye.

These are but a few'examples of Breton8s anticipations and
as anticipations they show that Breton expressed Ideas and
wrote in a manner that remains popular. Richard Church, in
his review of Ursula Kentish-Wright8s collection of a few of 
■ Breton8 s prose works under the title,, A Mad World My Masters,

states? . : •



: ' V ; / ;  -  - ; - ' y  / :  v'';; . - y  7 4  :

The qualities which made ; Breton so p o p u l a r v  ^
: amongst; M s  contemporaries • are those which make 
him’ pomet&at ' tedious • today <> He was humorous and 

■ • . satirical? tying fantastic knots with the foibles
- - \ , Q f  ; t h ^ r' ; d a y * ~ ^ y y : ' . i : : ' : . h  . ■ ::"v : . ;:y ;; ; . ; v / ''y : r

It- is' noti•possible ;for :this-= .writer^ having read much of
- Bretong td/agree' with that part ' of Ghurch' s statement ' =. . 
Which declares that Breton is 11 somewhat tedious today" be
cause of his qualities of humor and satire combined in a , 
r a the r f ant as t ic al .manner o ■' These very qualities -make: - 
Breton a timeless .writer--one who is at home even in the 
present ageo . And to this might be added the fact that . : 
there is-’mUeh.humor in Breton free from both satire and
'"foibleo" ‘ Were Church to have found fault with Breton’s 
style apart, from the subject matter, and,were).he to. have 
stated that this style is sometimes loose:and mpnotonous, - 
.or tedious,, this writer-would agree P for it is - true that no 
great literary - claims can be made-for iBr'eton-;. however, Breton 
is original- in an age• of imitation« • He draws on his. own. 
resources,. But. he- was -:pf . the rank and f ile o-' Be was not of 
the leaders and the "mighty 0: Breton does 9 nevertheless , .
demand a place among, - the great .lyricists - of his age)- for 
his lyrics, do- hot have the cloying .sweetness present in so - 
; much, of : the poetry of that' tim.e, Further, the rural and ; '

- ' 402 Ri chard - Church, "B Icholas - Br e t on, " The = 8p e c t at or, j. ' 
Noo - ByBSd; -tSeptember 7,, ■ 19"29),. 510o • u;.: , v . '.--"R- .t
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pastoral scenes of his poetry, and this is also true of 
Breton'1 s prose, are among the most beautiful, brilliant, and. 
natural to be found in English literature^ Wioholas always 
had an open eye and heart for nature, and a close observation 
of nature is noticeable- in his very earliest works. And when 
he draws upon the country for images he adds grace, wit, right 
feeling, and a freshness to his books that is inestimable.

Though Breton8 s books of characters cannot be compared , 
with Bacon{s essays for weight, intellectual richness, and 
. charm of--phrasing^- they - do, show, within their, modest limits,.
Breton1s beautifulJEnglish^ substantial thinking, and 
memorable portraiture. In Breton!s sacred verse and prose, - 
in which he shows beautiful yet, unsentimental pathos, there 
is no weary division and subdivision, or weary platitude, . 
though there is a monotony, which, regarded broadly, is 
masterful, and Instinct with melodyand though the sacred 
writings are not very deep in their intellectual development, 
they do reveal a quiet and certain nurture of .'.Christian- life 
that carries conviction. Sacred verse and prose demand that 
the author do not use coarse speech, and, in an age when 
broad speech was common and accepted, it is in Breton’s. 
favor that he was free, not only in the sacred writings, but 
in all his works, from abandon, insinuation, provocativeness, 
and coarseness o -

Bretonls poetry develops from the ragged rhymes of .
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A- Flourish upon Fancy to an almost perfect style' in the 
; ;mi dctle and, 3a te: :per iod »- - His works are sustained, pleasant,.
:;ma11erfui>' radiahtmusical, and memorable, and they;show a ■ 
fineness'; of poetip: workmanship. , In both his • prose 'and " •
poetry there is odh metaphor,; direct and oblique, expression/ - . 
yfine;,;thought,,:;good phrasing, and apt alliteration a/nd word' y; 
pi ay | further, 'Breton uses carefully chosen and melodious 
words toreipress his quips,' proverbs, and stories „ ' Breton 
also makes impersonations of other writers, makes corrections 
.in his texts for the purpose "of humor, and often uses Latin 
' quotations o, - The sentences of "Breton are pregnant and ; g 
swiftly ' antithetic o They give long continuations -and 
variations Of an' initial thought, and,;' thoughy;they-rareyin- 
volved, they have vigor and rush that results from the use 
■ of short,gsharp,' and pointed'phrases and colloquial diction, ' 
Except fof; the. orthography 'and the' occasional use of words 
"now obsolete, -his English is the English of today, Certain 
of the orthographic peculiarities- that Breton shows, - as • -
Grosar.t points out, are the" doubling of the ”o!i in a number 
of words such.as '‘doo,-’5- ̂ dooth,1i "doone, " "mooye, " and : 
"proove o" He'- frequenfly adds:,the letter "u" to; words . such ; 
as "chaungihg, " and “demaund," but this is p erhap s ' the y 

: fesult .of ̂ phoneticsy' sinee itiis-npt-pe mllaf:;to Bretoh,;;v And 
■■ he frequently "interchanges-; "I1’; md' "y,11 which -was a common 
practice, and often writesy^con" for,"cion" or "tion" as in
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1',admiraconM and !,.m@nconoM

Turning now from - a present-day criticism of Breton.
to the evaluations placed upon him by his "contemporaries $, a;
few are herewith.taken from the manj introductory prefaces
attached to Breton{s works to show what other writers who
read Breton thought of his books, tiThe Pilgrimage to
Paradise," 1592, is prefaced by a letter from John Case, '
physician, friend of Breton and author of "The Praise of
Musieke81 (1586), "i.polngia11. of the same "sweete arte" (1588),
and various Latin treatises on Aristotle and other subjects,
who states that Breton's :'

o o .wit, pen and art therein .sounde well together»
The song is sweete, the ditty sweeter, but that 
rare Phoenix is the ■ sweetest Phoenix, whom your wit ,

' ■ . pen and art can but well shadow- with ail your
Muses % for as an image is but an image, and the 
tincture of anything is__not the substance thereof, 
so the colours of her /̂Mary Magdalen1 s7 honours 
are in your booke, but the life of her vertue is 
in her selfe»

This letter is followed by two Latin poems of praise, The 
first poem is by William Gager, the author of the dramas 
Ulysses Redux, a tragedy (1582), Rivals, a" comedy (1585)
Dido, and Meleager<■ The second poem, is by Henry Price, a 
scholar of St = John1s College, Oxford, who states that 
Breton is a poet--that his books show it and that all who 
read his books subscribe to that,opinion 1 Prefaced to

Grosart, I, pp. Ixv-lxvio
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Oharaeters upon Essaies, 1615s are.six poems of praises all
of which are signed with initials» <= Bo," whom Grosart
believes to be Richard Barnfield, praises Breton for his
wit combined with learning= The other poems are signed

• "Wo Pd," "I,- Bo," "lo Ro," "Oo Ho," and "W, Do," the last
of whom writes that Breton8s works show observation, much
learning, art, matter, and wit, and who goes on to say?

Some weave'their lines of such a slender thread.
They will not last long, as to be reado
Thou /BretonT” hast so spunne, so weav*d; they words,

V " ' : thy lines
They please us most being viewed a hundred times» .

To the.Wil of Wit; -1599, is attached a commendatory, poem
signed with the initials,' "Vs 0 So." Or os art and other
scholars believe this poem to be the work.of Shakespeare,
and Grosart bases his assigning of the poem to Shakespeare
upon the .play ;on the words wit and gold =104

What shall 1 say of Gold, more than tis,Golds 
..Or call the Diamond, more than precious: •

Or, praiser the man, .with praises manifold 
. When of himselfe, himselfe is vertuous? ' .
Wit is but flit, yet such his Wit and Will-,

■ As proves ill good, or makes good to be ill°
Why? What his Will? proceed and aske his'Will,

Why?. what his Will? reade on, and learne of.Wits 
Both good I gesse, yet each a severall ill, .

This may seeme strange, to those that hear it. 
lay,: nere-a whit, for virtue many waies, ■
Is made a-vice, yet Vertue hath her praise«

104 Orosart, I, p » liv»
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' ■ X-' : orei 0 Bret on s worthl^ .-Bn'V;  ̂ '

;;; ■■; ; • Of commendations worthie to the worth; . - : - , • :'
: , With daptions witteg.g every corner lnrke, - B : . : - ; v

: • A. bold attempt/ it is to set them forth. BhB n - n
A forae of Wit, and' that-’is such a' sort, ’.B .

■ As none offends, for all is said in sport*
/ And ’such a sport, as serves for other kinds, " . ̂ ,

Both young and old, for learning, armes, and love: '
For Ladies humours,, mirth with mone he finds, B 1

1 - B With some .extreames, ttielr patient' mindes to prove * B B
' -Well,: Breton, write, ihjhandf .thou hast -the thing, - ■ _ - .
. That when it comes, love,‘ wealthy .and fame will bring.* - ’

In 1600 Ben Jons on prefaced; Br.dton^s/MelancholikeEumoufs
• with one of the six sonnets- he 'wrote dur ing his literary .,
• career9^̂ .' and • in this sonnet he praises .Breton’s powers . as

■ : ■■ : ■
■ Thous. ' that - wouldsk- f inde- habi t; of . true- passloni :
B And - s e e; a - mind e at t ir $:d in. perfect -strains' •;
Not .wearing moodes, as gallants doe a fashion.

In these pide times, only to shewe their braines,•
Looke here on Breton's Worke, the- master prints ■ . : ■
• Where, such.-perfections to the life doe rise;

. If they'seeme wry, to- such as.looke asquint,
The fault’s not in the object, but their .eyes*

V.:.h ■ For, : as one comming with a laterall ylewe,.. .: ; ^
' . fB' ■ :'B; Unto a :cunning;spiece wrought; perspectiye, ' . B-;; - ' B -: '
- y,- . - t s; f a ell t ie -;;t 6::maike ■ a-- censhrh truek; .,... ' • .

f -..-•'■y.y ̂ ;'S'#';w.ithB̂ igB.-AuthOra; r.ead©hs-:'will it ;thr ivei ;b B : ... '
B. B'Which, being eyed directly, I divine : . .- ’.B-; - B; ’ .

■ ' ' His proofe. their, praise. Will meet, as in this line»
A presentf-day 'estimation of Breton can agree with the

'' views - expressed in 'the above-quo ted intro duct ory preface s, B B
: and y et,. agr e e wit A those of his contemporaries:, who:'saw him .B B.,
as a journalist B In his. own time, Breton waa compared to . -
'Sidney:,: Spenser, and Shakespeare--men - of far greater :genius*B:Bn

- .; 105 George. Burke Johnston,. Ben Jons on; Poet, p „ 112.
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He was compared to Southwell, and Crashaw, and John Davieso^06 

George Puttenham, In The Arte of English Poetry,. 1589, .
writes:

And in her Majesties time that now is are sprong 
up an other■crew of Courtly makers, Hoble men and 
Gentlemen of her Majesties owne servauntee,.who 
have written excellently well, as it would appears 
if their doings could be found out and made 
publicke with the rest; of which number is first 
that noble Gentleman Edward Earle of Oxford,
Thomas Lord of Bukhurst, when he was young, Henry 
lord Paget, Sir Philip Sydney, Sir Walter Rawleigh,
Master Edward Dyar, Maister Pulke Greuell, Gascon, . 
Britton, Tuberyidle, and a great many other learned 
Gentlemen oh o107 '

In Palladis Tamia,. 1598, Francis Meres writes;
As Pindarus, Anacreon, and Callimachus among 

/ the Greekes, and Homer and Catullus among the 
Latinos are the best Lyrick poets: so in this

- faculty the best among'our poets are Spencer (who 
excelleth, in all kinds Daniel, Drayton,
Shakespearey B r e t t o n - "

And again: d/ : ' 1 " d - d v ; ;
. - dAs these are famous among the Greeks for •
- Elegie, Melanthus, Mymnerus,. Colophonius, Olympius 
Mysius, Parthenius ; Hicawu.sPhiletas Cous,

f , Theogenes Megarensis, and Pigres Haliearnassaeus| 
and these among the Latines, Maecenas, Ovid,
Tibullus, Propertius, C, Valgius, Cassius 
Serverus, and Glodius^ Sabinus: so these are the
most passionate among us to bewaile and bemoane 
the perplexities of love, Henrie Howard, Earle of 
Surrey,*Sfr Thomas Wyat the elder. Sir Francis 
Brian, Sir Philip Sidney, Sir Walter Hawley, Sir 
.Edward Dyer,ASpencer, Daniel, Drayton, Shakespeare, 
Whetstone, Gascoyne, Samuel! Page, sometimes

3-P® A= Ho Sullen, "Nicholas Breton,11 Elizabethans, p. 105.
107 George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poetry, English 

Reprints, (Edward Arber, editor), Wo. lb, p . 7*50 ■
108 prancis Meres! Palladis Tamia, Elizabethan Critical 

Essays,' (G. Gregory Smith, editor), II, p= 519»
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Pellowe of Gorpus Christl Oolledge in Oxford," Ohurchyardg Bretton<»^09

Finallyg The Dictionary of National Biography points out
what ‘'Sir John Suckling, in The Goblins, IV. i. /first
played.in 16387 (Dodsley, Old Plays0 1826, x. 143),“ has
to say in joining Breton's name with that of Shakespeare

The last a well-writ piece, I assure you,
.A.Breton X. take it, and Shakespeare1 s very way.

It is these comparisons with which present-day criticism of
Breton cannot agree, although:they show, along.with the'
references given ahoye concerning his popularity-, the numben
of editions of - his, works. and the choicehy . Richard Jones,
of his name under•which to publish two anthologies, how much
popularity Breton: enjoyed- with "his readers and his critics,
and indicates' that he had; moderate,- if not 'powerful. In- - ,
fluenee upon other writers and would-be writers in the time
of Elizabeth and James.- He became so popular in his age
' ’ .. . Ill -that he was a rival to Dekker. And: this popularity was
so well established and so strong that it lasted throughout

H Pthe first half of the seventeenth century. In fact, it
would appear that Breton's popularity lasted even longer

109 Ibid., p. 520ff. r
-'.•.̂10 Sidney Lee, and heslie. Stephen, "Nicholas Breton," 

The- Diet!onary of National Biography, II, p. 1185.
Richard Ghurch, "Slcfaolas Breton,11 The Spectator, 

Ho. 5,280 (September 7, 1929), 310.
V 112-Sidney Lee and Leslie Stephen, II, p .3185. .
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than 16509 for he was plagiarized In 1679. As late as 1641
Breton is mentioned in a play.— -A Jovial Crew— by Richard
Brome „ .

When we must fetch ^em sweeWeats, and they . : '
must tell us. Ladies your lips are sweeter, 
and then, fall into Courtships, one :in a^set 

' speech taken out of old Britalns works, another 1 „
. . with Verses out of the Academy of Compliments...

Criticism of Breton, other than that by critics and
those who.refer to him in their works, is the use made of ■
his works by other authors j for, as a -result of the vast
number .of his works, their popularity, their.varying style ;
and subject matter, and,the' numerous editions through which
these works passed, there were, both during his lifetime
and following his death, plagiarists, imitators, and writers
who used his works as a source for their own creative •
efforts. - ' -

Plagiarism was rife among the Elizabethans. They had
no compunction about borrowing from one another— characters,
ideas, plots, and phrases— anything and everything that took
their fancy, and as a result violent quarrels took place
between authorso Breton, however, seems to have steered
clear of these quarrels in all of his works with one
exception— nHo "ShippInge, nor. Trippinge: but a kinds
friendly Shipp inge.,t With this work he attempted to

115 Richard Brome, A Jovial Grew, The Dramatic Works 
•Richard Brome, III, p. 572. ' .



ameliorate the attacks and/-coun-tera11aoks coneerning plagiary
in the- theatre» Jonson was attacked in fIThe.Whipping of :
"'the' Satyre," 16013 and an answer $ " The Whippir of his Satyre;1:
his pennance in a white Sheet65,!l was written, perhaps by
Marston3; to this paniphlet later in the same year» As the
;controversy grew and became more violent, Breton wrote in
• the address to the readers of ^No ::lhippingeli: v'; . t, •  ̂-
' ■ - Maye.tlt; please' y to xmdefstand, that, it was ^
::' ■ my hdppe * of, l a t e ■ passlagpthrdugh Paries Church 

..yarde, to looke upon qertaine pieces of Poet rye,
: 'where. 1 ? found": (that it' greeve'S: me to speake of) >

one writer so'tstrungely inveigh' against another, 
that many shallow; wits stoode. and. laught at their 
follies =' How,' findings their labours so toucht 
with ill tearms, as befitted not the learned to V;'

''.v-'. lay- opeh; 1 thought' gho'diph to ;.doe;t; '
' to write unto all such writing, as take, pleasure : t 

to• .see 'their ..wltsvpiaie with' the..;wor 1 d,. that tiaey 
will henceforth, before they fall to worke, have ' 
in minde this'good proverbe: Play with me; but

•.hurt me not: and jest with me; but disgrace me -
not; Least- that the world this jest do kindly 

. • ' -smother, 1 why should one foole be. ahgry with an:. ':
other? '

Ee then proceeds, in the body of the .poem, to advise that 
- the' villaihs.; knave, . ah'd- fool be let alone and not written 
of of against; and he concludes the poem by pleading.with 
"b.etter-natured witsi! to be friendly, with each other and by 
appealing' - to hlsvfellPW-poets for the consecration of their ; 
gifts to ’’higher strains." This work further demonstrates 
the already discussed' character .traits of Breton, and makes

C . li. Herford, Percy Simpson,. Ben Jons on, I, p. 29 =
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even more improbable the, portrait drawn of him by Charles 
.Crawford . in®* Greenes Funeral is,;r 1594, and Hicholas Breton.
It is suggested by fennimans and; in s.or doing he refers to 
Fieay?s Chronicle of the English Drama (II. 74)a that Breton 
is perhaps Pasquil in John Marston*s Jack Drum*s Entertain- 
ment: "or The Comedie of Pasquill and Katherines" but a ■ ; •
careful reading , of the, play reveals no tangible evidence to 
support such a theory. Since the play was first acted in 
1600 and ̂ printed in 1601̂ ,. the improbability of the theory 
that Pasquil is Breton is Increased? 'because-“Ho Whippinge, 
nor Trippihge" was written ahd printed at"the end of 1601s 
and in this pamphlet Breton shows no indication of retalia
tion for a personal:slight or of active participation in the 
fight» Breton# as the war of the theatres continued# warns 
in A Post with - a Packet of Mad Lettersi

Take heed of Poetry for it hath commonly one of ; . -:
.these three propertiess belibelling the wicked# 
abusing the honest#, or pleasing the .foolish. ■

And Harold White points out in Plagiarism and Imitation
that Breton devotes a verse in '’Pasquil’s Fooles-Cap*1 to
those who claim literary ability because they have furnished
the idea for# or have written# the work of another« . White

-*--*-5 Charles Crawford#  ̂8 Greenes Funeral Is# 1 1594# and 
Nicholas Breton#H Studies in Philology, Extra Series (May, 
1929), ,1-39-0 . . :

John Marston# Jack Drum*s Entertainment. The Plays 
of John Mars,ton. Ill# 175=2410
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states that Breton 11 goes to the opposite extreme, frequently 
asserting that others had .written, or supplied the Ideas for, 
his works»" Breton writes In the prefaces to A Post with
a Packet of Mad Lettersa "An Old Man’s Lesson," and a "Dialogue 
betwixt a. Courtier and a Countrymans," that he has reworked 
the material of others, and in the preface to "Wit’s Private 
Wealth, " he acknowledges Indebtedness to "wiser men =11 
Breton even makes reference to what are apparently feigned 
sources, both foreign-and domestic, .in the titles of some of 
his workso. fypical of this is the title page to ttA Dialogue, 
full of pithe and pleasure’1 which explains that the work is 
"Partly Translated out of Italian,; and partly set dome by • 
way1 of bbsefvatibno" But not all authors were so honest or • 
reticent as Breton, and as a result he was often the victim 
of plagiarists 0: . ■ . '

Thomas Watson, in "The Tears of Fancy," published post
humously in 1593, took material from Gascoigne and - the Bari 
of Oxfordi and from .Breton’s “Countess of Pembroke’s Passion” 
Watson took nineteen complete lines which form eleven lines 
of his Sonnet LVI and the- first eight lines cf Sonnet 
If Breton is not the author of "Machiaveils Dogge," 1617,

^ 7  Harold Ogden White, Plagiarism and Imitation during 
the English Renaissance,-p. 160.

Grosart, I, pp . Lxvii^Lxxi.



then there is a clear case of plagiary by an -unknown author/ 
for twenty entire stanpas of the poem are copied from Breton® 
”1 Would and Would,Sot,"" 16140119 In .1659 Samuel Pick took , 
three of the poems found in Breton’s ftBowre11 for his Fes turn 
Yoluptatis| “Orp The Banquet of Pleasure," and represented 
them, as being his own. The second part of Pasquils Passe, • 
and passeth not9 "Pasquil’s Procession," is a Mtany0 During 
the Civil Wars the litany became fashionable, and in Wits 
Recreations, 1641, there- is such a litany,-: part of which is 
a cento from/,Pasquilts. Process ion 0.n "̂̂ 0 Some thirty-five 
years after the■publication of Breton’s Fantasticks, 1686, 
■Matthew.Stevenson published as an original work "The Twelve' 
#oneths»" And if he did- not take, the ..Fantastieks word for - 
word, "he, at any rate, took it thought for thought»"
The f inal. work to' be considered in: this limited survey of. 
plagiary from Breton is "The Court of Honour,H 1679o In a 

: discussion of this .work of four- leaves,"Virgil Heltzel states
that two false claims are made concerning the pamphlet. It ■

. Is said to be written by a royalist, but it was not. It is 
said to be entirely new, but it was not; for it was composed

119 predson Thayer Bowers, "An Addition to the Breton 
Canon,11 Modern Language Motes, XLV (March, 1930), pp, 161-166

Crosart, I, p, Lvii, .
' ' 121 Nicholas Breton, A Mad'World My Masters./ (Ursula
ICentish-Wright, editor). I, p, xxi-xx.ii.



of passages taken from a yet unidentified author. Sir Thomas 
Elyot, and Breton. And from Breton there are eleven characters,
which make up three-fourths of the text, drawn from The Good

122 : ' and the Badde. In addition to these cases, there are
many other instances.in which-writers imitated and used
Breton as a direct source. In the following uses, reworkings,
and imitations of Breton there is no lack of proof, and, as
Breton stayed clear of charging those, who plagiarized him,
he; also ignored, those who. imitated him.

■ Breton's “The Eigure; of . Poure,11 a pamphlet in two parts,
the first part of which was published in: 1597,: and- which is .
no longer extant, seems to have - created a considerable vogue,
which found expression in At least six known pamphlets up to
1654 dealing with the .figures of three9 four, five, six, or
seven.^2® Jean Bobertson points out that “The Passions of ,
the Spirit"•(Londons Printed;by Thomas Este, 1599) is a

- X24'-version of Breton8s "The Countess of Pembroke's Passion."'
Rollins writes, in his edition of The Arbor of Amorous
Devices, that the poem, "A Dialogue betweene Caron and Amator,
possibly inspired two imitative dialogues with'Charon in the

122 Yirgil B» Heltzel, "Breton,; Elyot, and ’The Court 
of Honour 1," Modern Language Hotes, LIII (December, 1938),
588-589. 1 f

123 Wright, pp. 149-150. . .
124 Jean Robertson, "sThe-Passions of the Spirit1 (1599) 

and Nicholas Breton," The Huntington Library Quarterly, Ho.-1 
(October, 1939), 69-75.
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Ambrose Songes (1606) of Alexander C r a i g F u r t h e r  imita
tions of Breton include those of the very popular ~ Post with a 
Packet of Mad Letters, 1603, designed to furnish, without

. . ■ . . ■ Tog ' ■rules, models for correct and witty correspondence*
Three of these imitations pointed out by Qrosart follows

A Speedie Poste, with certain Hem7 Letters. "Or 
the first fruits of ne5~So55oeits,-is Ter yet : '

' disclosed," by Ic Wo, Gent* 162§0 - : ;
A Speedie Post with a Packet of Letters and- 
Compliments: Useful for England,' Scotland, and ■
Ireland, "Or the first fruits of. Hew Conceits, 
neTer yet'disclosedoH by Io Wo, . Gents. 1645»
Cupids Messengers "or a trusty Friend stored - 

. with sundry • sorts of serious, - witty, pleasing,
. amorous, and dellghtfull Letters = " 1651,

And GroAart concludes that:these imitative letters, though
they are of value, are very inferior in substance and style
to those of Bretono12® Four characters from John Earle8s
Mlcro-Cosmographie show Breton as the source, . These four
characters— ^A drunkard," "A good old man,” "A coward," and
"A poor;man"--are among twenty-three characters added by
"Earle to the fifth edition of the ho ok in 1629p and they are
imitations of four characters, "A Drunkard,11 "An Old Man,"
"A Coward," and "A Honest Poore Man," from Breton's The Good

1.25 Nicholas.. Breton, The Arbor - of Amorous Devices,
(Hyder •Edward Rollins, editor), p, x^Ti,

I2® . Thompson, p, 104<,
1 Orosart. I, p» xxxix;
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and the Badde. And Leigh Hunt8 s two "Hows"— -"Descriptive 
of a hot day" and "Descriptive, of a cold day"— are an exten
sion and'reworking, of their source, Fantasticks, Prom Breton’s 
Bowre of Delights,. Thomas Heywood took "A Past oral!" and re
worked it into a "Song" to be sung by the character. Pranks 
Golding, in his play. The Fair Maid of the Exchange (1607), '
A comparison of the first verse of "A Pastorall"

Sweet birds that sit; and sing amid the shadie vallies.
And see how sweetly Phillis walks amid her garden allies: 
Go round about her bower and sing, as ye are bidden.
To her is only knowne his faith, that from the world is 

' . ■ hidden =
And she among you'ail that hath the sweetest voice,
Go chirp of him that never told, yet never changed his 

' • choice o
with, the first three verses of a "Song," •; ■ J

- Ye little birds that sit and sing. - . ..
Amidst the shady valleyes, if I .' : 1
And see how Phillis sweetly walkes '
Within her Garden alleyes'; f
Goe pretty birds about her boure.
Ah me, me thinks I see her frpwne, ' /
Ye pretty wantons warble o

Goe tell her through your, chirping bils.
As you by me are bidden.
To her is only knowne my love, -
Go pretty birds and tell her so.
See that your notes straihe not too low, ....
For still me thinks I see her frowne,
Ye pretty wantons warble, ^

Goe tune your voices harmony.
And sing I am her lover;
Strain lowde and sweet, that every note, • -
With , sweet content may move hers
And she tfca t hath the sweetest voice, ; •
Tell her I will not change my choice, fYet still me thinks 1 see herafrowne,Ye pretty wantons warble
'I^^fhomas Heywood, Heywood 8 s Works , 11, p». 33.
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demonstrates clearly the use made by Heywood of Bretonts 
poemo But a more extensive use of Breton, one that remains 
to the present day as a lasting, active evaluation of the 
worth of his style, the worth of his.rural and pastoral 
scenes, -and the great value of his ideas, demands a complete 
study. This Is the use made by Isaac Walton of a number of 
Breton’s works as a source-r-a source often suggested by 
scholars and commentators-.-for' The Complete Angler. .



CHIPTEH IV

BRETON AS A SOURCE FOR WALTON * S 
THE COMPLETE ANGLER

The focal point from which the • following discussion 
emanates is a number of statements-, none of which is more . 
than generalizations without developmentmade by various • 
writers- and scholars concerning the use by Walton of 
Nicholas Breton as a source for The Complete Angler. When 
■ discussing Breton, the Rev, T,■Corser states•that "Wits. 
Trenchmour"

o o .from the style of its composition and. the 
similarity of some of the remarks, is supposed to 

■ have .been the original work from which Is sac . 130
Walton first took the idea of his Complete Angler. -

Edmund G-osse, in his intrpduction to selections from Walton,
makes the following suggestions

The prose of Walton is very original in 
character. In his.use of the dialogue form 

- he may have, owed something' to the graceful 
pastoral pamphlets of Nicholas Breton. ■

Felix E. Schelllng states that,"Wits Trenchmour"
...in its interlocutors, an angler and a scholar, 
and the talk about. fish and'fishing with,'which it 
opens, is suggestive of its famous successor.

tpo oorser, -"Nicholas Breton," Notes and Queries, 
I,'(April 27, 1850, 410»

Edmund Gosse, "Izaac Walton,” English Prose, 
(Henry Oraik, editor),11, p. 540. . .
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1 <zp

Walton11 s Comple te Angler <> ° o 
Nellie Elizabeth. Monroe in Nicholas Breton as _a Pamphleteer 
observes: "His prose works also include an anglers’ idyl,
pointing forward to Walton’s Comple te Angler, though with a ■
- I tz rzdifferent twist to the dialogue , „»o" .And she concludes :

= o = so Breton interests us because of his varied 
revelations with the literary activity of the 
Seventeenth century and his dim prescience of 
the future of English prose in experiments with 
style and form. To have anticipated even remotely 
The Comple te Angler...is no small honor„ His 
experiments with style, coming after the excesses 
of Euphuism.and ArcSdianism had passed and when 
there was a conscious attempt to make English 
conform to the quiet needs of everyday life as 
well as occasions of state...were important indeed ' 
without any question as to the intrinsic value of
. the work.3^4 - . ’

. Ursula Kentlsh-Wrlght, in her Introduction to Breton’s A . :
Mad World -My Masters,' which 'containsi "Wits Trenchmour,■,f states :

A fashion for books on fi'shlng-was. created by the .
■ "Treatise" attributed to Dame Juliana Berners,

: ■ published towards the end of the fifteenth- century;
- the re followed a number of books, on angling through- ; ■

■ • out the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but
The Complete Angler (1653) is the only one which 
concerns us with regard to Wits TrenchmOur, for 
there is little doubt that it was Breton’s book 
which W.altOn took as his model both in style and ■
construction (both books being written in dialogue 
form)'. Breton dwells more on the ’metaphorical 

• kind of fishing’ and Walton on the more practical 
.side, and although Walton has extensively elaborated 
Breton’s idea, and written .a much fuller treatise 
"on. angling, both writers have the same skill in : .
bringing the English country-side before our eyes.l^S

132 j[pexi.x. E. Schelling, English Literature during the 
.Lifetime of Shakespeare , _ p. 106.

.133 Monroe, p„ 6.
134 Ibid., p. 86. .
135 Nicholas Breton, A Mad World My Masters. (Ursula 

Kentish-Wright, editor), I, pp. xxii-xxiii.
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Vivian de Sola Pinto writes that among Breton!s -

. v>nuiLorous works/gpecial: attention may be dr.awn 
• ; ; ̂ .̂toV̂ ;'MWi*gvV$yenchmdur''':in a Gonference betwixt an- . 

/ I " Angler and. a Scho.ller11 (1597 )»<, ‘><Zfor/i' Breton8 s : :
' : - book certainly provided a model for . Walton® s f . :

- Qorapleat Angler . - ‘ y ;; Vg g : V..,:v- g .
And finally5 Douglas Bash' suggests that . : . g'.g

,, Breton Is at his lyrical best in Fantastics. „ .and ; .
trThe Court- and Country” (1618), when he celebrates g 

: - with loving detail the ti;i$ie:less ;:wbr 1 d" of Chaucer !s _ 
Ifrahklin, The Complete Angler ̂ ~ and Hardy ?s V/esseXo-1-^

' Departing from opinion and generalization at this
: i poinb, ':-Jan give substance to the ,

' proposition that Walton was influenced "by the .style,! ; V .
construct ion, and subject matter found not only in Vwits '
Trenehmour'1. but in the other works of Breton as well;|;-and .

;; -further, by means of internal evidence contain ed in Br eton? s
- . works and in Walton8s Complete Angler^' .an attempt will be

made to show-that Walton had read Breton closely and that

do with this paper, and'second, to list those works;or Breton

his work intentiohally• reflects that reading, But before .-

Walton, unlike .many.ters of,'the seventeenth century

156 Vivian de Sola Pinto, The-English Renaissance,
;■ 1510-1688.,.. p,- 858,: .-,;g ' ■..:, -. .: ; v. ; ■ .■ t.: ' -
! Douglas Bush, English Literature in the Earlier
Seventeenth. Gentury, p . 45,



gives a great many5, if not the majority of his sources,, ;
John Major, in his edition of The Complete-Angler, lists
. forty-four authors and their works which are known to have
been used by Walton or which he believes to have been used

138by Walton as sources = And it is interesting to note, in
this respect, that , there are no books or poem's in Walton' s 
lists that sere not printed in .English = -

Among the poets quoted, and to.whom - credit is duly 
given, are Martial,' lucian, Du Bartas (five times), and 
G-eorge Herbert (three times), Sir .Henry Wotton (three times), 
J, Davors, Esq>, Marlowe, Sir Walter Raleigh, Frank Davidson, 
Michael Drayton (two"times), Sir Richard Baker, John Donne,- 
. Jo<,■ Chalkhill, Phlneas Fletcher, and Edmund Waller« Walton's 
own poem, HThe Angler's Wish," will be discussed in relation 
to Breton at a later time in this study» The. prose writers 
to whom Walton refers are far too numerous to list here; but 
the sources which are most often used with credit given and 
which have the closest relationship to Walton's subject— . 
fishing--are Leonard Boyle, Leonard Mascall, Travener,.John 
Dennys, Barker,. G-esner, Bacon, Dubravius, and Llebaulto 
Walton makes no reference to Breton or any of Breton's workso 

' None of. the following references to Walton1 s Complete 
Angler in relation to the works- of Breton conflicts,with the

138 Isaac Walton, The Complete Angler. (John. Major, 
editor), pp <> 571-74 =
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.just named sources9 both prose and poetry, as far as this 
writer can determine, and further, the material under dis
cussion in every case occurs in the first edition of the 
“Angler,,r though hot necessarily in the same order of appear
ance as in the fifth edition, which was the.final edition
during Walton's life and therefore his final revision.

- 159 'In the.edition of The Complete Angler which is used
for. the purposes of this paper the book is divided into
five days and twenty-one chapters. This edition also
contains part II of The Complete Angler, which is not
considered in this paper, "Instructions how to angle for a
trout or grayling in a clear stream, written by Charles.
Cotton and added to the fifth edition of the "Angler" in
1676 o ■ More material not considered here is Chapter XX,
which'-'̂ is contracted from Chapters XI to XIV of the fourth
book of Liebauit, translated into"English under the title
Maison' Rustlque,. or "The Country Farm," and which was not
added until the second edition of ' the ,fAngler.1,140 Another ;
example is that, of Chapter- XIX, which’ also was not added. p.

X41 ■until the second edition.. And added to these passages 
which are not used are various minor ones— single paragraphs,. 
groups of ■ several paragraphs, and finally, found but

139 Isaac Walton, The Complete Angler. (James Bussell 
Lowell, -editor).; ■

140 Ibid., p. 441.
141 Ibid., p. 440 .
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infrequently^ passages of several pages/ such as•the discussion 
of-eels "beginning at the top of page 216 and continuing to 
the end of the "ehapter— whieh .were not in the first edition, 
'hut which were added to the second e d i t i o n , a n d  which,- 
therefore, are not considered here« That there should,be no 
conflicts with material contained in the t!Angler51 - to which 
the proper.authority and source is given by Walton and that 
there should be.no conflicts with material that was not con
tained in the first edition is of great importance and sig- ■ 
nifieance to the problem<> For.it is known .that Walton 
worked on The Complete Angler for many years before:its 
publications' and that during this time he must ."have done 
much reading of those authors who were interested in the same 
things as himself, with the_ purpose of gathering source, 
material, ideas of form and style, or, if with ho other 
purpose, at least for his own enjoyment„ -

. The works -of Breton used in this paper, though, as 
already indicated,, . they are few in comparison to the tdal 
of Breton8s. literary production, are Brittons Bowre of

148 Ibid., p. 439. ' " ■
1 ■ - ■■ 1 : / ' ".. . A first edition of The Complete Angler was not

./available for this study, but in the notes .(pp. 421=444)
to the Lowell edition the additions made by Walton to the
"first edition of The Complete Angler are enumerated.
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Delights 9 15911 The Arbor of Amorous Devices9 15971 
Melancholike Humours9 1600; The Wil of Wit, 1580? HWits 
Trenehmour 9 fl 1597 ? "The Scholler and the Souldiour,n 1599 ?
"The Miseries of Mavillia," 1599? A Post with a Packet of 
Mad letters  ̂ 1602? Characters Upon Essales? "The Court and 
the Country s’1 1617 ? and Faht as ticks s 1626= It is believed 
by this writer that these works represent a fair cross- 
section of Bretonss types and methods of writing, and, as 
can be seen from the dates, represent his writing as it 
progressed during his literary career. Only one date is given 
for most of the works mentioned above, the date of the first 
editiono But these works went through many editions, as 
can be seen from the following .two examples; The Wil of Wit 
was first registered in. 1580, and then two more editions 
appeared, one in 1596 and another in 1599 = :' "A Mad .World'. • •
My Masters" first appeared in 1602, and then was again 
printed in 1635= . . I . . P ;, . .

But now--to begin with, the- problem is to begin with 
some understanding of Breton and the length of time he:.was 
before the public, the estimation in which he was held, by 
his contemporaries, and the number of his writings =

' Breton’s literary career spans the p  ars 1577. through' 
1626? during this time he wrote at least fifty-one prose and 
poetry pamphlets and his poems.were included in some of the 
most important miscellanies of tbs period= For forty-nine
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years he was before the reading public, and. by the critics 
who mention him he is placed on a parallel with the great 
literary men of his time, and by contemporary writers, such 
as Jorison and Beaumont and Fletcher, he is - mentioned as being' 
very popular with the reading public,' In a.discussion in 
Notes and Queries, Corser gives a general description of Breton

Nicholas Breton, besides being a pleasing and 
polished writer of lyric and pastoral poetry, 
appears to have been a close and attentive . :
observer of nature and mannersj««He was also a
soldier, a good fisherman0== -

And It is this great interest in nature that will be useful
to the present discusslono

Monroe states17% "though:.we imow little of the events
of Breton is life, we are safe -in assuming that he spent
much of his time in;the country» He is an angler of no mean'
knowledge o'145' It is only necessary to read rtWits 'Irenchmour"
to find proof of this; but to illustrate from another work,
since "Wits.Trenchmour" will be used at a later time in
this paper for other parallels,' short excerpts from:the
Fant as ticks will be used for. the following examples 5- .
no«othe Beasts of the woods looke out into plaines, and the .
fishes out of the deepe run up into -the shallow watersj "

1 44 . Corser, p « 410 =>• •
145 Monroe, p * 7 *

Nicholas Breton, 11 The Spring,11 A Mad World .My
Masters, (Ursula Kent!sh-Wright, editorj. I, p° 9°
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n = c = the Angler, with a. fly takes his pleasure with the fish"
"oo-there is a glasse set upon the face of the Waters<, and the
, • . - . , ' , - . . ■ , T AQ■fishes are driven to'the'hottomes of the deepeHj " " 
n o .<> .= Pisherm.en' no.w; have a cold .trades ‘fl«. the water floods 
runne over the proud banks? and the gaping Oister leaves 
his shell in the streets" ; " = =»and the brooks are full of
water: the Prog goes to seeke out the Paddocke /a large 
toad or frog--Walhonts frog-paddock/’’"! "the Fishmonger .
sorts his ware against Lent"^®® "soothe Fishes and the 
Frogs fall to their manner of gener ation" o.othe Trowt
begins to play in the.Brookes, and the Sammon.leaves the sea, 
to play in the fresh waters"; " =., bthe' little Fishes lye nib- 
ling at a. bait, and the Poppas' pi ayes- in the pride: of the ' 
tide";  ̂"ob.and the Mackrell with the Shad are taken ..
prisoners in the Sea"? ,othe Smelt now begins to be in
season, and the Lamprey out of the River leapes into a Pye"?154 
" o o oWalflet Oysters are: the Fish wives wealth”.? : " „ „ 0and . .
the fishers lay their leapes /Weel? a trap for fish made of

147. Breton, "Summer," po 10»
Breton, "Winter," p » 13,

■*"4  ̂Breton, "January," p. 15,
150 Breton, "February,"■p « 16,-. . . •
151 Breton, "March," p. IS, . . ..
152. gpQ^on, "April!," po 19,
153 Breton, "May," p, .20,
154. Breton, " July, " p» 22. « r ̂
^  j-j. _ . ’ 2.^W 1L 645b Breton, "September ," p .- 24,
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twlgSjT’ In the deepe115 ttA red herring and a cup of Saeke., 
make warre in a weake stomache, and the poore mans fast, is 
better than the Gluttons surfet"; "It is now Lent, and 
the poore Stockfish /salt or dried fishVZ is sore beaten 
for his stubbornesse: the Herring dominates like a Lord of 
great Service"; "00 othe Fishermen now are the Rakers of the 
Sea, and the Oyster gapes, to catch hold of the Crab 
"o»»Flesh and Pish must bee vanished all stomaches, strong 
or weake: How beginnes the Farewell to thin fare, and the
Fishmongers may shut up their shops till the Holydayes be 
past11, ^ 9 11 o..the Fishermen now hang up their nets to dry"; 
and "ooothe Samman i'rowt playes with the Fly"?**" " *. „ the
fishermen now take the benefit of the tyde, and he that bobs 
for Eeles,: will not be without 'Worms1'j'*"®'*' " «.the Fishermen 
now are at the Craier /orler/ for their Oysters, and they 
will never lyn /cease/" crying, while they have one in their 
b a s k e t " .  .and the Fishermen send their Fish to the 
Market o., o ,H :  And, as Mary Bradford Whiting observes,
"It is not only in Fantasticks, but in many places throughout

156 Breton, "October," p ° 25» ,
Breton, "ETovember , " p = 27,

158 Breton, "Lent," p, 32, ■
Breton, "Good Friday," p» 34o

160 Breton, "Easter Day," po 55,
161 Breton, "Two of the Clocks," p° 38,
162 Breton, "Sixe of the Clocks,"p, 42
163 Breton, "Nine of. the Clocks," p , 45,
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his'works <, that Breton’s love of Mature Is revealed. <,11
With this fact in mind, two final examples .will be given from
the works of Breton» . In "Pastoral III" of. The:-Passionate:
Shepheard occurs the followings. ' - .

". Or along the shallow brooke, .' ■
. Angling: with a baited, hookes . . '
See the fishes leape and play,'.. .

• . In a. bless’d Sunny day: ° / ,
And finally, from a work.that is far removed from the sub j ect-
of fishing, "The Miseries .of Mavillia"s

• When it is full Sea,. Sweete baites for Plshe, but 
the Pish that are fraide, will swimme along by the' 
line.though some, foolish Pish will leap at a file,

1 ; and "be "baught with a: hooke<>-1'®5 ' .
■. The sources from which these examples are taken show ." 

that Breton was a great observer of the city and; .his fellow- 
men, but more important here,-these excerpts show that Breton 
was a great observer - of nature and the English countrysideo 
However, to-gain a complete knowledge of the awareness of 
Breton for the beauties offered by nature, the Pantasticks 
should be read in their entirety = For such a reading, will 
reveal his general descriptions of the view, give, glimpses 
of country: folk, showing their, habits j ideas, and work, and . 
also the sports to be enjoyed amidst this beauty and utility»

164 Mary.Bradford Whiting, "A Countryman’s Diary Three 
CenturiesAgo,8 The Spectator, Mo. 5,282 (September 21, 1929), 
361 o ' /i"

165 Breton, "The Miseries of Mavillia," II, p» 152.
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, - A i - s i t  is probable that Breton was- -
taken, abomt 1566, to live ia the ooTmtry« , She continues; 
"Here, if we dare reconstruct from, his; writings, "S^/especlally ' 
'"Court and 'Gonntry," "Wits: Tr eachmour, " and Pant as ticks/ "ly- . 
ing bn a sunny bank, Nicholas could watch the marigold. .■ S 
opehihg Ait.t leaves in the 'eariy.-' mbhnihg br" li'sten'to - the : ;
nightingale 1 tuning ; its - 'throat hgalnst--Say: He must have - ■

■ learned the a isherman^s art very' early In life»...
"The Court and Country," 1618, gives a picture no.less 

powerful and sweet and no less suggestive than: the\.0ne: in 
the' Fantatticks' of his love for and familiarity- wl'th the AA 
. country <»" ■ .Both of these- works contain passages: which■ have . , .
A:obvious parallels in The Complete Angler* The se passages, A•
: 'WichAtake ' fbrafof casû  ̂ reiAarks^fdlB cuss ions, and. : 
descriptions, -concern beggars, milkmaids.,- gypsies, h u n t e r s .

A and faToohars, Aa it will be: observed, play an
important " part 'In the:'"Angler „» For the sake . of space, only . 
the parallels concerning the beggars and gypsieswill be used ,, 

. in this paper * The following description of beggars in : ■
" "Fbure of the " Clocked" "Now the Beggers rouse' them out of I.
V • y-d.AA f d  ' . .'-t - ,,: - - d - :A. : ■ - '. igy ' ;, ' ■ , : '::the "Hedges', and begin their: morning y craft> vd s .  of interest
because in: the ; "Angler"' laiton substitutes gypsies for . the .

Monroe,, -p. \ 12.* . v.. : : Adf. -. . - : ' ' : : .-vv - ■ ' - ■
t f ^ ^ i  p ^ :A ;AAA .' '''A : ::Ay;A.-
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beggars, and also because of his greater■exposition, 
which is characteristic of all the parallels presented in 
this, paper, "And so. they ^the gypsies/ left, this honey- 
suckle hedge; and went to tell fortunes, and cheat, and get 
more money and lodging in the next village, The story
of the gypsies in Walton tells,of the unsuccessful'division 
of the spoils, money, in which the gypsies envy the man 
making the d ivis ion who has gain e d a shilling by his clever-• 
ness, and wrangle with him: for what they consider their 
loss o'*"69 This passage tells much the same story as the 
axiom .in Breton; "How for your., favour, when one Begger _ 
grows nlch by it /fancy/, how many rich grow beggers through 
hope :of fortune, , , Here again, Walton has substituted 
gypsies-for beggars, but the idea expressed, though at 
greater length and in the form of a short story, is very
similaro The final example showing this reversal is the
story of the beggars in Walton, in which there is a.discus
sion of "whether it was easiest to rip a cloak, or to unrip 
a cloak," In other words, is it easier to cut .one*-s. way
through a cloak -to another personts. purse, or to steal the

171purse without ripping the cloak? . In comparison, Breton

168 Dalton, p, 134,
■ \ -1S^ Ibid,, pp, 132ff, -

Breton, p.o .208,
■ 171 Walton, pp,. 154ff 0
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writes of gypsies “cunning as the Divell to dive into a 
pocket9 or to picke out the' bottoms, of a purse.

In A Post with a Packet of Mad Letters Breton continues 
to show his interest in fish and :fishing. Reference will 
be made to two of the letters: which clearly show this ever
present interest. In "A letter upon ordinary causes" Breton 
requests that a hundredth of Haberdine /salted cod/ be sent' 
him, as well as "other fish such as you think good.. And 
11 o. oColef ish and poore John /salted/ or dried hake I have no 
need of.0i o ^  Finally9 in "A Letter to a friend for 
dispatch.: of business, a - letter in which Breton is request
ing a friend to see about a house he is considering purchas
ing, he remarks: "I am offered great peni' worth, in divers
places, but the air pleaseth me well about that house, and 
the Trouts in the little brookes have made me have a great 
mind to .dwell thereabouts. , ■.,* ,

As with Breton, and just as regrettably, there is 
practicaliy: no record .of Walton’s early life. Marston 
thinks “it is fair to infer that his first angling experiences 
were probably as a youngster at Stafford, wandering with some '
congenial spirit along, the banks of the neighbouring streams,

• 175armed with.hazel rod- and horse-hair line.M

172 Breton, p. 1900 ' ' _ ' .
173 Breton, II, p = 206. •: -
174 /bid-, p. 235. . ■ '
•̂7  ̂R. Bo Marston, .Walton.and the.Earlier Fishing.

' Writers, p. 108. •/ , ' . ■
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Tjaough it Is Still.'disp'U.te.dj, it. Is generally thought that 
. Walton came to. London about .1617 or 1618j however, some : -
scholars place his arrival there as early as 1614 and others 
as late as 1622 = 'If Anthony a Wood in his Athehae Oxonienses 
■ had given, 'such a date, there would not be the doubt that • 
exists at the present time. But since he failed to do so,' 
the year 1617 or the year following is sufficiently accurate 
for the purposes of this papero There are no records which 
give absolute proof, but two references are made which help 
to establish the-theory..thht he was in London by 1618«
A notice that an Izaac Walton !iwas made one of the Ironmongers >
Company by Thomas Grinsell, citizen and ironmonger,"

• * - '' - • - . -■ 1*7appears in the Ironmonger1s.Company records for 1617-18.
Then, making it fairly certain that Walton was in London by
1619, MThe Love of Amos and Laura’* was dedicated to him by a
certain poet, S» P o ■ This latter reference to Walton is
important, not only because'of the date it helps to establish,.
but because it shows; the character of Walton--his purity,
friendliness, and attractiveness, and this character was to
endear him to a great number of people before his death,
and further, it can be inferred from, the dedication that

177“Walton-had already practiced.verse,“ . for one line readss

Walton, p. xxiiio 

-1-’77 The Dictionary "of National Biography, IX, p « 750.
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t!Uo ill thing can toe clothed with thy verse And
furthers it can toe inferred "that Walton had done much in 
the way of revision, and hot only this, tout that, he was 
already known, among his .friends at least, as a writer of 
verseoo"179 '

- Among"Walton1s many friends were John Donne, Drayton, 
Wot ton, '""King-, Hales of Eton, Ghillingw.orth, Cotton, who 
himself knew Richard Lovelace and John Suckling, and 
finally, Ben Jonson» And since tooth Breton and Walton knew 
Jonson there appears a; strong possibility that they knew 
each othero Certainly such an acquaintanceship.is not im
probable „ Halton and Breton with like interests, both 
writing, tooth in ^the-not-so-largert: London for at least the 
years.- between 1618 and 1626, eight years, both having ac
quaint ahce s. of great'literary power and who were closely 
acquainted among themselves, and both having Ben Jonson as 
a friend, would toe likely to toe acquainted, though there is 
no letter, diary, or other record to support the theory of 
the existence of such a friendship. It is not difficult to 
picture,' even from the distance of three hundred years, 
Breton and Walton meeting in St. Paul's churchyard or at 
the Inns of Court, and, forgetting their respective missions, 
stopping and talking at length about a subject of which they

Walton, p < xxiv. 
^79 Loc. cit.



could never grow ?/eary--fIshingo Ho, such a friendship Is 
not impossible. But now to return to that part•of this dis
cussion which is more than mere suppositionQ ..

After Walton had reached London he continued to fish 
as of ten as it .'was possible o It was his escape from the 
noisy and dirty, city...It was:his escape to himself. Escape 
to contemplation. Escape to the beauty of the country, to 
the river, to companionship,-to.thought, to sport, but, more 
important to Walton than all the others, an opportunity to 
see, find,, and know "the goodness of the G-od of ■ nature, and ' 
therefore trust in hirn.'1"*"®̂ ' :;

In "The Scholler and the Souldiour” of Breton, scholar- ■ 
ship and contemplation are to be honored because they bring 
■quieto^ And this is the same "Study to be q u i e t t h a t  
Walton stresses at the end of the "Angler." .Breton’s 
scholar says, . f ; : - ' : ' - ' ' ' ' - ■

' .Knowledge (I see) is hardly come by, and hardnesse 
• ’ is unpleasant to the heart; .when the heart is ill,
■ ' all the body is the woree l t h e  body, not well, how 

can the. mind be at quiet? .
And he continues to elaborate this idea through a discussion
of "Beautie, Riches, Honour,oVertue, "Friendship, Love, Time, -.
&c.," all of which are not sufficient in themselves, but which

■ , 180 Wait on, p . 292.'
181 Breton, II, p, 71
1®^ Walton, p. 292o 

■ . 185 Breton, II, p. 75.
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must depend upon the good heart, good body, and knowledge,
and therefore, the quiet mindr ^ Breton says;

.By learning comes knowledge,, by learned knowledge, 
comes a man of meanb countenance to give counsaile 
unto Princess By learning is seene what sinne is,
• howe it is hated of God, and what hurt it doth to 
man? by learning is Vertue f ounde, and howe . it is 
beloved of God, and honoured of the best minds, 
and so ought to be of all mens by learning conies 
the knowledge of the nature of many things, and the 
use of the sameo„»In summe, I know no man excellent 
in anle thing without learning, which is the ground 
of all excellencie

This "learning" of Breton is not greatly different from the 
contemplation of Walton, and from the 11 Angler,11 which con
tains much that expresses the- ideas given above, one example 
will be given: -

Vo „when I would beget content, and increase 
confidence in the. power, and wisdom, and providence 
of - Almighty God, .1 will walk the meadows by some 

/ gliding stream,.and there contemplate the lilies ;
that take no care, and those very other, various : * 
little .living creatures, that are not only created,

' bu.t fed,: man sknows- hot;how, ;rby; the goodness of the
God of nature, and therefore trust in him of86

• The scholar in Breton says, " =.othe Schollers life is
civil, modest, content with, little, desiring no mans hurt,

■' ' - - * ■ v  *1 Q Y Vand wishing al1 men wel1,..,"" while Piscator says,
. ...and for my simplicity, if by that you mean a 
harmlessness, or that simplicity which was usually 
found in the primitive Christians, who were, as

184 Ihld,, pp. 76ff.
185 Breton, II, p. 91
■*'88 Walton, p. 892.

Breton, II, p. 97.
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most Anglers are, quiet men. and followers of 
peace,— men that were so simply-wise as not to 
sell their consciences to buy-riches, and with . 
them vexation and a fear to die»„= then myself 
and those of my profession will be glad to beso understood,..

One final reference in this parallel. In this last speech
Piscator uses the phrase “simply-wise as not to sell their
•consciences to buy riches,11 and Breton says riches are “a
• corrupter df the' Conscience0 . 0 •

. . Walton says that rich men are 11.. .money-getting men,
. --men that spend all their time, -first in getting, and next
in anxious.care to keep It? men that are condemned to be
rich, and then always busy or discontented"^^ and that
anglers pity "these' poor-rieh-men.11 This echoes Breton’s
discussion on riches, for he makes such statements as;

• o ', .a Rich man today, to morrow;:is poore;; it
^riches7 is subject to many casulaties; and in ..
that it is so uncertaino a thing...wjh 'I y ' v -d:-- -
....it is the occasion of much treason; it 
makes truth come to. light; it makes . the' - 
traveller: it keeps some. at. homes It makes ' .
the fine workman; it breeds idlenes...

^88 Walton, p. 7.

Breton, II, p. 78=
190 Walton,: p. 5.'

Breton, II, p. 78.
'hoc. cit.
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Breton, also, in ”Wits Tr.enchnxour,11 says of the richs
- The substantlall was fishing with the golden 
hooke, which rich men onely layde in the deepe 
consciences of the covetous, when they plucked 
up such favours as brought them a world of 
commodities.

And rr o o,I have heard it is a common note. in the world, for 
- ...rich men to be covetouso

Venator says,; nl have followed many a pack of dogs
many a mile, and.heard many merry'huntsmen make; a sport and
. ■' , ] 95 . ■ " ;scoff at Anglerso” Auceps says, "And I profess myself a
.aloona,, .and h a z a r d  man, grave, serioue men pit, them
/%lLe ..anglers/, "t is -such a heavy, • contempt able.,. dull
r e ere at ion.n196 And Biseator answers that it is easy to
. scoff- at, any recreation or art, since "a little: wit, mixed

. —; : - - , -\ '' : ‘ ■ - ■ t J ■v - v ■ n Qiywith i11-nature, confidence, and malice, will do it*..="
Parallel to this speech of Piscator is the scholar's answer
to the soldier who has made a scoffing remark about .scholars
being idle, through Breton is speaking of reading and Walton
of fishingo "Oh good Sir, speake not so in discommendation
of a Schuller, for why, if he sit at home (as you say) he

198is not idle, - when he is reading on his book© „ " ' Then

• 193 Breton, I, p » 6 1= -
194 Ibido, po 65, . . f

Walton, p o 4 . . ,
I96 Loco cite , ■ ■

■ - . . 49  ̂hoc o cit o
. 198 Bretonj II, p = 8 6»
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"both- Breton and Walton continue the discussion with discourses' 
on wit, fancy9 and sport. And, as there are 11 many grave, 
serious men" who are anglers, says Walton,. so Breton says 
in the scholar?s defense ”..= that...there bee Sohollers... 
beare as high minds, and as valiant hearts, as any men. =.
• And then Breton discusses the scholars who have been both 
soldiers and scholars, and Walton discusses men who-have 
been great and serious men, and followers of the simple 
recreation of fishing. ,

200Blunder, inr “Nicholas Breton6 s Prose,11 an essay, 
precipitated by the two volumes of Breton’s prose pieces 
edited by Miss.Kentish-Wright, reflects on the connection 
between Breton and Walton and does not see much resemblance. ' 
However, Mr. Blunden first says that "Wits Trenchmour11 'Is
not so stirring as its title gives out, for a trenchmour was

20-X ' * '■ -a lively, boisterous dance.H Robert Burton describes the 1
trenchmour, as Miss Kentlsh-Wright does not fail to point out,
by saying,
• And who can withstand it?.».there*3 no remedy,

we must dance trenchmour for a need, over tables,
.chairs, and stools, &c*

199 Ibid. , p. 87. . ;
200 gdm-iyad BlLmden,. ’'Hichola® Breton’s Prose, 1 Votive 

Tablets. . .
Ibid., p. 28.. -
Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy. (Floyd 

Dell,;1 and Paul Jordan-Smith, editors77 p. 757.



Blundell does not find the title ’’Wits TrenchmourM fitting 
because, he remarks, "It is difficult, after all the 
acceleration and subtilising o;f life, amid the multitude of 
books now written with.rapidity of perception and gesture, 
to sit. down' and follow old licholas Breton at his. pace 
throughout his lay sermons ,,l - This writer, disagrees with • 
Mr* Blundents statement concerning "Wits Trenchmour" which 
infers that Breton is not stirring as a Trenchmour would 
imply, but rather, dull, slow, and difficult to follow in 
this age of acceleration» And then he.continues, "Neither ; 
can I fall in with'the editor’s ^Siss Kentish-Wright1 
enthusiastic proposition that in' this work--la Conference 
had .betwixt a Scholler and an Angler 8 --l¥alton found his 
model for the Complete Angler0 There is not much real 
angling in it, and what fishing- traditions are introduced ; 
are moralized in a punning way , like,, a , slow-motion attempt' 
in the manner of Thomas Hoodv -‘Wits - Trenchmour, $ under its 
light veil of metaphor, is a pamphlet on the way of the • 
world, and as such, well deserves, to be read afresh<,. <,

The over-all-picture of "Wits Trenchmour" and The 
Complete Angler, however, shows how closely they are allied,.

Blunder, loco eito 

804 Blunden, p» 88-
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;; Bot& are' 'written’ in i\natm>aij, . eaiy ihanner f at times\ gay. and 

sprightlys:the:dialogue gives an impression of.grace to be 
f ound in well r- deye loped: (tiaar ac ters at ■ - the ir ea s e g; taking 

: vn; delight1 in-;ihd headtles to^he found in the country .and- in . 
•the pursuit of a form of recreation— in each case fishing-- 
' which gives -quiet and useful enjoyment. At times,serious, 
-the dialogue' becomes didactic on subjects other than fishing 
. and f ish lore,, ahd - there - are} diversions^, such as - the t#q X g

- • stories; told -in '̂Wits:. Irehchmburf; and the storyX told of the ' -
gypsies, 'the poetry, and the relationships of the characters 
.-in The Complete Angler, ’ As Bltmden- has - pointed out,.-Bret on 
writes little ofVaptual; fishing,;, while: Salton gives - the ■

' - various kind of - fish, their habits, the best times and 
- methods of catching them, and various -methods of preparing 

" them,' 'However, it is interesting to note in this ,connection 
that the dialogue “Choice, ‘ Chance,1 and;'ChangeH ,has; ast one : .
.of the characters:- a fisherman who “dlscourses 'qh;his;/ahgle> 1 

: ' line:, and .workj; his craft in drawing the bait along the , l- 
strearn, and his playing with the fish when he has him,»205.:

- : :And such a- charaGtert is in . the manner and spirit of . the .
• characters in “Wits. Trenchmpur” though there is not enough .

. '̂:internal: efidenee:tq;.pr0ve ; that the author of the pamphlet, 

is Breton, - ' .ff:'' ff;,- ’ f ’ ;f f ; - ' -; f' -

Monr o e, p , ■ 27 =,
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“Wits Trenohmour" is the most important of Breton8 s
works in relation'to the Complete Anglero Dedicated to
Williams Earl of Pembroke>: “Wits Trenehmourfirst appeared.
in 15970 In this zestful prose dialogue^ a scholar pomes
upon a fisherman holding out his arm over a stream,.-and
thinks him Narcissuss'“or some of his kindred,“ in love with
his own reflections and in the conversation that follows,
which is a fisherman's idyl, filled with conceit, fantastic
humour, and'quaint knowledge, there i s a discussion.which :
turns from fishing and the habits of fish to a crossing pff
proverbs which offers a display.of learningc The scholar
tells a story which is answered by a story from the fisher— -
man= The dialogue resembles the familiar essay| it is
“bright and vivld“ and “i.s interesting because of the wealth
of anecdote and quaint turn of t h o u g h t A n d  because of
this dialogue with its talk of the art of fishing and the
qualities of fish and its.marked subjective nature, "Wits
Trenehmour," published in 1597, as Monroe points out, gives
“Breton the honor of having been one of the. earliest familiar

207essayists in English, if not the earliest0“
One cannot disagree with Blunder that “Wits Trenehmour" 

is a work on “the way of the world," nor is there any doubt

Monroe, p = 19 * 
I b i d  o, p  o 6 7  <,
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that the purpose cf Walton’s book is primarily to present 
the art of angling; howevers the respective purposes of 
■ the works have no connection with their parallels of style 
and construction* . And is not The Complete Angler also a 

. dialogue upon the way of the world?
Both the works of Breton and The Complete Angler of 

Walton contain discussion on manners and customs, the 
motivations of money and the actions of the rich, usury, 
religion and Its ,worth, patience, contemplation and- Its 
worth to the rushing,, busy world, and many other timely 
' topics;. One of the methods of accomplishing this, which is 
used by both authors, is through the proverbs which the 
characters, speak! : , .

.Some of the proverbs, to be found', in Walton/are the 
following I "Good company" in a journey makes the way "to 
seem the s h o r t e r " T h e y  j/s"coffers/1 are ah abomination 
: to mankindo809 "That which is ■ everybody!s business is 
nobody’s business = "21° oi$ is merry in hall, when men sing 
all " ’T is the. company and' not the charge that makes
the feasto"212 "He that hath Breams in his pond is able to

208 ffaltohs P» 2o -
2^® Ibid., po 5<,
210 Ibid., p. 59. '

211 Ibid., p. 96.
■ 212 xfeid., p. 9Q. I ' ; .



" ■ <21S ' '.bid-His 'friend welcome o M 11 More wholesome than a Pearch
of Rhine„ »Hast thou found it, eat no more than is
sufficients .lest thou surfeit, for it is not good to eat
much -honey o"2'1'5 . . - :- ' .

And from Breton1s The Works of A Young Wit Rollins
offers the following list:- 11 * oft of sluggish idlenesse,
great evils do ensue8 ’beware your G-eece, - the Pox begins
to preach,-.-1 ’for every sore, some salve dooth - Phisicks
frame, 1 1Pprtune is friend to fooles, ’ ’me think.es; I smell' V" v
a Rat, ’ ^nought venter nothing have,

As can be seen, these proverbs were not chosen for the.
purpose. - of'making parallels and trying to show that the.
'same proverbs were, used by both authors, but rather for
the purpose of making- a critical .estimate of 'the -literary :
use that each author has made of the proverbs« And it might
be stated here that the uses are the same o. '
' Both sets of proverbs are. on the w a y  of the ..world, but
in a different sense and with a different emphasis = Those of
Walton reflect, the actions of men who gather to enjoy each '
other’s companyo . And to be added to his proverbs to show
—         ■
! 215 Ibid., p. 190. . . : . ' ■ '

Ibid., p . 205.
215 '- . Ibid., p. 217 o ' -

Hyder B. Rollins, "Nicholas Breton’s The Works of 
A Young Wit, 1577," Studies in Philology, XXXIII (April, 1936) 
127fo • - I -
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that the ‘'Angler11: Is a - work on the way of the world are the 
subjects of contemplation, religion, and of course$, knowledge 
and qu-let'o These same ideas have been shown and will be 
shown to be also the property of .Breton, whose proverbs 
listed above show more of the universal than the group drawn 
from Walton= Breton1s proverbs are, in general,•of a'warning 
'nature— -a warning to be- careful in the choice of companions 
and in relationships with- other men»

The use made of the proverbs is, in each case, to 
carry forward the work in its respective purpose, and each, 
represents.: the tenor of the work, from which it was drawn»

Of the greatest importance in this discussion of 
Breton and Walton is the matter of style and construction. /- 
Since- so much has already been said, and more will be said 
later in this study, concerning the two authors and the 
close similarity of their pastoral, easy, and . simple, style,. =. 
this will not be taken up here? however, some general state
ment a coneerning the style and construction similarities of 
"Wits Trenchmour" and the "Angler," ahd also the general 
.sentence structure of both authors- will be discussed briefly.

When reading "Wits Trenehmour" and The Complete Angler 
one has the feeling that he is listening and taking part in 
the actual .conversations as they are carried on by the 
characters. And there is another important likeness which 
can be stated simply as. the- lack of -dramatic sense on the



part of both, authors = There are men. speaking to- each other, 
answering .questions,, defending ideas, and teaching, but 
these same men are not capable of being put upon a stage to 
play before an audience as they are presented by Walton and 

- Breton, Perhaps it is this very lack of the dramatic in ' 
.each case that makes it possible for the reader to project - 
himself into the worksJ however, it must be admitted,, such . 
a projection may be purely an individual "reaction,. To be / 
seen also in this lack of.the dramatic is the fact that each 
author in his work .is speaking himseif--,giving his own ideas, 
offering to his reader what he .himseif believes, teaching • 
his interests,' and: tie ref ore, presenting references and , 
passages which are.purely autobiographical, Breton and 
.Walton, dofnot stay within the narrow limits of the didactic, 
but take the. reader on side trips which reveal not only the 
author1 s personality but the personalities of the characters = 
And further,, each' entertains by means of pictures and stories 
of the country and the people who dwell there, and this 
results in both authors abounding in wit and humour = Cer
tainly neither author can be criticised for this, rambling, 
sinc e it is never ne aningiessj rather, each reveals himself 
by this very genius, for adding interest and making the 
didactic less tedious to the reader. .

Both "Wits Trenchmourn and the Angler11 are filled with

long, rambling sentences, and both authors have been .
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217criticised for this fault» H„ Oliver quotes Lowell 

as .saying Walton’s sentences are too often cluttered-2’1"®
And Oliver quotes Buchan as saying? "At its worst it /His 
prose/ is. monotonousp the sentence falling away into shape-

oi Qlessness and a flat and ugly close-" Concerning the prose
style of Breton, Monroe says: ’’Breton uses a long, loose,
garrulous sentence-”22® And her discussion of Breton’s prose
might well have been meant for a description of the prose of
Waltons - .
• We come to what seems to he .the end of a thought 

• only to find that the author has started all
over again, another pause, and he finds something 

' more to say or thinks of a similar or contrasted 
idea, then a.fresh start, and so on until he 
becomes weary arid gives up the game ̂ .

.. It is not the purpose of this writer to try to prove
that Walton wrote in a style taken from Breton- It is
natural,- however, that if he read Breton, he would be in- ■
flurincediby.that style- Their styles are much alike- Oliver
observes that Walton,, in his: return to the balanced and
ornate style of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
"failed, it may be suggested, partly because---he was never'

217 K- J- Oliver, "Isaac Walton’s Prose Style,11 The 
Review of English:Studies, XXI (October, 1945)-

218 .Ibid-, po; 880-• V . "
Ibid-, p. 280- ' . ■
Monroe-, p - 80 -

221. hoc- cit»
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quite certain whether to regard prose as something to be read

1 ' - ■ 222 _ '■ * •' silently or-something to be read aloudo” . les, this is true
of both writers o Both, used a style through which .the voice
can be heard, and each achieves this by the use of rhetoric
and the vernacular = Breton's diction Is:: dBsiccribW by-Mohroe
as 11one at home in court or market-place or country," and
one that carries the tones' and. .overtones of everyday conversa-
, tion»^® , And this -observation concerning Breton is likewise.
true of Waltono Both use an .easy, wide, and large vocabulary
which makes expression not too difficult, and which is taken
from real life o’ . - ' : , .
. In the use of rhetoric both often fail» This attempt

to give the illusion of speech often fails because of the ;
subject matter, and because.of the already mentioned lack
of the dramatic which Is found in the dialogue of both men.
However, they do not always fail in the rhetoric„ Oliver
observes in this respect;. .. . -

The best examples’/of successful rhetoric/ is 
Pis cat or8 s. defense of the • simplicity of anglers, 
where Walton is not only speaking on a subject 
dear to him but is also thinking of Piscator as 
one trying, to convince his hearereu .as a preacher 
might convince a congregatlon°^a° . -

Oliver, p o 282o
Monroe, ppo 81fo '

PP4 •Oliver, p* 284o ■
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.And he then quotes the passageo As with Walton, Breton is
best in the rhetorical manner when he is defending what he
believes .and wishes his reader to believe with him*

Finally, in both men can be found a fault found so
common in the prose of that age, and’ a fault that intensifies
itself, since it is used in dialogue<> This is the piling of
“image on image, and' phrase on phrase,“ and “with phrases
and parentheses dovetailed into the whole» =»11 in an
attempt to say mucho And as a result of these construct!ons,
the dialogue loses force, and what is said by Oliver in
relation to Walton is true for Bretons

V<.'.rather does he write the old fashioned kind 
of; prose ^the prose of Breton/^ which can 
frequently be broken up into parallel and 
p a r e n t h e s i s i o ^  •
Truly, :Bretoh and dlalton "suffer , from the same defects 

of prose style, but just as truly, they enjoy the same sim- . 
•pllc.ities, graces, 'anhhase :qf description in the scenes ; •
they delineate and the moralities they both so smoothly 
inculcate, which not only outweigh many of their faults, 
but give them an added relationship that is not negative, 
but positive. More important than any defect or virtue as 
mentioned above, however, is the sincere purpose with which

225 Yionvoe,, p . 80.
OQQ .

Oliver, p. 284.
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each wroteg and which shows the way of the world once more„ 
And It Is this .' very sincerity that Is ‘the charm of Breton 
and Waltono . ■ • . .

. In the first edition of The Complete Angler Walton had • 
only two characters j ‘Viator, or the Wayfarer— whose name 
was changed in the second edition to Venator, or the 
Hunter-~and Piscator., the Fisherman<, And in Breton rs ’’Wits; 
Trenchmour,11 there are, as has been shown, two characters, 
the Pisherman and'the wandering Scholar o , - In a later edition 
Walton introduced a third character, Auceps, the Falconer»
0oridon, another character,, was often used by.the Elizabethan 
and seventeenth century lyricists -for 'pastoral, poetry, and 
there are several pas torals in - Walton8 s.tipok which, reflect v 
this use, such as MGoridon8s Song»(i But even more positive 
is the introduction of a character by Walton with this name,
Coridon.' • nothing can-be proved by this use of Goridon, . 
however, for the name is used often in earlier literature., 
and it would not be possible to prove some connection with 
Breton without added references in the ’’Angler*1 to the 
poetry of Breton and his use of Goridon, of which there are 
none. It is interesting, nevertheless,-, to see both men • ; 
making use, to such a great extent, of the same name. Another 
poem, !lPhyllida and Oprydon,11 .written by Breton and appearing 
in print at least three times by 1618, shows how close Walton. 
was to him in the presentation of the pastoral. For as can ■
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be seen by the first liness the poem not only suggests the
opening of "Wits Trenchraour ?" but also the opening of the
11 Angler«H .■ ■ .

In the merry month of May 3
■In a morn by break of day, ■
Forth I walk1d by the wood-side, ;
When as May was in his. pride

In the first chapter of the ’’Angler” Walton* s' purpose 
is a commendation of the art of angling,, and this is accom
plished by comparing it to the arts of falcpnery and hunt
ing, each of the three men defending his interest. In 
"Wits Trenchmour11 the Scholar says,

=, rather doe, mee the favor to instruct mee •1 . "
in the reason, that mipht le ade you into .
thys looking labour = <=

And again s - . - . • ■; f -
■ hi . , .1 amyto':' crave-.your kindness in a little . r
- conference, touching the profit of this colde

* pleasure,- and what may be the fish that you '/
angle for with a f 1 i'e<>229 . ■ . -

This': is parallel with the comparison of the art of angling
with hunting and falconery,- in which, after Auceps and
Venator, have given the worths of.their respective interests,
they ask that Piscator give the worth of angling., fiscator .
answers % . ’' ; :

Nicholas Breton, Brittons■Bowre of Delights, 1591, 
(Hyder Ed Rollins, editor)  ̂p , 23,. .

S28 Breton, p , 57,

Breton, p , 58, ' - - d' .
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«»«I shall be glad to exercise your attention 
•with whatI can say concerning my own recreation 
and art of Angling, and by this, means..we shall 
make the way to seem the shorter <., ,250

In "Wits Trenchmour , *' the f isherman answer s the request of
the scholar much in the same manner, The fisherman says,

o. obut sith you crave â  favorable instructiono«« • ‘
being-perswaded that your hast is not great,
■nor affaires waightie, if you will 'sit downe and 

•' - bearem.ee company, wee will feede the ay re with
a little b r e a t h e •

Both men answer that they will explain and instruct, and 
infer that it.is a pleasant way to pass the time as in 
.Breton, ' and in Walton, a way to make the journey pleasant . 
and therefore not so tedious <, . •

.- Somewhat parallel with this is the .opening; of "The 
Seholler and the Souldlour,rl where Breton has a meeting ; . 
between the two characters -The scholar, weary With, travel
ing, .sits down to'resty- and .begins,;.to speak to-himself to 
pass the time, ■ and. to fill his 'mind with f a n c y A n d  it 
might be added -that.the discussions concerning the 
Nightingale- in. the "Angler" .and in the "Seholler and the . 
Souldiour'^ are parallel to' such an extent, that 'it. is apparent 
that Walton used the Breton passage as a source for his

Walton, p o 8„ 
Breton, p» 58.

232 Breton, II, p* 75»
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description. Breton writes: -

=»,what byrd is so much honoured as the Nightingale? 
and why? but for her sweet change of notes; when 
she first begins to record, it is a pretie byrd.
But when, she sings out in the midst of May, about 
midnight, the weather fairs, and she in a fine bush;
Oh bis a heavenly noise, to heare the sweete w r e t c h . 235

And Walton writes that . ' : '
...the Nightingale, another of my airy creatures, 
breathes, such sweet loud music out of her little 
instrumental throat,: that it might make mankind 
to think miracles are not ceased. He that at \ 
midnight, when the very laborer sleeps securely,

• should hear, as I have very often, the clear airs,
■ •the sweet descants, the natural rising and falling,
"the doubling and redoubling of her voice, might 
well be lifted; above ..earth,- and say, "Lord, what 
music hast thou provided for the Saints in heaven.

. - when thou affordest bad men such music bn earth5234
But to, return, to the discussion .of the ."Angler" and, "Wits.

-.iTrenchmour.11 v Walton has each of the . men, as he defends his
sport, speak of the element of the sport. When Pisc.ator

' begins his discussion he states "that all bodies are made-
.df waiter,t and that water is more productive than earth.
He then speaks of living things such as trees which diminish
not the earth*s weight, though they weigh a hundred times as
- * • ' ‘ 2*55 'much.after growing for a time. Breton also makes an
observation, upon the elements and man. ;

Breton, II, p . 94. 

854 Walton, pp. Ilf. ' 

Walton, p. 20.



I: fjtods. by my reading, that" mam was compounded 
of the foure Elements„ of fire, water, earth,. and ayreo^hG • .

And.the Angler answerss
How,, <, ois it possible?. the fire drinke up the 
water, and. the earth dry up the aire, and when _ ■
'they are consumed, what Is left to make man of?^®'

These statements are not parallel, yet they show that both 
men used the same arguments when talking of man and natureo 

In the "Angler," Pisoator asks: M.,.. .is it not an art
to deceive" a Trout with an artificial fly?"^3® The fisher
man of Breton says:

We have.o.a kinde of flye made onely of siIke,
which we.make our baite for a fish called a
Trowt, with'which we often deceive the foolish
thing , . ,,239.. / ' - ■

And in fl Trenehmour•1 the schdlar asks: " ,, ,how catch you a
Trowt but with a silken" f lye?It̂ ^  ■

Auceps leaves Biscator and Venator together to'continue
their journey, and here again is the asking for information;
but more than this, it is the.making of Venator, by Walton,
into a scholar, which reminds one of Breton, Venator is
referred to during most of the, rest of The Oomplete Angler,
both in direct address by the other characters, especially
Piscator,. and when being referred, to by another character

- ’ ■. Breton, p, 74.- ' p '
Loc. cit,

. Walton,: p, 25,
239 Breton, p. 60,
2A0 jBid,, p. 83,
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In conversation as the "scholar," Venator says: ■

oV»I shall Beg that I may attend you a day or 
two a-fishingp and that I may become your scholars 
and be instructed in the art itself which you so 
much magnify0^41 ■ ' ’

And this is parallel with the scholar in Breton's- ,}Wits
Tr enchmour»11

The departure of the scholar from the fisherman in ^
the respective works is very similar0 In 11 Wits Trenchmour"
the scholar says: ,

. oo ofor one- discourse more I will not denie you,
• ■: bub for my - trouhie at your house, I must' intreate

your pardonl for this night, to morrow it may bes 
• I will waite on you as 1 come by youo =

In Walton, Venator says: . ' •
o.,and if you wi11 but meet me to-morrow at the 
time and place appointed and bestow one day with ;

■ me and my friends in hunting the Otter, I will
dedicate the next two days t o  w a i t  u p o n  y o u V o 243

As' the men leave each other in the Angler" to go to the ir :
respective abodes for. the night, each names- the place where
he is'expected,:and this is very much like the departure of
the scholar from the fisherman - in. the 11 Trenchmour, " when he
announces:

o o ofor this night I am invited at the Keepers of 
the great Parks, where hgying past my word, I 

. would keepe my promiseo^44

241 Walton, p.* 25= , " • . -' -
242 Breton, p= 101=

. Walton9 p = 51=- -
- ; 244 Breton, hoc = clt = '
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The action in each work takes place upon a May morning 

in the countrys and in each/ as one reads of the meadows as 
the stream, flows on Its way, and eventually, as the setting 
sun catches the water where it leaves the overhanging willows, 
one'feels the peace of the country ° Breton and Walton write 
of the quiet, peaceful English countryside, With the same 
deep sense of appreciation they write of "the walkes of the 
wearie, where libertle and ayre, are the best comforts of 
the forlorne spirits of the world, it was the hap of a poore 
Scholler s> (who feeding his imagination with the per swat ions

OARof contemplation..o" This is from Breton and it certainly
is parallel to the sub^title of Walton's book— •The Complete 
Angler, or "The Contemplative Man's Recreationo**

In the opening of the i! Angler/” Pis cat or says in his 
first speech:. ' "I have: stretched my: legs up Tottenham Hill 
to. oyertake youo o o . In the f irst lines of "Wits. Trench- 
mdur" a description is given of the scholar's approach to 
the fisherman ".f^making his passage downe a.falling peece 
of ground, some-what neere unto a little hill, fast by a 
river side../" Though the circumstances are different—  
in Breton the scholar.approaches the.fisherman, and in Walton

245 gpgton, p o 57 c
Walton, p= l= , ’ . .

247 •Breton, Loe. cite
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: the fisherman approaches . the hunter - and hawker--the settings . , 
are maeh alike s. and the action, as has been shown, develops 

- from these meetings, ■ for"in each case the dialogue is dir
ected to fishingo Walton leads to an introduction and history 
of fishing, and from there, in a manner, that never allows 
the didacticism to overburden the clear and gentle picture 
of the country and the relations' of men, to a fully developed 
lesson in the sport| and finally, Breton leads the reader to 
fishing, and from there,/ through conceit and;.story, to the 
already mentioned relations of men, or a lesson in the way of 
the world, - ; ; ; ; .

Wits Trenchmour, an. angling'idyll, is the best 
• , °f to-is /Breton1 sjf prose tracts, and had the author

not yielded to the temptation of digressing from .
his subject in the latter half of the hook, he f. 
might have.equalled Izaac. Walton on his own ground»

>' -. /In "Trenchmour,11 Breton has the scholar' salute _the
fisherman in this manner: "True figure of patience, no.
offence'to'your conceit, howe might it fare with your colde

- P4-Q -. ‘ -exercise?" .- In Walton this; term "patience" is one of the 
terms that is used often in reference'to the angler and 
anglingo Venator refers in a derogatory manner to anglers 
as simple and patient, againstfyhic.h-Pi scat or. makes defence, 
saying that they are "simply-wise" men, and that the art of

248 The Dictionary of National Biography, II, p» 1184«

.Breton, p = 57 »



angling "is worthy the knowledge and practice of a wise mane"
Angling is worthy the man of understandingo Compare this to
Breton’s description of the fisherman in the making of his
reply to the question of the scholar quoted above®

The Fisherman (as it might appear by his answer) 
beeing better trained in the varietie of under
standing .then could be contained within the 
compasse of a casting Bette, upon the suddaine 

■ , made him this reply? '
Shadow of intelligence.
To stay your further eloquence

when fools gape for flyes, madde men may goe afishing o*3 •

And then later? "Before, I had leysure to learne this lesson
■ of patience, to sit on a' banke side =.»to. deceive a silly
creature of her comfort, I saw divers kinds, of fishing in
the world» in the "Angler," Pi's cat or says? . '

...but he that hopes to be a good Angler must 
not only bring an-inquiring, Searching, observing 
wit, but he must bring a large measure of hope 
and patience, .̂ and a love and propensity to the
art itself...^53 ' - ■ ' :.V '
Leaving now the insistence of both writers upon patience, 

the word "wit" as mentioned above and fhe "understanding" 
spoken of before can be seen in this sentence spoken by

250 Salton, p = 8.
251 Breton, p. 57.

Ibid., p. 60.

255 Walton, p. 26.
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tlxe fl she m a n  in "Wits Trenchmour" s

Sir5 quoth the fisherman, to turne wit into 
choller, is such a peece of new Alkamie, as I 
never found .written in the true rules of 
Philosophy; and to tell truth, as I remember 
when I went to the schools of understanding,
I found thys a sentence of discretions It is 

; but a trifling,of wit, to bee troubling of 
humors c,Vo ■ * - . .
In several quotations already given from. Breton, certain 

phrases that refer to fishing occur several times and with 
variation, but for the sake of clarity, parts of the 
sentences containing these phrases will be repeated?■
"o..howe might it fare with your colde exercise?"^®® And? .
'"o oothe profit of this colde pleasure»<> o!'^® And finally? •
11 o o obut onely tell you a little cause of my pleasure taken 
in this cold e x c e r c i s e W h i l e  Breton often uses these 
phrases for the sport of'fishing, Walton uses a like phrase, 
but only once, and then with a different reference, . f ,and 
then leave it to their Oreatoh's protection, who,"by a 
gentle heat which He infuses into that cold element,»
Here Walton is referring to the element water, while Breton 
is referring - to the- sport and pleasure to be found in this 
same element. But again there is a close relationship be
tween the two writers =

254 Breton, p. ,58.
Ibid., p. 57.

256 Ibid., p. 58.
257 Ibid., p . 60.
258 Walton, p. 149. • ;
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There are no parallels9 in the strict sense, between 

"Wits Trenchmour" and The Complete Angler as far as fishing 
lore is concerned, and for this reason it is not necessary 
to list the discussions of fish and the names of the fish 
mentioned by Breton. Also, the only object of such a list
ing would be to show that there might have been an added 
reason for Walton’s familiarity with the work, and therefore, 
a better reason for its influencing him both in style and 
construction and subject material. Since these relation
ships between the two works have already been shown and 
illustrated, this writer believes it unnecessary for further 
development. And the only, other reason for giving this 
listing has already been removed by quoting from, the 
Fantasticks and."The Miseries of Manavilla," and thus showing 
the great interest in fishing possessed by Breton.
.. . Before reviewing and concluding. this paper, it might be
well.to discuss.the already-mentioned "Angler’s Wish,"259 
a poem which was, in all probability, written by Walton.
For the purpose of this paper its interest arises from its 
reference in the second verse to an earlier poem or song. 
James Russell Lowell points out.in his notes260 that the 
song to which Walton refers occurred in The Phoenix Best, 
published in 1593, a collection of poems taken from many

239 ifalton, p . 131, :.
' 260 Ibid., p. 435.
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writers,. many of whom, camot be Identified with absolute 
certainty. The verse of Walton’s poem making the reference 
has the. lines s

Or, on that bank, feel the west wind
Breathe health and pleanty? pleases my mind
To see'sweet-dew-drops kiss their flowers,'
And then washed off by April showers;
Here, hear my Kenna sing a song;,,.

The song alluded to, '̂ A Poem,n begins; •
Like to an Hermit poore in place.obscure, _
I mean© to spend© my days in endless© doubt;,,.
In referring to this poem of unknown authorship, Rollins 

states^6^ 'that it;was one of the most popular of Elizabethan 
lyrics, and that it was generally thought to be a composi
tion of Sir Walter.Raleigh. He continues his discussion 
by giving other versions to be found in collections dating 
from The Phoenix Ilesf of 1593 to E. F. Rimbault ’ s A Little. .
Book of Songs and Ballads, gathered from Ancient Musick 
Books, 1851, and then lists further copies that are preserved 
in various-manuscripts o Continuing, Rollins'points out 
various references to the poem in other, works, and among- these 
Is Included "Izaac Walton (The Complete Angler, 1653, I. v, 
ed. Gough and Balaton, 1.915, p . 131 n , ),11

' ^Sl Nicholas Breton,. Brittons Bowre of Delights, 1591, 
(Hyder E» Rollins, editor), p. 20,

. 26 2 Ibid,, pp. 78f. ' . .. .

2 6 3 Ibid.., p-' 77-. .
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In the notes to The Phoenix Best edited by Frederick 

Etchells and Hugh Macdonald, it is stated that the . song Is 
the original which was set to music "by Alfonso Ferabosco 
and I'leholas Laniere and referred to by Walton in his 
Complete Angler

. Rollins $ in his editi on of The Phoenix Nest, comments 
in the introduction that "like to a Hermite poore" had 
appeared before the date of. the publication of The Phoenix . 
Rest in 1.593, in Brittons Bowre of Delights in 1591, and 
that Breton protested that the "Bowre," appearing under his 
name, "was dohne altogether without my consent or knowledge, 
and.many things of other mens mingled.with a few of mine« 
Rollins illustrates that "A Poem" is a translation from a 
poem by the Frenchman, Desportes, and comparison with the 
original shows that it is a rather bad translation..^®6

Ral.eighjs translation is shownhs superior to that of 
Lodge by comparison,, but Mr. Rollins fails to point out that 
the poem as it appears in the "Bowre" and The Phoenix lest, 
the same’poem that was set to music, and which is the poem 
apparently referred to by Walton, is quite unlike the . 
Raleigh 'translation, which begins;

I will become a Hermit now, -
and doo my penance straight • ,.

For all the.errors of mine eyes.Vo -

264 '_, The: Phoenix lest, 1595. .(Frederick
Etchells, and Hugh Macdonald, editors). ■ • ';

265 5 The Phoenix lest, 1593. (Hyder Edward'
Rollins, editor )’," p .. xxxli. .
• - 266 Ibid., p. 170, .
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Furthers there appears in. the "Bowre" a similar poem, "The 
Complaint of a forsaken hover, which begins %

Let me go seeks some solltarie place,
■ In craggie rocks where cofort is unknowns„»»

And this same poem appears again in 1597 in B r e t o n ’s The
Arbor of Amorous. D e v i c e s r .

It would appear, from the reading of Hollins' notes 
to The Phoenix lest, that the poem, is at least as likely to 
be Breton's as Raleigh’s. In 1644 the poem'appeared with 
other poems, ..and the manuscript in which it' occurs was sign© 
.on the final page with the name "Walter Raleigh." This 
manuscript was reprinted in Arthur Clifford's Tixall 
Poetry in 1813, and, apparently with this as the basis of 
. choice, Hannah accepted the' poems, as -Haleigh’-s, printing ... 
if in. his The Poems of Sir Walter Raleigh in 3.875

Since there, is a possibility that Walton did no more 
than refer to the form of the song as it was set to music 
by H. Lawes, 1653, titled The Angler’ s .Song, the form 
reprinted in the Lowell edition of The Complete Angler,

267 Nicholas Breton, Brittons Bowre of Delights, 1591. 
,(Hyder:. So .Rollins, Editor), p. 24«

268 yj_cholas Breton, The Arbor of Amorous Devices, ■
1597. - (Hyder E. Rollins, editor), p. 44 =

'do® . '' , The Phoenix Rest, 1595. (Hyder Edward
Rollins, editor), p. 168 =

Walton, pp. 434-36 o . .
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a comparison was made between this song and MA Poem" as it 
appeared in. the " B o w r e . T h e  variations, as will be seen,
. are very slight and few In number, In the first stanza, the 
first line, Malf is used by Lawes replacing "an"; in the 
second stanza, line four, l?thatn is replaced by "which"; and 
in the: third and .final stanza, line one, "griefe” is replaced 
by "graie-" The second' line' ,IAnd broken hope the staffe of ; • 
all my stay" is replaced by "My staffe of broken hope where
on lie stale," and fina lly the fonrth line, "The Couch is 
■ made whereon my bones to lay11- is replaced with "The couch 
is framide whereon my limbes lie lay«" This is remarkable 
in itself, that in the sixty-two years elapsing from its 
first appearance in Breton till the time it was set to music 
by Lawes there should have been so few changes, and further, 
changes which do not alter the meaning or. sense of the poem 
as it was first presentedo - . ■

' But to argue about the authorship of "A Poem" is hope
less without.more evidence, and for this paper, of little 
value, for the poem appeared many times from 1591 to the 
publication of The Complete Angler; and Walton.could have 
read it many times in many places» , However, it gives again 
a relationship between Breton and Walton, though, since there 
is no absolute proof, an uncertain relationship, If Walton

. 27-1- Nicholas Breton, Brittons Bowre of Delights, 1591. 
(Hyder Edward Rollins, editor)'7''pp« 20-21.
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had done more, than make a reference to the poem* had he 
Instead quoted and. used it in the "Angler, " then some 
definite relationship could be established by a philological, 
study of the poem and the various forms in. which it appeared 
during those years of its popularity^

Whether or not the-foregoing study of the problem 
has convinced the reader is important„ In the ease of this 
writer, when the works which were used in this discussion 
had been read and studied there was no doubt= ; Ho doubt at 
all. But it must be admitted that the total impression 
received from the actual reading of the works, their tenor, 
style, construction, and development, gives.a different 
impression from that which any study such as this is capable 
of achieving* The writers mentioned in' the beginning-of the 
paper, those, who suggested the, problem, had read and studied 
both Breton and Walton, and they held the opinion as it 
has been stated and developed, . But now to review for. the 
purposes - of clarity.and conclusion, and to eliminate the 
material presented but not involved in the conclusion, .

This paper has spent a little time.in speculation.
Idle speculation perhaps. And since speculation will not 
add to the validity of the conclusion, it will be reviewed 
and eliminated, • There are two instances of this, The first 
is the supposition that perhaps Walton and Breton knew each 
other. As.was stated when this subject .was discussed, such 
an- acquaintanceship Is not improbable. But there is little
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to support the supposition'^ ; The second speculation concerns 
the just-discussed poem, 11 The Angler ’s Wish«H / It is impos
sible to know whether Walton referred to the poem as it was 
set to music by LaweSp or to f!A Poem” ■ as . it appeared in- the 
"Bowre,or to one of the various similar poems as they 
appeared in the many collections of poetry during the first 
half of the seventeenth centuryo - And there is no proof to 
give support to any one of these sources in preference to 
any other0 - ■

In truths this ,final review is the conclusions and will 
be treated as such» For9 in the following review, this 
writer concludes that Breton and Ifaltbn were close in 
thought and mannery and that Walton had read. Breton and was 
influenced strongly by this reading» But whether Waltonfs 
use of Breton was intentional or unintentional Is difficult 
to decidejhowevers this writer concludes that Walton's use 
of Breton was conscious; Intentional„ ’ Or such, at any rate, 
is the reading of the evidence«

It is Interesting-to note that John Major would have it 
believed that Walton took, passages from Dame Juliana 
Berners' The Book of St„ Albans and paraphrased them for 
his descriptions of the country»272 But he did not develop 
this theory any further., than, to quote a passage from Berners,

272 Isaac Walton, The Complete Angler (John Major, 
editor), p = xxxiio ' ''
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and a passage for which, this writer could find no parallel
passage in the "Angler." And then, with still a complete
lack of development, he states, that it is probable that
Walton borrowed from Barker8 s Art of Angling the idea of
making the work "humorous and entertaining,t! and then
proceeds to end his discussion .by showing how different
their ideas of humor were.  ' "

o o „but how fine .is the contrast between the. / ' 
chastised mirth of a gentleman, and. that of 
the more drollf^-for poor Mr =. Barker aspires .

. to nothing higher.,2 7 0 . -
And in the beginning of this conclusion, the very great 
similarity of the wit. an'd humor, between Walton and Breton - 
is the first point; but this has been mentioned before and 
will not be• developed further here = To continue, -the con
clusion is drawn from the following facts: Breton was a
prolific .writer o. He. wrote for a period of forty-nine 
years in London, He was held in high regard by his contem
poraries, and was in a position in the literary world which 
gave him influence o Fta?then, Breton, shows a great interest 
in fishing, both in. his private life. and in his writings,. , 
for he writes about it; in works which are very close to 
this subject, as well as- in works which are distant from 
the subjecto.' Both Walton and Breton are writers in the

Ibid., p . xxxiii.
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manner of-, the way of the ,world = Both wrote of .gypsies and 
. beggars'p- and in the examples quoted, • the ideas expressed are 
exactly .the same9 •but. the subjects .are just as exactly 
reversed = Both wrote 'of contemplation .and quiet, ;. Of knowledge. 
And'of nature and' the "beauty, of the countrysideo 

■ " . In the matter of style, manner, . and. sentence construc
tion, they both show the same'defects and Virtues, And" this 
is,true also in.the case of their diction and use of dialogue.

By means of a close observation of Brittons.Bowre 
of Delights, The Arbor, of Amorous Devices, Melanchoilke 
Humours, The ¥11 of Wit, "Wits Trenchmour,u ’’The Scholl,er ' 
and the Souldiour,^^The Miseries of Mavillia," A Post With " 
a Packet, of Mad Letters, Characters Upon Essaies, '’The Gouft 
and the Country,11 Pant a stic ks, and the Complete Angler," the' 
very similar ideas of development ."and construction have been 
shown- And in reference to this final observation, it is . 
important to state once more that the material for which 
parallels have been found in Breton was material that 
appeared in the first edition of the "Angler," and was there
fore not involved in"those parts of the book that were en
larged and developed in the four revisions made later by 
Walton- This material was a part of the original conception, 
and concerns those parts of the book which were written to . 
surround and carry forward the purpose-—to discuss fishing—- 
as it was conceived by Walton,



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

Nicholas Breton, a prolific writer of prose and poetry 
pamphlets during the reigns of Queen Elizabeth and King 
James 1 $, was descended from an ancient family .of Bayer-Bret on 
Essex, William Breton, Nicholas* father, came to London and 
engaged.in trade, and.through his trade 'and the resale of 
confiscated property he amassed a considerable fortune,
About 1550 William married Elizabeth Bacon,- The issue of 
this marriage was five children, .Richard, Nicholas, Thamar, 
Anne, and Mary, William Breton died in 1559,. leaving 
Elizabeth the. control of his estate; but, at the same time, 
he ‘made provisions to prbtect the inheritances of the: 
children by providing for executors to take over the manage
ment of the' estate if Elizabeth remarried or died before, 
the children came of age. This control was not effective, 
however, for even though Elizabeth married and divorced 
Edward Boyes and then married George Gascoigne, the estate 
seems to have remained in her hands, Under the will, Breton 
was to inherit at the age of twenty-four, and if his birth 
date is accepted as 1555, two years after the date of the 
birth of Richard in 1551, then he would have received his 
share of the "estate in 1577, George Gascoigne, who, while
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probably Inspiring Nicholas to a literary career, seems to 
have made this literary career necessary and professional by- 
dissipating the legacy- left Breton by his father. In the 
' same year, 1577, at the .age of twenty-four, - Breton printed 
his first two pamphlets. Further demonstrating this need 
to support himself through his writings are- the constant . 
references to poverty and the lack of money to be found 
throughout his ■wo.rks.o Of his life, Breton left no account, , 
and, as a result, little is known concerning his personal 
life =>. Probably Nicholas spent some of his childhood in 
the country, he seems to have been a member of the Church 
, of. England, and his early, education, it is likely, did not 
go beyond reading, writing, and arithmetic. As a young man, 
however, it may be that Breton attended Oxford, though there 
are no school records for verification. With the exceptions 
of a.trip abroad in 1582, probable journeys to the country, 
and a possible second trip abroad about 1597, Breton ■: '
probably spent his life in and around-London.

Hothlng is known of Breton8s wife and their children 
except the notices that - appear in the Register of St . Giles , 
Oripplegate. At about the age of forty Nicholas married Ann 
Sutton, and the issue of this marriage was four children—  
Mary, Henry, Edward, and Matilda« If the date of Breton8 s 
last publication, Pantasticks, 1626, is accepted as the 
approximate date of his death, then he was predeceased by 
the two daughters, Mary and Matilda, but at the present time
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there are no other known records concerning his wife or their 
two sons o . . ■ .

Among Breton’s many .friends that are known with certainty 
are Shakespeare, Puttenham, Greenes Jonson, William Herbert, 
Robert Cecil, .the Earl of Salisbury, and, since "Breton was 
In the circle of the Countess of Pembroke, probably Sidney, 
Through his acquaintanceship with John Florio, he probably, 
knew Daniel, Hakluyt, John Healy, Matthew Gwinne, and 
Giordano Bruno,, And, If indeed Breton attended Oxford, he 
probably knew Dyer, Lodge,. Bedes, Peele, Raleigh, Roydon, 
and perhaps Watson,' all of whom, were in attendance there at 
about the same time, - •

"The only remaining way-'marks in Breton’s life are the 
numerous works he produced during his literary career which: 
extends from 1577 to 1626, ■

. During his literary career of.forty-nine years, Breton 
produced twenty-four known poetry tracts between 1577 "and ; .
1614, and between 1580 and. 1626 he produced twenty-seven 
prose, tracts. There are two works" of Breton entered at the 
Stationers’ Register which are.no longer extant, "hay then," 
1622, and "A bopke called Hothinge11 or ",TA bobke Called Oddes: 
or All the World to Nothing,11 1622: and in addition to his 
known extant works and those no longer extant, there are . 
some nine works, including "Ho Whipplnge, nor Trippinge,"
1601, “The. Passion of a Discontented Mind, “ 1602, "Honest _ 
Gouris.aile, A Merrie Fitte of a Poetical Furie," 1605,
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^Cornu-coplae<» Pasqull1 s Eighteap,Tl 1612 and 1623, "The 
Uncasing of Machivils Instructions to his Sonne, 1613,
”Machiavells Dogge,” 1617, "The Case is Altered. How?
Aske Dalio and Millo, 11 1604, "Choice, Chance, and Change, 
or Conceites in their Colours," and, "Conceited Letters newlie 
laid Open," 1612 and 1632, that have been assigned to 
Breton or discussed in relation .to the Breton canon.

Breton’s poetry, pamphlets, "which are mainly satirical,
.pastoral, and religious,•Include A Flourish upon Pancie to 
which is annexed The Toyes of an Idle Head, 1577, "The 
Works of a young Wyt trust up with a;Pardell-of pretie 
rfanoies," 1577, "The Payne; of Pleasure," 1578, "The 
Pilgrimage to Paradise,11 1592, "The Countess of Pembroke’s 
Passion," not printed until 1833 but probably written in. v 
1593 or 1594, "Marie Magdalen’s Love" and "A Solemne 
Passion of the Soules Love," 1695, . "Pasquil ’ s Mad-eappe"," : i 
1600, "Pasqull’s Foole.s-cappe, " 1600 , "Pasquil ’ s Mistresse," ' 
1600, Pasquil1s Passe and Passeth Hot, 1600, "Pasqull’s 
Swullen Humours," 1600, Melancholike Humours, 1600, "The• 
Longing of a Blessed Heart,"1601, "The Soules Heavenly 
Exercise," 1601, "The Soules Harmony," 1602, "The Mothers 
Blessing," 1602, Old Madcappe’s new Oallymawfry, 1602,
"The Soules immortal! crowrie consisting of seven glorious 
.graces," 1605, The Passionate Shepheard, 1604, "A True 
Description of Unthankfulness," 1602, "The Honour of 
Valour," 1605, "Hate of Treason,printed between 1605 and
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ISlSj ands, finally* !!1 would and 1 would not* H 1614<,

There are two colieotions of poetry printed.under 
Breton's name: Brittons Bowre of Delights* 1591 and 1597*
and The Arbor of Amorous Devices * 1594 and 1597„ These works' 
contain many of Breton's shorter p.oems--sonnets and lyrics * 
but they also contain the works of many other poets, among 
whom are some'of.the greatest poets of the Renaissance» In 
addition to Breton's poetry works printed,under his own 
name* he is represented in various poetic miscellanies of 
the age o- In The Phoenix West, 1593, Breton is represented 
by five poems--l,The, Preamble; to. Wo Bo his Garden plot, n 
"A strange • descrip tion of a rare Garden plod,fl " An excellent 
Breame of ■ Ladies and their Biddies,fl "The Ghesse Play," 
and "A most excellent passion set downe." The pastoral 
poems of Breton contained in Englahd's Helicon, 1600 and 
1614, have often been reprinted and are among the most- 
beautiful lyr'ios of the Renalssanee, These poems are - .
"Phillida and Goridon," "A Pastoral! of Phillis and Goridon,1! 
" A  Sweete Pastorall,11 ■ "Astrophell his- Song of Phillida and 
Goridon,u "Ooridons supplication to .Phillis,H "A sheepheards 
dreame," "A Report Song in a dreame, betweene a Sheepheard 
and his Himph," and "Another of the same =," Besides Breton's 
representation in poetic miscellaneis, he is also included 
in Thomas Morley's Mew Book of Tablature, 1596, John Dowland'.s 

Third Book of Song, 1605-, Michael East's Madrigals, 1604,



Henry loull1 s Gali'zdiiets., 1608,: and John ®layfprd's Select \ ■ 
Mngloal Alrg and, Dialogues, .1653. . ' . . o '
: V-:in'’:hl:svprose. hracts;:*^et.oS":shbwh:hlmaellr just as ■ jj-j;.. :.

versatile as he does in his poetry pamphlet's» He wrote 
; hhar ah ter s, - e'S say S;, devotional tracts, political tracts, ' 
courtly, and; realistic •fiction, and gnomic pieces written .

; ',• inldlaiogues and . as letters , • The ; pnos e painphlet s; 'Include 
Wil of Wit, 1599,-: which 'is composed of "Discour se Betwixt- 
: Wit ■ andWi 11, ”■ "Authors Bireame.' of . Strange Ef£ects,;t.;".The;- . '■ 
Scheller, and the Souldiour, 11 "The Miseries of' Mavillia, " ; 
and !!A Dialogue hetweene Anger and 'Patience»11 The other- 
prose: wofhs are "Auspicante Jehova. Maries Exercise," 1597, ■ 
"Wits Trenchm'our, " 1597t: J^igure of’-Ephre, "v printe two ■ ■ 
parts, 1597 and 1625, "The Strange Fortunes of Two Excellent 
Princes, ".1600, "Wonders: Worth the Hearing,'" 1602, A Post 
• with A- Packet of 'Mad lettera, 1602 and 1603, "A Merrie '•_..
Dialogue Betwext the Taker andjilistaker:,T IgOS, •fWlmellos. "
For tune s ' -1604, "Ah dlde Mans Xessdn,' and A Young Mans f
Love,"' 1605,. " I  Bhtp"' y on.he:mot Angrie:," 1605, "A .Murmurer,-" '
-1607jd "Diyine Considerations of the Soule, " 1608, "Wits d -. t 
Private Wealth,1612, 1613, ..and" 1615, .Characters Upon ' 
Bssales.Morall,- and Divine, 1615, The Good and the Baddey • 
'1616, "Crossing of Proverbs," 16l6, "The Court and Country," 
1618, "Strange' Newes" 1622, Fantasticks, 1626, and, finally", 
the" “Character of Steeh/'Eiizabethy" tdiich was probably never 

■ p r i n p d0 ;:cd-: h;; y f t - y " '  , j  j - y i j h t v V y t  d ; :
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, . Tto.ese works of prose and poetry9 of which, there are 

more than seventy-eight known editions between 1577 and 
16.50,. are written in the various methods in' vogue during the 
.Renaissance on a wide: range .of subject matter, and they have 
received varied -evaluations by Breton8 s contemporary critics 
and fellow authors. . The present-day evaluation of these 
works is.closely allied to that of some of Breton’s "fellow ' 
authors. ' _ . ■ • : • ' .

The evaluations of Breton's works by his contemporaries 
and near contemporaries,fall into three.general categories; 
the critical estimation In which these works were held.by 
such" critics' as Puttenham and Meres i. the critical estimation 
in which these works were held by Breton's fellow writers; 
and the estimation— -active crlticlsm--in which these works . 
were held by those who made use of" them as the subject of 
plagiary, and for imitation and. as source material.

Both Putt enham and- Meres place -Breton among such of his 
contemporaries .as Shakespeare, Spenser, and Sidney. But 
such an evaluation is not possible at the present time; 
rather, the present day estimation of Breton's tracts closely 
parallels that of Breton's fellow "writers. Ben Jon son,
"Henry Fitzgeffrey, Francis Beamont, and John Fletcher make 
reference to the vast number of Breton’s pamphlets and the 

estimation in which these works were held by the populace. 
These allusions reflect the evaluati on--that Breton was a-



popular journallst--whlch Is held of Breton's prose and 
poetry at the present timeV. But/ even as a journalist, 
Breton has both a historical value and a literary value» 
Breton's historical value is to be found in his pictures ‘ 
of Ttidor England, in his expression of the ideas current in 
his age, and in his writings being a formative element of 
his age— the adaptation of courtesy books in his letter 
books, .the essay, and the characterj and Breton’s literary 
value is demonstrated by his anticipations of other authors 
in thought, subjept,"and manner Of treatment, by his con
ciseness., by:his originality , and by his use of -'English 
rural and pastoral scenes in both poetry and prose. • Perhaps 
Breton's greatest literary fault, a fault not too often 
found in his writings, is a looseness and monotony of 
style.,. and this fault is probably the result of the deadly 
facility and speed necessary to the professional writer.

' The last and most valuable eyaluati.on--an evaluation 
which is an . ac ti ve or it 1 "cl s ii- - Of ■ the works of Breton is the 
use made of these works by other authors who plagiarized 
them and who used them for imitation and source material. 
Plagiarists who took the works of Breton as their Own , 
Include Thomas Wataoh, Samuel Pick, and Matthew. Stevenson. 
Also, if Breton is not the author of "Machiavells Dogge,,l 
1617:, then this work is a clear case of plagiary, for 
twenty entire stanzas of the poem, are found in Breton*s 
"I would and would not,” 1614| and eleven characters from
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' Breton’s The Good and the Badde appear in "The Court of 
Honour,11. 1679 »

Imitations of Breton and the use of M s  works as 
source material include the series of very popular pamphlets 
written in the same manner and following the appearance of 
his "The Figure of Foure"| the "Passions of the Spirit" is 
a version of Breton’s'"The Countess of Pembroke’s Passion"; 
"A dialogue between Caron and Amator," which appears in The 
Arbor of Amorous Devices, possibiy inspired two,imitative 
dialogues with Charon in Amorose Songes; at least three 
imitations of Breton’s very popular Post with A Packet of 
Mad Letters appeared after the -publication of this letter,, 
book in 1603; corresponding to four characters from Breton*s 
The'Good and the Badde,,are four characters of the twenty- 
three characters added by John Sarl-e to the fifth edition 
of Mlcro-Cosmograph!e in 1629; and, finally Leigh Hunt’s 
two "Hows11 are extensions and reworkings of Breton’s ;
Pantasticks. In 1607 Thomas'Heywood took "A Pastora11” 
from Breton's Bowre of Delights and used this poem as the 
source for a "Song” to be sung.in his play. The Fair 
Maid of the Exchange. • ■

But the one work which seems.to show the most extensive 
use of the tracts of Breton is Walton’s Complete Angler,.
In this work Walton apparently makes use of many of Breton’s 
pamphlets, and from these various pamphlets he has taken 
thought, subject .matter, and manner of treatment and



reworked;, them into a book t'hats, 'in each of its many editions<, 
reflects constantly :the value :of Breton's style, the great 
worth of the ideas Breton expresses in his works, and the 
:great worth of Breton's rural- and pastoral scenes. Walton 
is an author who has given great significance to Breton's 
works, and The Complete Angler is a living hook that makes 
-the worth of Breton more explicito
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